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ABSTRACT

The development ofNATo strategy from its inception in 1949 to the adoption of

flexible response in 1967 illustrates the primacy of politics in a military alliance. Bome

of the necessity to satisfy the competing national priorities and objectives of NATo's

diverse membership, flexible response emerged as a strategic concept that satisfied more

political than military imperatives. This, however, does not mean that the alliance failed

to accomplish its goal: on the contrary, NAT0's success in maintaining the integrity of

its members and ultimately in dismantling íts opponent is unparalleled in history. In this

"vay' 
stratcgy as implemented by NATo can bc viewed diatectically: despite the initial

objective being the defence of alliance members through military means, the strategic

concept ofthe alliance served the more political function ofmaintaining alliance cohesion,

a function which itself posscssed great military significance. The experience of NATO

in developing strategy is particularly relevant today, as the world seeks a means to deal

with the problems left by the collapse of the Cold War order.

This thesis is an interpretive study of the evolution of NATo's flexible response

strategy for the purpose of demonstrating the links between politics and military strategy.

It reconsiders a well-told story in light of what the story reveals about strategy and

politics. This connection retains its importance as NATO enters a new era amid questions

of its continued usefulness-



INTRODUCTION

In 1949 the North Atlantic Treaty organization was established to respond to the

military threat posed to the western democratic states by an increasingly aggressive and

expansionist soviet union. The members of the alliance would spend the better part of

the next two decades deliberating over the most expedient means of accomplishing this

fundamental objective. As an organization composed of member states technically equal

but in practice vastly disparate, the primacy of politics in military decisions was

inevitable. ln fact, it witl be argued that the political process exerted such an

overwhelming influence on the development of military strategy that the resulting

eightcen years of debatc produccd a strategic cloctrine that satisfied more political than

military imperatives, This, however, does not mean that the alliance faited to accomplish

its goal: on the contrary, NATo's success in maintaining the integrity of its members and

ultimately in dismantling its opponcnt is unparalleled in history. The experience of

NATO in developing strategy is particularly relevant today, as the world seeks a rneans

to deal with the problems left by the collapse of the cold war order. An examination of

the development offlexible response, the strategic concept which served NATO's interests

for more than two decades, will serve to illuminate the intricacies of the process and

provide some insight into how the alliance might be suited to address the problems ofthe

1990s.

The strategic doctrine of a military alliance such as NATO needs to be understood

in the double sense of serving both political and military aims. strategy is designed



initially to meet real military tkeats, to provide a blueprint for a nation's armed forces

should they be required to go to war. strategy involves the physical and psychological

preparation of men and materiel for battle. strategy requires the development of battle

plans against some possible future threat, the exact nature of which cannot be fullv

predicted in advance.

But is it also true that strategy serves the ideological needs ofa state by providing

its constituents with a sense of security. This second component, it will be argued, was

the oveniding driving force behind the development of NATO strategy. The main thrust

ofNATO strategy, as it emerged in the 1950s and 1960s, was alliance cohesion. The

compromise of flexible response was able to satisff this requirement.

The role of NATO strategy in maintaining alliance cohesion should not, however,

be viewed as purely political: the very existence of NATO was a detenent in itself. As

a group of nations united in their commitment to collective defence and to the

preservation of their individual ways of life, NATO ir and of itself deterred the soviet

union from attempting to attack or subvefi any of the NATO members. strategy as

implemented by NATO can therefore be viewed dialectically: despite the initial objective

being the defence of alliance members through military means, the strategic doctrine of

the alliance served the more political function of maintaining alliance cohesion, a function

which itself possessed great military significance. In many respects the development of

NATO strategy emerged through the interplay of forces seeking to sffengthen alliance



cohesion; the importance of this factor to this discussion of shategy will be demonstrated

throughout the text. NATo shategic doctrine must therefore be viewed fiom the point

of serving an inrra-alliaîce function first, although its expressed - and ultimate - aim

was inter-alliance,

Furthermore, this internal function of strategy was itself multi-dimensional, in

addition to being highly political and complicated. Each nation possessed its own unique,

complex domestic environment in which the government of the day had to search for

domestic consensus on issues to which the public may have been hostile. In response to

these challenges, strategic doctrine had to make sense of govemment choices which might

not have always seemed in concert with the country's interestsl strategic doctrine had to

provide a rationale for participation in NATO. Thus NATO strategy had to serve the

alliance's interest among its members as well as between its members and the extemal

environment,

This duality ofstrategy was manifest in the alliance's goveming strategic concept.

From t967 to 1991, the defence ofNATO relied upon flexible response, a concept which

linked together strategic nuclear, tactical nuclear, and conventional forces. In theory, this

triad provided the alliance with maximum flexibility in response to soviet aggression and,

through the concept of escalation, enhanced the American promise of extended deterrence

by linking u.s. strategic nuclear weapons to the defence of America's European alries.

In practice' an inadequate conventional component was linked by an incredible concept



ofescalation to an eroded theahe nuclear force, perching alliance defence precariously on

"a stool that has three uneven sfategic legs.,'r

These flaws would seem initially to be antithetical to the very purpose of flexible

response. Yet a more detailed examination will reveal that the alliance's shategic posture

resulted from a complex political process in which objectives other than purely strategic

ones were sought. The great divergence between the NATO allies in terms ofsuch factors

as geography, history, economic wealth, and domestic political environment created an

equally great divergence in opinions regarding defence strategy. This fact was furlher

complicated by the addition of nuclear weapons to the equation, and the misconceptions

which accompanied them. For the allies, the central problems of the 1950s and 1960s

werc: How best to ensurc European security? what rofe should nuclear weapons play?

what role do each of the allies play, particularly regarding nuclear contror? Answers to

these questions differed between allied countries as much as within them; resolution to

the debates which raged throughout this period often seemed out of reâch. Interestingly,

the events of the 1990s have brought some of these questions to the forefront again.

Flexible response was accepted in 1967 as a compromise to the politicar and

military questions facing the alriance. The primary requirement of developing a strategy

which satisfied fifteen competing national priorities and objectives meant that ambiguities

. . .r 
Douglas L. Bland, The Militarv committee of the North Attantic Alliance (New

York: Praeger, l99l), p. l.



were unavoidable. Flexible response catered to these differences by providing a deter¡ent

strategy that could be everything to everyone: with a large and varied force structure and

ambiguous guidelines regarding nuclear use, flexible response could be interpreted to suit

each nation's individual deployment preferences. Though formal adoption ofthis strategic

concept in 1967 by no means quashed the debate from which it had emerged, it did

provide a respite from the divisive disputes which characterized alliance politics until this

time. lt also remained the alliance's guiding defence policy until the collapse of the

Soviet empire.

one author has argued that the difficulties faced by NATO were 'chronic coalition

ailments' which doomed alliance strategy to mediocrity: "The dilemma stems from the

fact that consensus among a group of countries cannot but find its conunon denominator

on a level that falls short of the particular interests of each participant.'¿ while this may

be true, it will be shown that NATO shategy, whether intended or not, imbued the

alliance with a particular kind of strength which resulted from this ambiguity.

An examination of the evolution of NATO military strategy in the period r949-

1967 with particular emphasis on events leading to the development of flexible response

serves as a useful case study for the proposition that in a military alliance politics has

primacy. Military strategy, especially in an organization such as NATO, must fulfil a

political role. It must possess both an external and an intemal component: the external

2 Harald von Riekhoff, NATO: Issues and prosoects (Toronto: CIIA, 1967), p. 4.
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function of strategy being to convince potential enemies that attacking would not be in

their interest, the intemal function being to reassure constituent members ofthe strategy's

ability to protect them from harm. This political function becomes even more pronounced

with the introduction of nuclear weapons. The extemal and intemal security roles become

tangled as states seek to reconcile the threat of use of such a destructive force with the

problem of possible mutual devastation. For NATO the problem was further exacerbated

by the unequal distribution ofthc consequences ofnuclear use (except in the case of all-

out nuclear war). This paper will demonstrate how, under very difficult circumstances,

a doctrine emerged which was acceptable to widely diverse peoples.

This thesis is an interpretive study of the evolution of NATo's flexible response

strategy for the purpose of demonstrating the links between politics and military strategy.

It reconsiders a well-told story in light of what the story reveals about strategy and

politics. This connection retains íts importance as NATO enters a new era amid questions

of its continued usefulness.

Chapter One will describe strategy and examine its use by NATO. The

proposition that military and political factors are intertwined, mutually reinforcing

components of strategy is supported by such classic strategists as clausewitz and

Machiavelli. contemporary historians like samuel Huntington and Edward Luttwak

reiterate the duality of strategy. Applied to NATO, shategy has three main components:

deterrence, defence and diplomacy. From the vast literature on this issue, this section will



draw on the work of Paul Buteux, Barry Buzan, Gordon craig, Lawrence Freedman,

Alexander George, cotin Gray, Morton Harperin, Robert osgood, Jane Stromseth and phil

Williams.

chapters Two and Th¡ee will consider the domestic factors of the alliance

members and the ways in which these influenced strategic priorities during the r950s.

It was during this time that NATo's nuclear bias was firmly entrenched in alliance

culture, and the reasons for this will be examined. The literature on this subject is

extensive and, in concert with the reratively large number of NATO membcrs, too

overwhelming for a study of this nature. Thus the anarysis w l be confined to the four

major players: the united states, Britain, France and Germany. The first three have been

selected because of their dominant influence on all aspects of alliance politicsl Germany

is included because of its strategic position in Europe and the impact its status as a nation

divided had on politícal priorities. while Germany did not wield the influence of the

other three during this period, it was influenced most directly by NATO strategic

decisions, particularly by the Forward strategy which, in governing a ied defence,

directed that "aggression must be resisted as far to the East as possible,,.3 As such,

Germany's input into the decision making process and the resurts of that process on the

lront line nation are of interest to this study. These chapters w l rery on such classic

writings as those of Samuel Hungtington, catherine McArdle Kelleher, Henry Kissinger,

wilffid Kohl, Robert osgood, Andrew piene, Hans Speier, as wel as more recent works

3 NATO Facts and Fieures. 1976,p.30.
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by John Baylis, Timothy lreland, and David Schwartz.

In considering the influence of the alliance,s four major players on NATO's

nuclear reliance. the discussion will turn to examine the effect of this reliance on alliance

strategy and on alliance relationships. Essentially, alliance cohesion was strained by the

thleat to respond massively to soviet aggression. such a tb¡eat entailed costs which, as

soviet missile technology became increasingly sophisicated, erew out of proportion with

the bencfits of alliance membership. Moreover, the fact that the Americans jealously

guarded the means by which massive retaliation would be canied out both hindered

defensive preparations and heightened tensions within the alliance. Thus, the launching

of a direct challenge to massive retaliation in the post-sputnik era created a crísis of

confidence.

The massive retaliation critique and limited war proposals will be the focus of

chapter Four. Their influence on the development of flexible response warrants a

detailed examination. what factors emerged to erode confidence in massive retaliation

as the alliance's detement strategy? why was this so potentially damaging to the

alliance? The growing realization that technoiogical advancements and the loss of

American nuclear superiority made massive retaliation untenable led to a search for

altemative strategies to provide the alliance with a viable deterrent stategy and a means

to restore confidence, Limited war strategies became the centre ofa debate over how to

respond to the soviet nuclear challenge without threatening suicide. This debate is



influential because it brought out the main strategic and political problems that any new

NATO strategy would need to address. In particular, the problem of the Europeans' lack

of control ovcr defensive preparations demanded a resolution if alliance cohesion was to

hold. sources for this chapter include Bemard Brodie, Morton Halperin, william

Kaufmann, Klaus Knorr, Oskar Morgenstem, Thomas Schelling, and Glenn Snyder.

Nuclear sharing emerged as the most salient issue of the 1960s, as chapter Five

will show. The need to replace massive retaliation with a more credible deterrent strategy

became wound up in the European alliance members' struggle to acquire a louder voice

in strategic matters. A variety of schemes were proposed to combat European attempts

to develop their own nuclear forces. The most influential proposals called for European

basing of American intermediate-range ballistic missiles, and for the creation of a

Multilateral Force (MLF) in which the Europeans would jointly own and operate a fleet

of surface ships armed with Potaris missiles, None of these so-called hardware solutions

succeeded, largely because none ofthem recognized or dealt with the real concems of the

European allies: how and when nuclear weapons would be used. In addition to authors

previously mentioned. this chapter draws from the work of J.w. Boulton, Robert Bowie,

Alastair Buchan, Frederick Mulley as well as articles in the New york rimes and NATO

official communiqués.

chapter six examines the processes which red to the incrusion of the Europeans

in nuclear decision making and to the acceptance of flexible response as a solution to the



alliance's ailments. American Defense secret¿ry Robert McNamara's new approach to

alliance military policy provided the Europeans with a more satisfuing role in nuclear

deterrence than any of the sharing proposals offered. Through the creation of such

instruments as the Nuclear Planning Group, the allies acquired access to and input into

the nuclear policy process. This chapter also considers the dramatic changes in the

American approach to nuclear detenence which occurred during the mid-1960s, which

both necessitated and ultimately enabfed the acceptance of flexible response as NATo,s

governing strategic concept. works used in this section include those by Desmond Ball,

Paul Buteux, Harland cleveland, Alain Enthoven and wayne smith, william Kaufmann,

Robert McNamara, David schwartz, John Steinbruner, Jane stromseth and Alben

Wohlstetter.

Finally, the conclusion will consider the relevance of the flexible response case

study to the current realities of intemational relations in the 1990s. NATO must now deal

with an international security environment which differs substantially from the one in

which flexible response was developed. Despite these differences, the alliance's long

struggle with flexible response is an encouraging demonstration of the political flexibility

that can be expected from an organization already both well-established and forced to

contend with a diverse constituency. The history of the development of flexible response

would seem to indicate the ab ity of NATo to accommodate new visions and new

members which, it is argued, will be necessary for its continued existence. Although the

cautious movement of the a[iance may make it slow to change, it will also prevent

NATO from making rash decisions. The flexibility of NATO so demonstrated will

nonetheless continue to be tested throughout the decade. Moreover, NATo's new

l0



strategic concept is more explicitly political than was flexible response, supporting this

paper's proposition ofthe central importance of politics in strategy. The similiarities of

the two documents, developed in response to fundamentally different international

situations, are interesting and further reflect the primacy of politics in military strategy.

In retrospect, critics offlexible response will argue that it was a militarily unsound

strategy that would have doomed Europe, if not the world, had the soviet union ever

forced NATO to put its strategy to the test. But flexible response wa.r constantly being

tested, by the political dynamics of both intra-alliance and East-west relations. The fact

that the alliance continues to function as an integrated structure, that its members feel

reasonably secure of thei¡ integrity and, ultimately, that the soviet union/warsaw pact

did not attack westem Europe is a testament to the effectiveness of flexible response.

In many ways NATO's nevr' strategic concept, adopted at the l99l Rome meeting,

is the natural extension of flexible response. By stating unequivocally the importance of

politics in the security of the alliance, it legitimizes the political component of flexible

response. Indeed, the Rome declaration piaces the political components ofthe alliance's

defence strategy ahead of military considerations. As one observer recently noted,

"Im]ilitary forces have become a much less important, but still discernible, part ofsecurity

in Europe".a This paper will argue that m itary forces were arways only one component

of alliance security, and that NATO is well-suited to deal with a change in their relative

importance.

aFred chernoff, "Arms control, European Security and the Future of the western
Alliance", Strateeic Review (Winter 1992), p. 19.
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A new era of international politics is beginning, one which in many ways deviates

sharply from the course followed over the last half century. The breakup of the soviet

union and the end of the cold war have redefined the entire sphere of intemational

relations from a bipolar system to one that has yet to emerge clearly. Fear of nuclear war

has declined almost to the point of nonexistence. yet the resulting turmoil in Russia and

other former Soviet states, combined with the persistence of conflicts elsewhere in the

world, leaves lingering questions about security which suggest many features of old

system remain. currently, the west lacks a strategy to deal with these conflicts. NATO

is a possible vehicle through which the west could develop a method to confront the

insecurities of the international situation.

12



CHAPTER ONE: Strategy

Strategv is the use of engagements for the object of the war.

- Carl Von Clausewitz

strategy is a multifaceted concept with a variety of meanings and uses. Derived

from the ancient Greek term for a general and generalship, sfategy has been defined as

"the art of distributing and applying military means to fulfil ends of policy,,,¡ ,,exploiting

military force so as to attain given objects of policy",2 ,,the indispensable bridge between

arms and policy"3 and "the relating of military power to political purpose."o The

coûrmon theme throughout these various descriptions is the existence of a relationship

between military power and political ends. This relationship may be iimited in the sense

of describing military manoeuvres, as well as interpreted more broadly to encompass the

whole range of factors - societal, economic, geographic, as well as political and military

- which influence events on the battlefietd and ultimately the nature of the battle itself.

It is this more inclusive definition which will be applied in this study.

At its most basic level, strategy can be seen as an organizing toor for the conduct

_ 'Basil Liddell Hart, strateey: The Indirect App¡oach 4th ed. (London: Faber &
Faber, 1967), p. 335,

2Hedley Bult, "Srrategic Studies and its Critics", World politics (lI, l963), p.593.

_ 'R9!rÍ Osgood, NATO. The Entaneline Alliance (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1962), p. 7.

_ 
tcgl-il!. Gray, Strateqic Studies: A Critical Assessment (Westport, CT.: Greenwood

Press, 1982), p. 4.

13



of war, in either theory or practice. Theories of sfategy seek to ',investigate the essence

of the phenomena of war and to indicate the links between these phenomena and the

nature of their constituent parts,"s By examining the underlying factors of war,

strategists attempt to achieve a clearer understanding of war: why it begins, why certain

events unfold the way they do, and how these factors influence the outcome. competing

shategies differ both in terms of which factors are important and, how much effect they

have on the outcome of the battle. snategic theory attempts to describe and explain war

by reducing war to the sum of its parts, and by developing certain basic principles. It is

hoped that by understanding the causes of war future conflicts can be prevented or, at

least, the suffering they cause reduced, In this way strategy seeks not only an

understanding of the past but also some impact on the future.

It is difficult, however, to view strategic theory solely in the abstract. It is

possible in the natural sciences to deduce fundamental principles or laws which will

consistently explain certain phenomena. The socíal sciences, on the other hand, are

subject to the whims and desi¡es of the human element which is their focus. To consider

strategy only on paper is to ignore clausewitz's waming of the effects of friction on the

seeming simplicity of war.

strategy must, therefore, be considered in the realm of the practical, in the right

_ 

scarl von clausewitz, on war. Indexed ed. Edited and translated by Michael Howard
and Peter Paret. (Princeton: princeton University press, 19g4), p. 61.

14



of experience and history. strategy must be adapted to respond to the conditions which

initiate its application, and subsequently to adjust itself as its application alters those

conditions. The development of strategy "from idea to doctrine to implementation [is]

a progression that in turn will give rise to further ideas".6 strategy is dynamic, affecting

but also reacting to the situatíon in which it is applied. It is only fiom this process of

implementation that true strategy will emerge. As Bemard Brodie noted, ,'strategic

thinking, or 'theory' ifone prefers, is nothing if not pragmatic. Strategy is a ,how to do

it' study, a guide to accomplishing something and doing it efficiently.,,?

An examination of the various etymological and historical contexts of strategy will

contribute to this discussion of NATO strategy by illustrating the varied components of

strategy, as well as the importance of the political process in the development of military

plans. Moreover, the dialectical nature of sfategy as it both results ftom and responds

to such factors as history, geography, technology and politics will be demonstrated, with

reference to the dialectical role strategy played as implemented by NATO. Furthermore.

differences between classical and modern strategy will serve to illuminate the challenge

faced by statesmen as they attempted to develop doctrines for the use ofnuclear weapons.

Modern strategic thought has evolved from the classic theorizing of such authors

.Peter Paret, "lntroduction", ín peter paret, ed., Makers of Modem stratee.v: from
Machiavelli to the Nuclear Aee (princeton: princeton Uni@

TBernard Brodie, War and politics (London: Cassell and Company, 1973\, p. 452.

t5



as clausewitz and Machiavelli, whose main contributions were in considering ,'the

fundamental nature of war as a branch of politics".s clausewitz's ,'revolutionary and

defiantly simple" definition serves as a useful starting point for a discussion of strategy.e

Stategy is a device to explain war, from its technical manoeuvrings on the battlefield and

the aim these hope to achieve to the ultimate reason for engaging in combat. yet for

clausewitz war is ultimately a political act, a facf which directly affects strategy.

In his seminal work, on war. clausewitz's discussion of the art of war centres on

the distinction he makes between tactics and, strategv. central to this explanation is the

concept of the engagemenr, which encompasses the many aspects of combat: weapons,

men, fighting, and the effect each has upon the other. It is the " planning and executing,'

ofthese self-contained engagements which constitutes tacticsi ,,coordinaring 
each of lthe

engagements] with the others in order to further the object of the war,, comprises

strategy.ro

The distinction between tactics and strategy is essential, but so too is their

interdependence. clausewitz goes on to state that "tactics teaches the use of armed forces

itt the engagemenf,' strategy, the use of engagements for the object of the war.", Tactics

Eibid., p. 438,

- 'qu!9lael Howard, The causes of war. 2nd ed. (cambridge: cambridge university
Press, 1984), p. 101.

roClausewitz, On War, p. 128. Original emphasis.

tt ibid. Onginal emphasis.
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deals with the operationalization of battle, while strategy seeks to piace individual battles

in some overriding context. strategy is therefore the way in which armed force is to be

used to achieve the object of the war, which is political. And according to clausewitz,

"the political object - the original motive for the war - will thus determine both the

military objective to be reached and the amount of effort it requires.',rz

Clausewitz's definition illustrates the interaction between the political and military

spheres in determining strategy. The political aim establishes the military goal, and the

military in turn determines what politícal goals are attainable. Military realities may force

an adjustment of political aims, and this modification may in turn require new military

plans. The dynamic nature of strategy is evident here.

The interaction between political and military spheres is further emphasized in

clausewitz's famous phrase: "war is nothing but the continuation of policy with other

means".r3 For clausewitz, war is urtimately a political act, its course guided by a

"political object" which serves as "the original motive for the war.',ra This stress on the

essentially political nature ofwar supports the primacy ofpolitics proposition made in the

introduction; immediate goals are set by the military in order to meet over-riding political

goals.

'2ibid., p. Bl.

t3ibid., p. 69.

toibid., p. Bl.

t7



clausewitz's contrasting definitions of tactics and strategy further represent the

dichotomy of strategy: there exists the technical, more naffow, interpretation of shategy,

contrasted by the broader, more inclusive definition by which strategy is ,'based on, and

may include, the development, intellectual mastery, and utilization of all of the state,s

resources for the purpose of implementing its policy in war."rs For NATo, this

inclusive definition is particularly important, as will be shown.

Three centuries earlier, Machiavelli also recognized the interdependence of military

and political institutions. The central thesis tkoughout all of his writing is that a strong

military will permit a stable government, which must in turn create favourabfe conditions

for the effective functioning of the military. war for Machiavelli was a contest of wills,

the aim being to subject the enemy to your will, which was defined ultimately by the

political agenda: "what the appropriate means are - what the correct strategy is - to

carry out this aim will depend on the particular circumstances under which a campaign

is conducted."r6

The development of strategic thought has continued throughout the twentieth

rsParet, Makers of Modern Strates.v, p. 3.

'óFelix Gilbert, "Machiavelli: The Renaissance of the A¡t of war,,, in paret, Makers
gf Modem strateev, p. 27. Gilbert argues that Machiavelli did not fully .ornp.r'hããrh"-
importance of this concapt, emphasizing instead the technical-miíitahpt r." 

-onã

concentrating on the development of certain norms and rational laws of cónduct in war.
Nevertheless, clausewitz embraced Machiavelli's central concept ofthe nature of war as
the starting point for any analysis þp. 29-31).
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century by both practitioners and theorizers of war. General Andre BeauiÌe defined

strategy not as a doctrine, but as "a method of though! the object of which is to codif,

events, set them in order of priority and then choose the most effective course of

action."rT More recently, one author has conceptualized strategy as having both a

reactive and a proactive sense. "Strategy can be defined as the set of military, economic,

political and cultural policies adopted to respond to external challenges - the weak

definition; or the measures adopted to influence the extemal environment in which the

state finds itself - the strong definition."r8 It is more likely that strategy encompasses

both senses, and that in reacting to the extemal environment a strategy will dialectically

affect that environment whether intended or not.

The dialectical forces of strategy become evident in what Luttwak has termed

"grand strategy", where domestic and intemational political realities interact with military

capabilities to produce strategic requirements. Luttwak describes a variety of ,,levels,' of

strategy - fiom the technical workings ofweapons to their tactical uses in battle and the

interplay of battles in the theatre of warfare - whose interaction produces synergy. Each

level affects and is affected by the other, so that no event or capability in a military effort

is autonomous. Moreover, "the entire conduct of warfare and peacetime preparation for

war are in tum subordinate expressions of national struggles that unfold at the highest

- 
rTAndre Beaufre, An Introduction to strateev. Translated by Major-Generar R.H.

Barry. (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1965, p.l3).

. 't{ottl Roper, "shaping Strategy without the Th¡eat", in Adelohi papers 257:
America's Role in a Chansins World. part II. (Winter lgg0/gl), p. ?ú
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level of grand st,'ategt, where all that is military happens within the much broader

context of domestic govemance, intemationai politics, economic activity, and their

ancillaries."re Strategy results from a combination of military and political, domestic

and intemational factors.

The synergism of these factors has particular relevance with regard to

multi-member organizations such as NATO: in order for alliance members to agree on

military equipment and use, they must first agree on the objectives which such use aims

to achieve. In the NATO context, stategy serves as an organizing tool by coordinating

"the military resources of the alliance to fulfil basic political objectives."20 But it is

precisely the difficulty in agreeing on these ''basic political objectives" that was at the

heart of alliance debate. Domestic political environments, not just international ones,

shape and condition foreign policies. It is because of strategy's existence in the 'two

worlds' of international and domestic politics that military policy is influenced by and

must react to both foreign and domestic policy. ''The competition between the external

goals of the govemment as a collective entity in a world of other govemments and the

domestic goals of the govemment and other groups in society is the heart of military

policy".2' In the development of military policy, govemments must consider their

reEdward Luttwak, Strateev. The Loeic of War and Peace (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1987), p. 70.

zoJane E. Stromseth, The Orieins of Flexible Resnonse, (New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1988), p. 5.

2rsamuel Huntington,
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1961), p. 3.



domestic political constituents in their attempts to secure foreign policy goals. Military

policy must be palatable to the people it is designed to serve. yet it must also be in line

with the goals of other nations, if any unity is to be achieved, This is not always easy,

and not always possible.

The differing domestic situations of the NATO allies contributed in no small way

to the difficulties in developing NATO security policy. For the allies, the challenge of

reconciling domestic with foreign policy was further.complicated by the need to reconcile

the domestic and foreign policies ofeach member with that of the others. The fact that

strategy must be acceptable "to the constituency on whose behalf it is designed,,22 and

at the same time compatiblc with the policies of other governnents is indicative of the

range of factors that must be taken into consideration when formulating strategy. And

when nuclear weapons are added to the equation, the problems created by the need to

accommodate this range of factors increase exponentially.

The introduction of nuclear weapons added a new and complex dimension to

strategy. Nuclear strategy has been defined as "the art of the impossible": aft, ',because

nuclear strategy is more concemed with the intangibles of politics, psychology,

personality and perception"; and impossible. "because in the final analysis nuclear

weapons are too honific for their use to be contemplated in a rational calculation of

_ 
22Paul Buteux, strateev. Doctrine. and the politics of Alliance, @oulder: westview

Press, 1983), p. 4.
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possibilities. "'z3 since the dropping of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagaski, no

nuclear weapons have ever been used in battle. Given this void of historical precedents,

nuclear strategy is effectively "the study of the nonuse of [nuclear] weapons.,'2a The

development ofnuclear stategy was driven by the need to deal with rapid technological

advances and, as this thesis will show, is very much rooted in the experiences of the

superpowers.

Initially, nuclear weapons were envisioned as the perfect tool for fulfilling the

theories of strategíc bombardment. Developed in the 1920s and 1930s, these theories had

been used in world world ll with less conclusive results than predicted. with the jump

in destructiveness offered by nuclear weapons, the air power enthusiasts believed their

theories were vindicated. Moreover, "the eventual marriage of nuclear fission with the

sort of rocket technology exhibited in the German v-2s promised an unstoppable

weapon."2s Nuclear weapons, it was thought, would focus strategy on the role of

offense.

The very destructive capabilities which made nuclear weapons seem so attractive

soon cast doubt on their usefulness. western strategists were confronted with the

_ _ '?3!9ra,1d segal, "strategy and Survival", in segar et al., Nuciear war. Nuclear peace
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1983), p. l.

'olawrence Freedman, "The First Two Generations of Nuclear strategists,,, in paret,
ed., Makers of Modern Strateev. p. 735.

tttbid., p. 736.
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dilemma that these weapons were actually too powerful to be militarily practical or

morally acceptable. And with the development by the soviet union of nuclear

capabilities, the risks posed to the members of the alliance became apparent; for if both

sides could threaten catasfophic damage, the initiatiation of nuclear bombing amounted

to suicide. This stalemate led nuclear strategists to switch emphasis to defence, and the

deterrence of nuclear weapons use. This, however, was no easy feat, given the historical

advantage conferred upon the side in a conflict which could first attain the upper hand.

Thereupon followed an offense-defence duel: "As new offensive means were found,

prodigious efforts were made to develop countermeasures, which in turn stimulated

innovations in the offense. "26

As the superpowers acquired the nuclear capabilities to annihilate each other it was

argued that, given the suicidal implications, the use ofnuclear weapons would be deterred

automatically by their possession by both sides in a conflict. others cautioned that

deterence was not guaranteed by the mere possession of nuclear weapons, and that such

premises were dangerously naive. Atbert wohlstetter, for example, was one of the

leading proponents during this time of the view that nuclear weapons! despite their

destructive potential, had not eliminated the possibility of war. He argued that ,'to deter

an attack means being able to strike back in spite of it. It means, in other words, a

'uibid., p. 75s.



capability to strike second."2?

under the influence of wohlstetter and other analysts of his time, nuclear strategy

evolved toward means which were likely to enhance deterrence. Emphasis was placed

on establishing a "second strike capability" by making one's nuclear forces invulnerable

in order to remove an attacker's incentive for a first strike. In this way a "balance of

terror" could be maintained. But the possibility still existed that conflict could result in

the outbreak of hostilities and the initiation - accidental or otherwise - of nuclear

warfare. Thus nuclear strategy sought to keep conflict at as low a level as possible and

keep damage, particularly civilian damage. to a minimum to improve the chances for

swift a resolution to the conflict.2t A key change to strategy in the nuclear age was the

appreciation for the utter desfuction of society which would result from a full-scale or

prolonged war.

The debate on what constituted an appropriate strategy for nuclear weapons took

place at the same as these weapons were being deployed. Theories of nuclear shategy

often conflicted with traditional military war preparations; the result was that nuclear

strategy both influenced and was influenced by events in the real world.

2tAlbert wohlstetter, "The Delicate Balance of rerror", Foreiqn Affaùs vol. 37
(January 1959), p. 213.

28ibid., pp.2i0-231.
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Deterrence. Defence. Diplomacv

For NATO, the expressed aim of strategy was preservation of the member states'

"territorial integrity, political independence [and] security" from the threat posed to these

fundamental rights by the soviet union and its East European satellites.2e As it was set

out to accomplish this aim, NATO strategy can be broken down into three components:3.

detenence, on the basis that the alliance was fundamentally concemed with preventing

a Soviet/Warsaw Pact attack on Westem Europel defence, which is a vital element of

deterrencei and diplomacy, because "at the broader poriticar level, NATO strategy must

serve as a cohesive foundation for diplomacy with the soviet union aimed at diffusing

political conflicts and seeking a more stable relationship.,'r'

Dete*ence has always been the most fundamental aim of afliance strategy, driven

in particular by the memory of two world wars and west European resolve to avoid

anothcr occupation. The great destructive power of nuclear weapons forced strategists to

seek ways of reducing or even eliminating war, particularly large-scale nuclear war. The

interest in detenence. therefore, sprang from the notion "that the primary function of

military force should be to prevent the use of military force by one's opponents,'.i2 The

'nlhcl!oÍhéUên!.9_Tlssq., Washington, D.C., (April 4, 1g4g), A¡ticle 4.

30See in particular: Stromseth, Orisins of Flexible Response. pp. 5-gl Osgood, NATO,
pp.9-11.

3rshomseth, Orieins of Flexible Response, p. 5.

_ ^ _J2Morto¡ Halperin, contemporarv Military stratesv (New york: Little, Brown & co.,
1972), p. t0.



incredible capabilities of nuclear weapons tumed traditional notions of war upside down.

The aim of strategy in the nuclear age became the art of how not to use one's most

powerful weapon.

A seemingly straightforward concept, deterrence "refers to the adoption by states

of policies and strategies that seek through the manipulation of tkeats to stop an

adversary or putative enemy from doing what he might otherwise do.,,ir Deterrence is

thus concemed wíth the prevenr¡o¡¡ of some action deemed harmful to one's interests. As

craig and George outline, one must first decide which interests are most importanti in

NATO's case, however, the determination of vital interests was not necessarily a simple

task. The second step is to make a commitment to defend one's interests if challenged,

supported by th¡eats ofaction which must be both credible and sufficiently potent to deter

the enemy from action.ra

These 'tkeats of action' fa into two basic categories: deterrence by denial, and

deterrence by punishment. while the former seeks to deter by denying an opponent the

acquisition of his objective (i.e., denying him víctory), the latter purports to inflict greal

pain upon him if he dares try to achieve his aim (i.e., the costs of victory will outweigh

. 'Paul Buteux, "The Theory and practice of Dete*ence,,, in David Haglund and
Michael H9*"s, "ds. 

"1io.onto,
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1990), p. g3. 

--- .3aGordon craig and Arexander George, Force and st¿tecraft. (New york: oxford
University Press, 1983), p. 172.



any benefits). Although denial and punishment are both means of accomplishing the end

of deterrence, there is a fundamental difference between these two conceptions which is

essential to understanding NATo's security dilemmas. Deterrence by denial is "the

classical strategy of defense" which, in NATo's case, means "physically preventing the

warsaw Pact from occupying westem Europe."3s on the other hand, deterrence by

punishment or retaliation is the tb¡eat to inflict damage in response to an attack but not

necessarily dírectly associated with tbat attack. The advent of nuclear weapons with

tremendous destructive power gave rise to "the idea that detenence could be achieved by

tkeat of punishment other rhan those associated with denial".36 In the case of NATO.

American nuclear strikes against the Soviet homeland could be threatened in retaliation

to an attack on Europe. The distinction is particularly relevant to this study and explains

some of the controversy sunounding the evolution of NATO strategy.

The requirements of deterrence, either by denial or punishment, are fourfold:

capability, credibility, communication and cost effectiveness.iT Initially, it is necessary

to possess the military capabilities to carry out tbreats made in defence ofone's interests.

"Gregory F. Treverton, "Theatre Nuclear Forces: Military Logic and political
P_urpose", in Boutwell. Doty and Treverton, eds., The Nuclear confrontation in Europe
(London: Croom Helm. 1985), pp.97-98.

- - ll"u.rY Buzan, An lntroduction to Strateqic Studies (New york: St. Martin,s press,
1987), p. 136.

3TThese distinctions are based on those made by phil williams, ,'Nuclear Detenence,,,
in John Baylis et al., eds., contemoorarv Strateev i: Theories and policies. 2nd ed. (New
York: Holmes and Meier, 1987), pp. 116-l2lt But"u*, ,'The Theory and practiàe of
Deterrence", pp. 85-881 and Craig and George, Force and Statecraft, ip. 172-173.
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secondly' sínce pure physicat capabilities are somewhat artificial, one must convey a

willingness and intention to actually use these capabilities and carry out the th¡eat. This

willingness must be successfully communicated to the adversary, since the purpose of

deterrence is to avoid the actual resort to military force. And finally, a cost effectiveness

analysis undertaken by the statesmen involved must conclude that the benefits of an

action outweigh the costs ofthat action (which contributes to the credibility component).

Broken down this way, the essentially psychological nature ofdeterrence becomes

apparent. Deterrence is the attempt to frighten the adversary into inaction by affecting

his perceprio, of gains versus losses.38 Thus, deterrence becomes something of a

guessing game, a "bargaining or blackmail process .,, which must consider the motives

and cxpectations of opponents."3e The importance played by perception in the

calculation of deterrence alters substantially the traditional aim of strategy, so that ',the

political and psychological consequences of the nature and disposition of armed forces

may be the primary function, not just the by-product, of military strategy."ao In this

sense, and considering the focus of deterrence is events prior to the outbreak of war,

deterrence - especially nuclear deterrence - becomes less a military function and more

a political concern: "Nuclear strategy was more directly political than traditional strategy

3EWilliams, "Nuclear Deterrence,', p. 1 15.

- 
3'George 

Quester, Nuclear Diolomacv: The First Twentv-Five years (New york:
Dunellan, 1970), p. xvii.

aoOsgood, NATO, p. 5.
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because it sought to work on the decision-making of political leaders, rather than to

compete with the military skills of rival military commanders."ar The political nature

of deterrence gradually effected a move of the development of strategy from the military

into the civilian sphere, and "the essence of the strategy that emerged was that any use

-or 
thleat of use of nuclear weapons should be seen as a supremely political act."a2

Deterrence policies carry implications for deterrers as well as deterrees. To the

extent that a detenence súategy must satisfu those it is designed to protect, one can see

European reliance on extended deterrence and the American nuclear guarantee as the

cause of significant intra-alliance problems. The most significant and enduring question

in the minds of Europeans during the formulation of NATO strategy was that of

credibility: while Europeans were afraid that in an actual conflict restricted to Europe the

Americans would be unwilling to use nuclear weapons for fear of invoking nuclear

retaliation on themselves (or, as the saying goes, trade Hamburg for chicago), the

paradoxical position was concemed about the actual øse of nuclear weapons in Europe,

with catastrophic results.

Reliance on the American nuclear guarantee created further problems for the

credibility of NATo's nuclear detenence, and led to divisive debates on the issue of

arBuzan, An Introduction to Stratesic Studies, p. 141.

_ 

a2lawrence 
Freedman, The Evolution of Nucrear strateev (London: Macmilian, 19g2),

p. 176.
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nuclear control. writing during the NATO strategic debates of the 1960s, strausz-Hupe,

Dougherty and Kintner argued:

the detenent will not be credible unless NATO provides for the automatic
employment of nuclear weapons in defensive confìgurations under
ci¡cumstances stipulated in advance by the appropriate political authorities.
Credibility, as long as it is predicøted upon delayed decision_making in
Ilashington, shrinks to a Jìfly-ffty probabitity: Either llashington mãkes
the decisíon to use nuclear weapons or il does nol,a3

It will be shown that rhis issue was central in a iance strategic deliberations. At

this point, however, it is clear that the overwhelming desire to avoid a third major conflict

on European soil ensured that NATo policy was firmly based on deterrence.

Defence, the second element of NATO strategy, is a fi;ndamental part of

deterrence but must be distinguished lrom it. As paul Buteux notes, to equate the two

"ignores a crucial difference between defending against an actual resort to force on the

part of an adversary and dissuading an adversary ÍÌom launching a military challenge,, lr.t

lhe first place, which is the purview of deterrence.* To the extent that deter¡ence was

the alliance's first priority, defence will be considered here in terms of its contribution

to that goal.

It was widely assumed that deterrence by punishment would be accomplished by

--. l3f.9bert strausz-Hupe, James Dougherty and william Kintner, Buildine the Atlantic
World (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 104. Emphasis io ofuilãil-:

- 
aButeux, "Theory and practice of Detenence,', pp. g7_g9. See also Buzan, An

Introduction to Strateeic Studies. pp. l3S-7.
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nuclear weapons, the point being to dissuade the enemy from attacking by the threat of

damage greater than any gain. Moreover, any first-use of nuclear weapons by

sovielwarsaw Pact forces would be returned in kind. To fulfil the NATO objective of

deterrence by denial, however, the allies would have to be able to mount a defence

capable of denying to an invader the achievement of his aim, i.e., the takeover of westem

Europe.

There were two sides to the defence issue. on the one hand were the quantitative

and qualitative questions: economic and political cost versus military and psychological

necessity, conventional versus nuclear:

Its fNATO'sl objective \ryas to not fight a war - not in defense and still
less in attack - but rather to have and make visible the defensive
capabilities that would make the choice of war clearly and deeply
unattractive to the Soviet Union, and thus also make Sovíet attempts at
intimidation unrewarding.a5

Just how much force was enough to accomplish this was the subject of great debate. on

the other hand was the argument thal any preparation to defend against a warsaw pact

invasion of westem Europe undermined the credibility of deterrence by punishment

threatened by the American nuclear arsenal. As Jane stromseth notes, ,,not only the

plausibility, but also the merits of constructing a major non-nuclear defence of westem

Europe [was] a matter of intra-alliance dispute virtually from NATO,s inception.',a6

_ - .otE¡rongan Security study, strensthenins conventional Detenence in Ewooe (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1983), p. 7.

a6stromseth, Orieins of Flexible Resoonse, p. 7,
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The ebb and flow of the debate between and within these two view points

profoundly shaped NATO's military posture: as the deterrence by punishment supporters

gained ground, the allies' desire to contribute to their mutual defence declined in favou¡

of reliance on American (and to a lesser extent British and French) long-range nuclear

weapons. The rise in popularity of American extended deterrence generated concem over

the extent to which Americans could be counted on to protect their distant European

partners, and fuelled calls for increased conventional capabilities.

This debate on the role ofconventional defence was accompanied by an economic

rationale in favour of nuclear weapons, that they were cheaper and required less

manpower than conventional armaments. A historically pessimistic assessment of the

NATo-warsaw Pact conventional balance contributed to a sense of futility regarding

conventional defence preparations. The prestigious position held by nuclear weapons

further affected cornmitment to conventional forces, on the basis that these ',newfangled

items" held more public appeal than the "prosaic accoutrements of the foot soldier,,,a?

and therefore these expenditures could be more easily justified. The dramatic increase

in American nuclear weapons stockpiles throughout the 1950s (first in the u.S. and then

in Europe) further jeopardized the quality ofconventional defence, ensuring that it would

be approached in a haphazard way depending on prevailing politícal opinion at the time.

^ 
aTMaxwell Taylor, Swords aqd plouehshares (New york: W.W. Norton, l97|),p. 17l

Quoted in Stromseth, Orieins of Flexible Response. p. 24.
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That the thi¡d function of NATO strategy deals with diplomacy is not surprising,

given that "security problems are, at root, political problems which, for their resolution,

must be addressed in politícal terms."a' NATo's most fundamental objective was to

avoid a war with the soviet union, and ultimately "to contribute toward the further

development of peaceful and friendly international relations."ae The diplomatic function

of strategy also has an essential intra-alliance component which rivals in importance

peaceful ovefures toward the Soviet Union.

The goal of NATO strategy was to deter soviet/wársaw pact forces ÍÌom attacking

by convincing the soviets they could not succeed. This was achieved in part by the

presenting ofa united front for the allies. To the extent that alliance cohesion contributed

to deterrence, then development and maintenance of that cohesion - i.e., intra-alliance

relationships - were critical elements of strategy. As Robert osgood notes, ,,military

strategy (in the full sense of the word) is a major medium through which the allies exert

their political influence, not only with respect to the adversary but also with respect to

each other."s' Intra-alliance politics took precedence over and, in fact shaped, the East-

West relationship as a whole.

The development of NATO strategy served in many ways as a mechanism to order

aEGray, Strateqic Studies. p. 69.

"IheÀq{h¿{q!l!9_Treqry, t949, Afücte 2.

soOsgood, NATO, p. 349.



relations between the allies. Nations jockeyed for position within the NATO hierarchy

by throwing their support behind one defence theory over another, by proposing scenarios

in which they had 'prestigious' duties: "debates over military strategy in the alliance

[were] not only about the best way to deter and relate to the soviet union but [were] also

about the appropriate leadership and division of labour within the alliance."sr

As will be shown, however, this unified front was usually obtained by

compromise. It can be argued that some concessions are necessary to accommodate the

interests of such a diverse groupl on the other hand, the process may also be seen as

glossing over fundamental disputes leading to the implementation of temporary solutions

which ultimately only exacerbate problems. The function of diplomacy within NATO

strategy can therefore not be overlooked.

Diplomacy is a fundamental component of strategy, as important in NATO's case

as deterrence and defence. The necessity of incorporating these three elements meant that

shategy would often be a political compromise taking into consideration the requirements

offifteen different national priorities. The ambiguous flexible response doctrine and the

complex history of its adoption as the alliance's deter¡ent strategy ampiy illustrate this.

5)stromseth, Orieins of Flexible Response, p. 8.
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CHAPTER TWO: The Nuclearization of NÄTO

The development of NATO strategy throughout the 1950s .',vas a tumultuous

process. In the debate over how best to secure the defence ofNATo, the allies were

influenced by far more than purely strategic considerations. Domestic political and

economic constaints, inevitable in democratic nations; power relationships, and the

resulting in-fighting among the allies as they jockeyed for positions of influence and

prestigel and the inertia of bureaucratic decisions all created a path down which NAT0

was compelled to travel. The background for these problems was set by the unique

nature of NATo itself: as a permanent military commitment under multinational control.

NATO represented a drastic departure from traditional security arangements requiring an

adjustment to the way in which strategy would be developed.r

The adoption of flexible response in 1967 seemingly sorved NATo's defence

dilemmas and calmed, for a time, the debate which had tkeatened to split the alliance

apart. In retrospect flexible response has been widely criticized as being nothing more

than a band-aid solution. It can be argued, however, that the strategic concept did in fact

do what it was supposed to: that is, ensure the territorial integrity of the member states.

Additíonally, more than just a by-product of the doctrine was the maintenance of the

political integrity of the alliance, a fact which in no small measure contributed to the

__ .'william P. Snyder, The politics of British Defense policy. 1945-1962 (ohio state
University Press, 1964), p. 18.
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ultimate goal of defence,

Flexible Resoonse

The final comrnuniqué of the North Atlantic councii's December 1967 Ministerial

Meeting described flexible response as being:

based upon a flexible and balanced range of appropriate responses,
conventional and nuclear, to all levels of aggression or th¡åats of
aggression, These responses, subject to appropriate political control, are
designed, first to deter aggression and thus preserve peace; but, should
aggression unhappily occur, to maintain the security and integrity of the
North Atlantic Treaty area within the concept of forward defence,,

Flexible response, as embodied in Military committee document 1413 (,,overall strategic

concept for thc Defence of the NATo Area"), conceptualized a detenent strategy that

aimed to prevent hostilities from erupting in Europe by threatening a range of military

responses to aggression. lncorporating both nuclear and conventional forces, flexible

response provided NATO with tkee possible responses should detenence fail: (l) direct

defence, at the level (conventional or nuclear) chosen by the aggressorl (2) deliberate

escalation, if direct defence fails; and (3) general nuclear response, as ',the ultimate

guarantor of deterrence".3 The implementation of such a strategy required NATo to

possess a triad of forces: conventional, tactical nuclear and strategic nuclea¡.

^ _'?North Atlantic council, communiqué, Ministerial Meeting 14 December 1967, Texts
of Final Communiques: 1949-1974 (Brussels: NATO Information Service, lg7Ð,;. ß1.

rBernard Rogers, "Greater Flexibility for NATo's Flexible Response,,, strateeic
Pi:y._Vol. 11, No. 2, Spring 1983, p. 12. See also Jane Shomseth, fn.'Oiãffi
Flexible Resoonse (New York: st. Martin's press, 19gg), p. tzs;ni"htaEa.tEñffi
"NATO's Doctrinal Dilemma", Orbis. Vol. I9, No. 2, Summer 1975, p. 461.
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The first option, direct defence, was designed essentially as a conventional

responsel however, nuclear weapons would not be precluded at this level if their use was

initiated by the soviet union. In pursuit of direct defence, NATO forces would perform

a limited function, resistíng a Sovielwarsaw pact invasion long enough to give both sides

a chance to consider their next move. The aim of direct defence was to defeat a limited

aggression and re-establish deterrence but, if this could not be accomplished, then at least

"deny an aggressor any prospect of quick victory ... [and] allow for sufficient time to

enable the arrival of reinforcements and/or to enable the alliance to take a considered

decision to escalate to the use of nuclear weapons.',a

In the event that conventional forces could not contain a warsaw pact attack

deliberate escalation to the nuclear level would be invoked. To this end, the possibility

of first use of nuclear weapons by NATO was central to alliance strategy, particularly in

the light of warsaw Pact conventional superiority. "lnherent in this level of response is

the concept of controlled, progressive nuclear escalation if need be (and, a number of

strategists would add, the risk that the process of nuclear escalation could become

ancontrolled)."5 The possibility that nuclear weapon employment could spirai out of

control was key to the flexible response doctrine. This ambiguity was further heightened

by the nature of escalation: escalation could be both vertical (from conventional to

ow.w. schmidt, "The Strategy- of Flexible Response", canadian Defence ouarterl]¡.
Vol. 17 Special, No. l, 1988, p. 50. Emphasis in original.

tibid., p. sz.
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nuclear weapons) and horízontal (from one theake to another, i.e., from Europe to soviet

territory).. That the decision to escalate would be a "political-military" one underscored

the difficulty an aggressor wourd face in predicting NATo's response to his actions.

Finally, as a last option flexible response called for generar nuclear response,

which entaifed the employment of the strategic nuclear forces of both Britain and the

united states. Although this was NATO strategy, the decision to employ strategic nuclear

forces would have to be taken by the American and British govemments.

Supporters of flexibre response argued that the strength of the concept was its

ambiguity: aggressors would be detened by the impossib ity of predicting NATo's

response, and by the possibility that nuclear weapons could be used, with catastrophic

results. Despite assurances that this ambiguity enhanced flexible response, it sentenced

NATo's strategy to doubt and circumspection for a[ of the 24 years it served the

alliance.

Given the extent of the debate engendered by frexibre response, the origins of its

ambiguity are worthy of further inspection. why did the afliance adopt such a

contentious strategy? Why was flexible response so ambiguous? It is argued that flexible

response was the result of a highly political process which served mostly political

6Gary Guertner, "Ftexibre options in NATo Military strategy: Deterrent or Escalation
Trap?" in Comoarative StrateKv, Vol. g, No. 3, 19g9, pp. 3¡S_0.



interests, despite the essential military nature of the alliance. Moreover, the ambiguity

resulted not from any conscious design but rather emerged gradually in response to

competing interests within the alliance, and as a means to resolve such varying interests

which have at their root the allies, predilection for nuclear weapons.

NATO's Nuclear Bias

Within five years after its establishment in 1949 NATO became firmly
committed to a general strategic plan that relied primarily on the use, or
threat of use, of American nuclear weapons in deiense of Eu.ope to deter
Soviet aggression.T

The entrenchment of nuclealweapons as an integrâi pun or Nero strategy

occu*cd early in the allies' relationship, based on a variety factors including but by no

means restricted to military considerations. Domestic demands determined responses to

the rapidly changing intemational environment, which was profoundry coloured by the

larger-than-life struggle between communism and democracy. The politicat demands for

nuclear weapons far outweighed their strategic utility even before any detaited

investigation into their military effectiveness was initiated: ,'A formal American

commitment to the security of western Europe, backed by the us strategic nuclear

arsenal, was regarded as essential to restore polirical confdenceand stability in westem

Europe."E The battle between economic abitity, political necessity, and m itary security

profoundly shaped the discourse of the decade. During this formative stage of NATo,s

- 
rDavid Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas (Washington, DC: Brookings

Institution, 1983), p. 17.

sstromseth, The Orieins of Flexible Resoonse, p. I l. Emphasis added.



development beliefs were established which were frequently questioned but rarely shaken.

The Americans influenced the development ofNATO strategy during the 1950s

on two flonts. The role of the us as the dominant military power in the alliance meant

that independent American defence preparations directly affected European military

planning, particurarly since the us saw its Atlantic neighbours as integral to its own

security' This position was strengthened by American supremacy in nuclear weapons and

the us strategic deterrent monopoly. Given the influential role of the us in ensuring

European security, changes in American military strategy could hardry be ignored by

those who depended on it most. secondly, the designation of an American officer as

supreme Allied commander who would oversee the integrated European defence force

ensured the us a central position in the direction of NATo strategy.e However, the

supplying of men and arms to carry out these plans was always the prerogative of

individual nations, an anangement not always conducive to prans devised by sACEURI

while military/strategic considerations drove sACEUR, European leaders had to respond

to domestíc political and economic concerns fl'st. NATO shategy can be seen as the

synergistic result of the interaction of these often conflicting forces.

The North Atlantic Treaty organization was conceived in 1949 as a response by

the west to the threat of communism and economic co[apse in the aftermath of worrd

war II. Driven from its traditional isolationism by the realization that American security

\¿fS i¿rtr3ld qslrù 1976, p.29.
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was intimately connected with the economic, political and military shength of Europe,r.

the us pledged its political support to Europe, backed by American nuclear weapons.

with the soviet acquisition of nuclear power in August 1949, the communist take-over

of china and the Korean invasion, political support became military aid: American hoops

were committed to the alliance to bolster the questionable ,,adequacy ofEuropean defense

preparations" but also to "spur the Europeans to greater defense efforts.,,r The

American expectation was that Europe would evertually possess the economic and

military strength to care for its own defence.

A massive American conventional rearmament was initiated under the Truman

Administration based on the findings contained in National Security council Document

68. Adopted by the uS in 1950, NSc 6g rationarized expensive conventional

improvements on the basis of burgeoning soviet nuclear capabilities. It identified 1954

as the "year of maximum danger": at that time, the Soviet union would possess sufficient

nuclear capabilities to launch a devastating attack on the us.rz This would upset what

the uS perceived as the existing barance, in which soviet conventionar superiority was

. 
r.Examples of this line of thinking can be found ín statements made by numerous

influential decision makers in American government. See, for exampre, s""."íu,y oiitutã
Dean Acheson's remarks at the 195 i senate Hearings, erri*-"oi oi c.ouoà Ë*.., ái
lhe -_unired..srates to Dutv in the European Area. np. za@
Nuclear Dilemmas.

trTimothy lreland, "Building NATO's Nuclear posture 1950-65,,, in Jeffrey Boutwe ,et al.' eds. The Nucrear confrontation in Europe (London: croom i{erm, rsgsl, p. 6. '

. ^ - l]samugl- Huntington, The common Defense (New york: columbia university press,
1961), pp.50-51;57.
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offset by American nuclear superiority. Thus the answer to the tbreat which ray four

years down the ¡oad was a conventional buildup equivalent to that which had been

obtained by the Soviets.

This could not be achieved without European participation, and in fact the increase

in us defence expenditures was granted by congress on this very condition.r3 Effective

local defence on the continent was deemed necessary "to defeat a small-scale communist

attack or to delay a major attack long enough" for American strategic bombers to respond

with nuclear weapons.ra American initiatives to restructure European defences centred

on the creation of the European Defence community (EDc), the imposition of force goals

as determined at Lisbon in 1952, and German participation. ,'The EDC, by providing the

fiamework for adding 12 German divisions to western strength, made it possible for

NATO to embrace both the 'forward defence' st¡ategy (a defence as close to the

inner-German border as possible), and the Lisbon objectives cafling for 96 divisions

(35-40 combat ready) and 9,000 aircraft by 1954.,,rs

The proposed EDC was fraught with controversy fÌom the beginning, and the idea

was eventually defeated by the French Assembly in r954. Achievement of the Lisbon

force goals was found to be poritically and economically impossible by the end of 1952

¡rSchwaftz, NATO's Nuclear Diiemmas. p. 20.

raHuntin$on, The Common Defense. p. 62.

¡slreland, "Building NATO's Nuclear posture 1950-65,,, p. 7.
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- a mere ten months after their initiai acceptance. German admission to the western

defence community was an equally confoversial issue, owing to the lingering memory

of German domination of the continent. German participation was eventually secured,

but not until its acceptance into NATO in 1955; it was nearly tkee years later before

German troops took to the field ',in substantial numbers,'.16

European failure to comply with the conventional rearmament schedule was

paralleled by a change in American attitude to this issue. The Eisenhower Administration

came into office committed to balancing the budget and reconciling foreign policy needs

with domestic economic realities.r? The policies which rcsulted from this

budget-conscious government were known collectively as the New Look. The rivalry

between domestic economic requirements and defence goals would henceforth be a

persistent feature of allied security policy.rB

The most profound feature ofthe New Look was the emphasis placed on nucrear

weapons to secure the defence of the west. The priority on conventional buildup was

downgraded and the notion ofpreparing for 1954 as the year ofgreatest per to the west

was abandoned in favour ofa "long-haul" strategy: containment of Soviet expansíonism

would continue to be a cha enge to the west we into the future and thus required a

'6ibid., p. g.

r?Huntington, The Common Defense, p. 64.

- '*Robert osgood, NATO: The Entansrine A iance. (chicago: university of chicago
Press), p. 102.
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more moderated defence effort sustainable over a period ofyears rather than the one-time

attain-rnent of massive military strength pursued under Truman.

central to this strategy was greater reliance on nuclear airpower and acceptance

of the view that any future war, whether general or limited, would enta the use of

nuclear weapons.¡n This position was elaborated in NSC 16212, the basic planning

document of the New Look, which authorized military commanders to plan for the use

of nuclear weapons in future conflicts. The document outlined the provision of,'tactical

atomic support for uS or allied military forces in general war or in local aggression

whenever the employment of tactical weapons would be militarily advantageous.,,20

Paving the way for Dulles' massive retaliation speech, NSC 162/2 "emphasized both the

importance of tactical nuclear weapons and the role of strategic airpower as a deterrent

to aggression,"2l

Secretary of state Dulres' famous January 12, 1954 speech explaining the

Administration's New Look i ustrated the centrality of nuclear weapons to the

achievement of the govemment's aims. In the pursuit of a "maximum detenent at

bearable cost". Dulles announced that the govemment "had decided to 'depend primarily

reHuntington, The Common Defense, pp. 73-74.

2oQuoted in Stromseth, Orieins of Flexible Response. p. 13.

2rHuntin6on, 
The Common Defense. p. 74.
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upon a great capacity to retaliate, instantly, by means and at places ofour choosing,".22

Dulles argued that nuclear weapons were a more efficient means of deterring soviet

expansionism not only militarily but also in terms of prevailing budget constraints, ,,The

extension of this retaliatory th¡eat to cover soviet attack on NATO Europe came to be

called extended deterrence."23 By pledging to protect Europe against soviet attack with

the th¡eat of nuclear retaliation a t American discr.etion,the Amsricans implicitly suppofied

a stralegy of deterrence by punishment for NATO.

Thc New Look's emphasis on nuclear weapons did not, however, preclude a

conventional option in the alliance's defence strategy. This function was to be performed

by America's European allies. Equa[y concemed with economic as with military

strength, Eisenhower's new policy - in terms of its effect on NATO Europe - was

intended to lessen the harsh burden imposed on the European a ies by the Lisbon force

goals and the expectations ofthe Truman govemmenti but it did not forego the necessity

of strong local defence. Durles rater emphasized the importance of European conventionar

forces in a written clariflrcation of his speech "to counter any impression that the united

states might renounce local defense in Europe".2a what the shategy of massive

retaliation did imply was the compartmentalization of defence contributions of the allies,

with the Americans responsible for nuclear detenence and the European allies providing

22Quoted in Osgood, NATO, p. 103.

2r Jonathon Dean, "Military Security in Europe", Fo¡eisn Affairs (vor.66, Fall
1987), p.6.

2aOsgood, NATO, p. 103.
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conventional $ound resistance. Although this national specialization might be militarily

advantageous, the "grossly unequal distribution of sacrifices, such as would be imposed

by their [the Europeans'] continued rearmament for conventional warfare while the united

states reduced its conventional forces in favor of a nuclear strategy, would scarcely be

compatible with the political requirements of allied collaboration".2s

The effect of this division of labour on intra-NATo relations came to a head in

the late 1950s and early 1960s as the nuclear aspirations of the allies developed. But for

the time being, the obvious contradictions inherent in thís strategy set the stage for one

of the most fundamental and rong-lasting points of contention to plague u.s.-NATo

relations: that is, "if the major detenent rested with u.s. atomic capability, what purpose

was served by expending scarce resources on developing a coherent and strong European

ground defense?"26 Moreover, the logic with which the us justified its new defence

policy was quickly extended to the realm of European security: ',if nucrear firepower

compensated for conventional manpower in America's armed forces, logically it should

do the same for NAT0 as a whole",27 The adoption of massive retaliation by the united

states encouraged European resistance against meeting the Lisbon force goals, and

"ibid., p. 104. Emphasis in original.

_ 

xschwartz, NATo's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 24. underrying this controversy was the
problem created by fhe de facto adoption of a strategy of deterrence by punishment. For
the Europeans, this type of detenence ought to have-teen ress desi¡abieïecause it rnilni
entail the occupation of or at least attack on their territory. Economicafly and p"riti.rfiv,
however, it was easier to sell because it shifted the burden to the Americans. inis snol
term gain would eventually lead to longer term problems.

2THuntington, 
The Common Defense, p. 104.



solidified what Schwartz has called NATO's ,,nuclear addiction,,.

The New Look and the development in the early r950s of relativery row-yierd

nuclear warheads designed for use on the battlefield quickly took effect on NATO. As

early as 1952 Anny chief of staff General J. Lawton collins intimated that tactical

nuclear weapons might "enable NATO to achieve its security objectives without meeting

the Lisbon force goals" because they would "'result ultimateiy in the ability to do the job

with a smaller number of divisions"'.28 Despite subsequent sfudies which concluded that

nuclear warfare would require more rather than less manpower and the fact that the

Atomic Energy Act of r946 prohibited the sharing of American nuclear secrets with the

allies, the incorporation of nuclear weapons into NATO strategy \ryas actively sought.

In December 1954 a study conducted under sACEUR Generar Alfred M.

Gruenther concluded in favour of a nuclear orientation for NATO, in the spirit of NSC

162/2. This study and the introduction of atomic artilrery shells to American troops in

Europe the previous year (followed by Honest John, Corporal, Matador and Regulus

missiles in 1954)'zq led to a sHApE recommendation for "a major NATO reorganization

to adjust for the replacement of high conventionar manpovr'er ce ings with new, lower,

nuclear-oriented manpower ceilings."3. A planned nucrear response to soviet aggression

2sQuoted in Osgood, NATO. p. 105; Schwartz, NATO,s Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 31.
2eOsgood, NATO. p. 107.

_ 
sschì/vartz, 

NATO,s Nuclear Ðilemmas. p. 32. See also A,J.R. Groom, British
Thinking About Nuclear Weaoons ponaon: n.'finlror, 1974), pp. 66_67.
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was adopted at the North Atlantic council's December 1954 meeting, formatized in

December 1956 as Military committee Documents MC 70 and MC 14/z.In addition to

revising the Lisbon force goals downward, these reports authorized NATO commanders

to use nuclear weapons "irrespective of whether the pact used them', and, significantly,

"at the ourset of the conflict",3 | under this new strategy, conventional forces would be

utilized as a "shield" behind which the nuclear ,,sword,, could be readied. As Jeffiey

Record notes, conventional forces were to be a trip wire ,,designed to establish the fact

of aggession and to Justiß/' a nuclear response,'.32

Timothy ìreland, among others, describes NATo's nuclear decision as a tuming

point in alliance relatíons, not only because of the effect it had on military policy, but

also because of the political implications. The decision to rely on American tactical as

well as strategic nuclear weapons committed the Americans to the defence of Europe in

a much more tangible way than had been originally intended with the establishment of

NATO. At the same time, it increased the level of European dependence on the us such

that "the balance of allied responsibility and power shifted drastically torvard the

Americans."33 Reliance on tactical nucrear weapons, which the united states alone

. 
3rschwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, p. 32; Osgood, NATO, p. l l7. Emphasis in

original.

- 
rzJeffreyLecord, NATo's T.healre.Nuglear Force Modemization proeram (cambridge:InstituteforForeignPolicyAnalysis,19s1@i.rz:;pã"i

B-uteux, The Politics of Nucrear consurtation (cambridge: cairuria!ãïoiuårriry i,...r,
1983), pp.2-3.

33lreland, "Building NATO,s Nuclear posture 1950_65,,, p. 9.
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controlled' fu¡ther removed European input into the defence decision-making process:

"since the warheads ofthese [tactical nuclear] weapons remained under American control,

the denial of European territory to the adversary became more dependent on American

decisions than it had been hitherto.,,r4

ln addition to the issue ofcontrol, the plan to deploy nuclear weapons in a tactical

and battlefield role fundamentally altered the strategic posture of NATo, ,,generating 
a

seemingly insolubfe series of military and poriticar probrems."is Issues of contror

became confused with allied concems about strategy, making solutions to either problem

particularly elusive.

The adoption by NAT0 ofa strategy of tactical nuclear response to conventional

aggression was designed to reconcile the discrepancy between NATo,s declaratory

strategy of ground defence and its actual military capabilities.3. while the incorporation

of tactical nuclear weapons into NATO defence pranning augmented ground force

capabilities, the allies' reliance on nuclear weapons provided them with the rationale to

delay conventional force improvements. In fact, tactical nuclear reliance called into

question the whole reason behind the need for greater conventional contributions. For if,

as MC 70 now implied, European forces performed a trip wire function, then the existing

raGroom, British Thinkine. p. 294.

"Buteux, Politics of Nuclear Consultation. p. l.
36Osgood, NATO, p. 116.
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military capabilities were sufficient for that purpose. But the newly-approved NATO

document repeated ea¡lier demands for an increased European conventional force

commitment, although the new level of 30 divisions was a substantially lower than the

96 set at Lisbon.

This continued requirement for a conventional component reflected an inab ity to

come to terms with the significance of a total-war strategy. Ambivarence to nuclear

deterrence was the natural outgrowth of the politicaveconomic aversion to costry

conventional forces combined with the fear of nucfear weapons. The confusion resulting

from the accommodation of these two factors in NATo's deterrent strategy affected both

the military and political functioning of the alliance: ,,unsure 
about the implications of

nuciear war, uncomfortable with a world war II type of sfategy, NATo ... attempted to

combine elements of both at the price of lessened selÊconfidence and diminished ability

to take decisive action in a time of crisis."tt Neither confident in their defence nor clear

about their role in it, the alties downplayed their responsibilties or pursued options which,

for the most part, either duplicated or deviated from the efrorts of their rargest parbrer,

The resulting strategic discontinuity would th¡eaten arliance poriticar cohesion.

_ "l:ly A. Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreien policy (New york: Harper &Row, 1957), p. 202.
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CHAPTER THREE: Europe and NATO's Nuclear Strategy

Throughout the 1950s, the American strategy of massive retaliation and sHApE,s

reliance on nuclear weapons generated a variety of responses among the European

members of the alliance. Focused on the demands of rebuilding their domestic economies

and preserving pre-war colonial empires, the Europeans viewed nuclear weapons on the

one hand as the means by which the demands of security could also be met. on the other

hand' there was some concem about whether the cure of nuclear retaliation was worse

than the disease ofsovíet attack. The unleashing of nuclear weapons, even on a limited

scale, would spell disaster to the European nations on or near whose tenitory they would

be used. This ambivalence was for the most part overshadowed by the political issues

embedded in the nuclear equation: nuclear weapons offered both prestige and a louder

voice in international relations, as well as a means of providing for the unpleasant task

ofEuropean security so that interests ersewhere could be pursued. Nuclear weapons were

widely seen to hold the key to the post-war scramble to retain or attain intemational

stature. In the period prior to sputnik,s dramatic alteration of the international

environment, the key European players - Britain, France and Germany - developed their

own attitudes toward nuclear weapons that were both affected by NATo,s nuclear

strategy and major determinants of the alliance,s future course.

Britain

British commitment to a shategy based on nuclear weapons was firmly established
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by the time of NATo's nuclear orientation. war-time atomic research had quickly

mushroomed into a full-scale British nuclear programme based on reasons of economy

as well as security. Admission to the nuclear club (secured with the detonation in 1952

of Britain's first atomic bomb followed in 1957 by the achievement of thermonuclear

capabilities) was seen as necessary to maintain British prestige among the intemational

community and enhance the "special" relationship with the united states. In fact, in the

development of a nuclear prograrnme, Britain was driven primarily by the need to be

included in American nuclear plans. Despite the problems it would cause in the future,

NATO's nuclear orientation initially fit in well with British defence plans.

London's decision to pursue nuclear weapons must be understood against the

overshadowing backdrop of Britain's declining intemational status: the ',devolution of

empire" was a process which required constant policy readjustment to account for a

change in the direction of military security (with a new emphasis on the security of

Europe), the increasing political and economic inability to maintain overseas

commitments, and Britain's declining diplomatic role.' British leaders were for the most

part slow to adapt to these realities, although economic restrictions were less easily

ignored. ln particular, the Korean war rearmament prograrnme demonstrated the

incompatibility "of large, balanced, and well-equipped conventional forces ... with the

requirements of a healthy economy, a sound trade position, and the maintenance of an

¡John Baylis, "British Defence policy" in Baylis erdl., contemporary strateqv II: The
Nuclear Powers,2nd ed. (New York: Holmes & Meíer, ñ
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adequate level of social welfare in the British Isles',.2 Such a conclusion reinforced the

belief in whitehall that the NATO force goals set at Lisbon in 1952 were un¡ealistic.

In an attempt to meet both its defence obligations to NATO and its colonial

commitments. the conservative government proposed a reliance on nuclear weapons.

This line of thinking was first advanced in 1952 ín the influential "Global strategy

Paper", prepared by the British chiefs of staffat churchill's direction. Having concluded

that nuclear weapons had forever altered the character of war, the chiefs outlined a new

strategy for British defence policy which placed primary emphasis on nuclear weapons.

As Andrew Pierre notes:

The central thesis of the'Global Strategy paper'was that nuclear weapons
had revolutionized the character of war. The most effective detenent
would be recognition by the Soviet Union that aggression on its part would
bring an instantaneous atomic reprisal. The paper therefore recómmended
that the Western powers openly declare that Soviet aggression would be
met not only at the local point of conflict, but would be punished by
nuclear retaliation at the Russian heartland. Reliance on su"h a strategy
of nuclear deterrence would permit a reduction in conventional grouiá
forces.3

The need for deterrence on the cheap provided support for a British nuclear

_ 
2Andrew Pi..r", Nu.l.u! politi"r. Th. Britirh E*o.ri"o.. *ith uo Ird.orod.ot

Shateeic Force. 1939-1970 (London: Oxford Universþ press, ilZZ¡, pplgl4T]-

. 
rPierre, Nuçlear Poritics. p. 87. Significant in that it predates NSc 16212 by more

than one year, the paper's emphasis on fiscar resfaint and ihe gains tir.t.""r¿ tã'r.rp.ã
from a strategy of nuclear retariation crearly influenced us thìnking and its New iäok
shategy. see also samuel Huntington, The common Defense (Nãw york: columbia
University Press, l96t), p. 188.



programme that was required to gain London access to the nuclear plans of washington.

without a nuclear capability of its own, Britain lacked the vehicle by which it would earn

the right to have input into American nuclear planning. British interests would thus be

left unprotected or its leaders forced into some undesirable action. As Defence Minister

Harold Macmillan argued in 1955:

Politically it [reliance on the US deterrent] surrenders our power to
influence American policy and then, strategically and tacticafly it equa y
deprives us of any influence over the selection of targets and the uìe of
our vital striking forces. The one, therefore, weakens our prestige and our
influence in the world, and the other might imperil our sáfety.o-

Churchill was of the same mind when he said:

Personally, I cannot feel that we should have much influence over their
[American] policy or action, wise or unwise, while we are largely
dependent as we are today upon their protection. We too must posiess
substantial deterrent power of our own.s

concern for national security was not without concern for prestige for, as Law¡ence

Freedman concluded, "if the west was to rely on the detenent effect of nuclear power,

then it seemed only proper that a country of Britain's status should participate fufly in the

construction and implementation of this strategy,,.6 The political considerations of

nuclear weapons, that is, the influence they would bring Britain in its relations with the

intemational community, weighed foremost in the minds of British decision makers.

aQuoted in Lawrence Freedman, Bnrarq and Nuclear weanons (London: Macmillan,
1980), p. 5 and Pierre, Nuclear politics. p. 93.

sQuoted in Pierre, Nuclear politics, p. 93.

6Freedman, Britain and Nuclear Weapons. p. 5.
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It is important to note that at this point the arguments for nuclear weapons were

in terms ofa British contfibution to the nuclear deterrent controlled by the united states.

Britain had sought American assistance in the development of nuclear weapons but had

been forced to proceed independently by the restrictive conditions attached to nuclear

technology sharing by the American congressl at the same time, ,'the British nuclear

progranìme had, as a principal raison d'etre, the re-establishment of close relations with

the united states in the nuclear area such as had pertained during the second world

war."? It was believed that the independent development of a nuclear capability would

prove Britain worthy of enhanced access to nuclear information.

Defence white Papers in the years subsequent to the "Globar strategy paper"

advocated a strategy of massive retaliation and a concomitant cut in conventional forces.

But it was not until the famous 1957 Defence white paper that declaratory policy was

put into action. Defence Minister Duncan sandys proposed a drastic alteration to the

shape of British defence with his briet which outlined the following cost-saving

measures: "an end to Britain's long-standing policy of national military servicer a

five-year plan to cut the size of the military forces from 690,000 to 375,0001 a cut in

forces in Europe within a year from i7,000 to 64,000; and the cancellation of plans for

a supersonic manned bomber so as to focus efforts on long-range ballistic missile

_ 14' ¡. *. Groom, British rhinkine About Nucrear lveanons (London: F. pinter, r 974),p.278.
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technology".s At the time, the cancerlation of conscription drew the biggest headrines;

the strategic importance of this policy in committing Britain to a nuclear shategy would

soon be realized.

The 1957 white Paper is important for th¡ee main reasons. First, it firmly

committed Britain to a strategy of massive retaliation just as the united states began to

look for more flexible options. The strategic policy divergence between NATo,s two

nuciear powers engendered differences regarding nuclear issues for the alliance itself and

hampered the evolution of NATO strategic doctrine away from pure reliance on massive

retaliation. second, debate on the white paper publicly introduced the idea that an

independent nuclear force was necessary because of the growing incredibility of the

American deterrent, which was in contrast to the original rationale of a British

contribution to the American deterrent. washington's reaction to events in suez the year

previous,e as well as the soviet launching of sputnik were beginning to cast doubt over

- 
sDavid schwartz' NATo's Nucrear Dilemmas (washington, D.c.: Brookings

Institution, I983), p. 48.

rn I 956, Britain, France and Israer conspired to regain contror of the Suez canal and
topple the gov€rnment of Egyptian president Nasser through a su¡prise attact. ñoi oniy
did their. attack fail to surprise the Egyptians, it elicited tù¡eats of nuclear reprisal ftom
the Russians and demands from the Americans for an immediate halt to the i"riurion. in"
British and French governments were hum iated and stunned by the American
condemnation of an action they considered to be selfdefence. ,,The resulting crisis shook
the alliance to the core as the Brìtish and, more pointedry, the French qiestioned the
reliability_ of .American suppolt fo1 allies acting in defence of their pèrceived vital
interests." Timothy lreland, "Building NATo's Nuclear posture 1950;5", io ierrrey
Boutwell, er_c/., eds. The Nuclear conftontatign in Eurooe (London: c.""- H"rr",-iéiJip. 12' shock waves from this event extended to botrr sides of the Atlantic, ao¿ tûe at".
effects were felt for years.



American willingness and ability to protect Europe through the nucrear guarantee. These

events led to such concems as those voiced by Defence Minister Sandys:

So long as large American forces remain in Europe, and American
bombers are based in Britain, it might conceivably be tLought safe _ I am
not saying that it would - to leave to the United SLtes the sole
responsibility for providing the nuclear detenent. But, when they have
developed the 5,000 m e intercontinentar ballistic rocket, can *. t.hty b"
sure that every American administration will go on looking at things in
quite the same way?l

Third, the sandys white paper directly affected NATO strategy by reducing the British

contribution to conventional defence in Europe. This, the govemment explained, could

be accomplished without reducing the effectiveness of the British force by substituting

nuclear fire-power for manpower. This decision to nuclearize British armed forces in

Europe "ensured that NATO's strategy in Europe would be based on the tactical use of

nuclear weapons' and that the other European powers would not build up their

conventional forces."rr In order to finance the two operations most important to British

prestige - its colonial comrnitments and its nuclear weapons programme - Britain pushed

NAT' more firmly down the nuclear road. The Americans, who had initiated the

nuclearization of NATo, found the expansion of this rore troubling particularry since it

came at a time when the united states was examining its own nuclear dependence.

Moreover' until this point the united states had dominated strategy by virtue of its
nuclear status. The British chalrenge to this domination, soon to be emurated by other

roQuoted in Piene, Nuclear politics, pp. 100-101.

"Groom, British Thinkine, p.291.
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allies, would usher in a new era of alliance relations highlighted by negotiations, rather

than American dict¿tion, on strategic policy.

France

France's response to NATo's nucrear strategy was initially marked largely by

disinterest, except to the extent that it encouraged France,s own nuclear aspirations.

consumed with salvaging its crumbling colonial empire, European defence occupied a

position of secondary importance in French foreign policy for most of the 1950s. France

was generally satisfied with NATo's reliance on the American nuclear guarantee to deter

a soviet attack. The alliance adoption ofthe th¡eat to use tactical nuclear weapons served

mainly to justifu French reluctance to meet its conventional force obligations, and to

further diminish priority accorded to NATO in French policy. In fact, as Robert osgood

concludes, "the principal effect of NATO's nuclear strategy upon French military policies

was to intensifu France's concentration upon developing a nuclear capability instead of

collaborating with NATO's forces."r2 And to the extent that a French nuclear capacity

was incompatible with NATO strategy, the alliance's adoption of a nuclear orientation

ultimately encouraged an independent course of action for France.

French foreign and military policies throughout the r950s were driven by many

of the same forces motivating the British during this period. France sought a retum to

^ ''Ro^be-rt osgood, NATO: The Entaneline Alliance (chicago: university of chicago
Press, 1962), p. 132.
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its "rightful" position on the world stage, a position distinguished by prestige and

independence. Military forces, and in particular nuclear weaponst were seen as a major

means of achieving this status, and as a symbol of French independence.r French

nuclear policy evolved with these political aims in mind, goals which were shaped by

France's relationships with its alliance paftners.

The priority assigned to independence in French foreign policy stemmed from the

nation's experience during world war II. Although liberation by the allies underscored

the benefits of collaboration with other states, the fact that France had required such

assistance in the first place resulted fiom the collapse of collective security initiatives in

the inter-war years.ra France thus entered into the Atlantic alliance warily, firm in its

belief that ultimately French security depended upon France alone. As John Baylis

concludes, "French interests were unlikely to coincide exactly with those of its allies, and

in the vital sphere of defense it must retain as great a degree of self-suff,rciency and

independence as possible."rs

Differences between France and its allies over security readily became apparent

over the issue of German inclusion in NATO, one of the most consuming issues for

riJohn Baylis, "French Defense policy" in Baylis, el al, contemporary strateqv II,
p. 169.

^ 'aWolf Mendl, Drr"..o.! uod,p.rruurioo, Frro.h Nu.l.u. Mu-.ot in ,h" Coot"r,
of National Policv 1945-69 (London: Fab". aod Fab",: 1970),;. l&=-

rsBaylis, "French Defense policy", p. 173.
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France during the early r950s. France saw itself as a leader among westem Europe

states, a role tkeatened by a resurgent Germany. To counter the effects of German post-

war recovery' the Fourth Republic attempted to submerge Germany ,,in European

organizations in the hopes of channelling Germany's economic power and political

orientation away from strictly national ends."r6 But this strategy did not deal with the

issue of German military power. The American plan to augment NATo's front line

defences with a German military contribution met with uigorous opposition from paris.

Germany's entry into the alliance was eventua y approved by France subject to a number

of conditions, including the continued stationing of allied troops on German soil - as

Robert osgood describes it, "only after a new set of commitments had been woven into

the tangled strands of arlied collaboration."r? Furthermore, German rearmament

proceeded under French insistence that NATO's newest member would be prevented from

developing nuclear weapons. In this way, France could approach relations with Germany

as the senior partner, a superiority confirmed by "the development of a national nuclear

force [for France], the creation of which was denied to Germany.,,r8 A nuclear

capability for France was proposed as a counter to German power within Europe.

French leadership aspirations were equally th¡eatened by the Angro-saxon

predominance within NATO. Tensions between France and the united states in particular

.^_r.wilfrid Kohl' French Nuclear Diolomacy (princeton: princeton university press,
t971), p. 37 .

rTOsgood, NATO. p. 96.

IsBaylis, 
"French Defense policy,,, p. t7l.
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can to some extent be explained by differing conceptions of NATo,s role: the Americans

viewed the alliance's primary purpose in the narrow terms of European security; the

French agreed with this goal but also conceived ofa broader role for NATO, "as a vehicle

for reviving France's fallen status in Europe and abroad....as a cornucopia of opportunity

for securing a wide range of French interests."re American refusal to assist France in

defending its colonial interests þarticularly Algeria) enraged paris and raised questions

about the purpose of French participation in NATO - as well as about the wisdom of

dependence on the American nuclear guarantee. French resentnent of American inaction

in this area was intensified by the impression that the united states was benefitting from

France's loss: "in the name of'general interest' the French and the British were being

asked to abandon one position after another, while, in the name of the same 'general

interest" American economic influence was displacing European political influence.,,20

Anti-American sentiments among the French were met by Anglo-saxon suspicion

of Paris as a government "laced with communist or disioyal fellow travellers.,,2r

American and British doubts about the calibre of France as an ally were given further

weight by the drain on NATo's defences as France reallocated its European forces to

battie for its colonial possessions. These issues seriously undermined French credibility

_ . 
reMichael Harrison, The Reluctant Ally: France and Atlantic securitv (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins University press, l98l), p. 12.

2oGrosser, "France and Germany in the Atlantic community,,, Intemationar
Orsanization Vol. XVII, No. 3, Summer 1963, p. 55g.

2'Harrison, The Reluctant Altv, p. 10.
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as an alliance partner, and directly impinged upon the willingness ofthe united states and

Britain to include France in high-level discussions. Declining French influence in alliance

circles led Paris to consider nuclear weapons as a means of attaining its goals.

French interest in the power of nuciear energy dated back to De Gaulle's

establishment of the commissariat a I'energie atomique (cEA) in 1945, and parliamentary

approval of a five-year plan for atomic developm entt in l9s2.r, The decision in 1957

to proceed with a national nuclear programme23 was influenced by a convergence of

political and stategic factors. In particular, the cost-savings thought to apply to nuclear

forces as opposed to conventional would enable France to continue her expensive colonial

campaigns while meeting French commihnents to NATo by substituting nuclear

technology for manpower. This policy offered the diplomatic advantage of re-establishing

respect for France within the alliance. More importantly, paris believed nuclear weapons

would entitle France to break ínto the Anglo-American domination of the decision-making

process; as a nuclear power, "the nation would automatically acquire a wedge for shaping

aliied decisions".24 without nuclear weapons, French officials argued that France would

22Kohl, French Nuclear Diplomacv, p. lg.

_ 
234 nuclear capability for France was initia y viewed by the governments of the

Fourth Republic as compatible_ with the country's iole in NAro. As-John eaylis points
out, "it was envisaged that nuclear weapons could provide a base for u -o." in"aÇJrJ""ì
national.policy and that they could enhance France's standing and prestige, t"t i, u"tr,
cases this was to be within the Atlantíc.Alliance.,, Baylis, ,'Èrench'oefe"nsl lãra;, f.169' De Gaulle's decision to pursue an independent nuclear force will be discussei látår
in the paper.

- 

2aGeorge Kelly, "poritical Backgound of the French A-Bomb,,, orbis IV ((Fall 1960),p.294.
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be "an ally ofthe second rank", and that "inferior armies must perpetually accept inferior

missions".25 Despite these compelling arguments, scheinman concludes that the decision

to develop a French nuclear force resulted not from a rational, clear-cut policy but from

a bureaucratic and military momentum that, once started, was impossible to contain: ,'in

the face of vacillation and indecisiveness by the govemment, and unawareness and

abdication of responsibility by Parliament, policy issues were debated and resolved at

another level, and that the elaboration of a military atomic program was guided by a small

group of persons from the CEA, the military and the Government',.26

The decision to develop a French nuclear capability was also aided at the time by

growing doubts ove¡ the credibility of the American nuclear guarantee. Beyond the

French desire for enhanced control over the defence of Europe, this issue dealt with

creeping fears that the American pledge to defend Europe with nuclear weapons was less

realistic given soviet progress in nuclear weapons technology. In addition to

washington's attitude to the whole decolonialization process, the French viewed American

treachery over suez as predictive of American foreign policy in the emerging era of

strategic parity: "the obvious reluctance ofthe united states govemment to stride beyond

the 'brink of war' impressed upon many Frenchmen the probability that the Americans

could not be counted on to defend specifically French inte¡ests against the mounting

"ibid., pp. 297 , 291.

._ . 

26lawrence 
Scheinman,

(Princeton:PrincetonUniversityPress,1965),pp.s¿@
Diplomacy, p. 7.
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military offensive of the communist bloc".2?

General Pierre Galrois was particularly forceful regarding the emerging

incredibility of the American commitment in terms of the rapidly developing situation of

mutual vulnerability of the superpowers. In his book Balance of rerror. he argued:

since the united states itserf is vulnerable to soviet balristic miss es, the
automatic nature of American intervention is less certain.... [I]n a question
of intervening for the sake of another country, even a friendly'power,
hesitation is particularly likety, for the laws of nuclearutrut.gy ur.
unfavorable to such intervention".28

The argument that strategic nuclear parity neutralized American retaliatory th¡eats added

a strategic rationale to the political necessity of France's own nuclear capability.

Moreovcr' parity left a gaping hole in NATO defence strategy, based as it was on the

superiority of American nuclear weapons. This issue percolated tkoughout the 1950s,

coming to a boil in 1960s with the NATO deliberations over nuclear control, which will

be discussed in greater detail later. At this point it is important to note that in addition

to French nationalism, the suez fall-out, and burgeoning soviet nuclear capabilities, the

impetus for an independent nuclear force for France came from the American nuclear

monopoly and particularly from American refusal to share nuclear technology.

French nuclear aspirations, sparked by the country's desire for intemational

prestige and national self-sufficiency, were encouraged by the unreasonable conventional

"Kelly, "Political Background of the French A-Bomb,,, p. 2g7.

2sPiene Gallois, Balance of Tenor (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961), pp. 13940.
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force goals set for the European members of NATO and by the sanctioning of tactical

nuclear weapons as a substitute for manpower. France argued as had Britain that if thc

Americans could replace troops with technology, then so could it. But unlike Britain

France would go on to develop a distinctive strategic rationale for its own nuclear force.

In this way, France more than any other síngle NATO member hindered NATo's

development as a unified military organization. Michael Hanison has concluded that the

French "preoccupation with obtaining a superior and independent military capability in

westem Europe ... helped prevent the emergence of a political-military community to

complement economic cooperation and enable Europe to assume a more fully independent

role in Atlantic and world affairs."2e French decisions about nuclear weapons had a

greater effect on NATO than alliance nuclear politics had on France.

West Cermany

The scope and intensity of Germany's reaction to NATO's tactical nuclear strategy

emerged in stark contrast to French indifference. As the likely battiefield for any future

conflict with the soviet union, the strategic decision that such a conflict would be waged

with nuclear weapons created an uproar. Bonn initially ignored the obvious implications

of NATo's nuclear strategy for German military plans, and then did an about-face,

moving beyond endorsing a nuclear shategy for NATO to request nuclear weapons for

German troops as well. Germany's wlnerable position led it to be profoundly affected

by NATO's strategic decision and, in turn, to affect undeniabry NATO military prans.

2tHarrison, The Reluctant Ally, pp. 3-4.
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The political demands of reintegration into the western community shaped German

military policy. Germany emerged from world war II defeated and divided, and the

search for solutions to these ailments preoccupied the German government's agenda

throughout the 1950s. The first priority for German policy under chancello¡ Adenauer

was overcoming defeat, rebuilding German society and the economy, and establishing the

Federal Republic as a sovereign and equal nation. Extemal security was critical to the

accomplishment of these internal aims, which Adenauer decided would be best attained

through alignment with the west. confionted with the..immediate requirements of

tenitorial integrity, reunification was set aside as a long-term goal. As James Richardson

concluded, this course of action was not undertaken completely by choice: ,,directly

exposed to the pressue of the soviets, who already occupied one-third of Germany's

tenitory, Germany was constrained to give fìrst priority to establishing a more permanent

framework for its relations with the Western powers."30

The American proposal to include Germany in NATo initially met with resistance

from the European allies who feared the consequences of rearming their former enemy.

Agreement on German participation was eventua y obtained for reasons of both strategy

and economics. According to the poticy of forward defence, which had been adopted as

essential to ensure the security of all Europeans, resistance would have to take place ,'as

far east as possible"; given the requirement of defending Europe in Germany, ,,the

. 
tJames Richardson,

and Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University pr"rrJ 960, pp. Zl_X. 

-
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military and political participation of the Federal Republic seemed unavoidable."3r

Moreover, the other allies seemed unlikely to meet the Lisbon force goals necessary to

repel a soviet invasion. The strength ofthe German economic revival could benefit all

of Europe if directed toward military preparations. In addition to easing the burden of

rearmament borne by the other European nations, "it seemed unfair to let vanquished

cerman deveiop her economy, while the victors assumed the entire responsibility for her

defense."32

Rearmament was also made possible by the German govemment's renunciation

ofnuclear weapons production. The nuclear nonproduction pledge contained in the 1954

London and Paris accords providing for Germany's accession to NATO "can be viewed

as the last in a series of control measures set down by the wartime Allies for a defeated

and, subsequently, 
'ot-yet-sovereign 

Germany."33 The significance of the pledge is that

it provided for western military protection of German territory while paving the way for

German entry into democratic society as an independent nation.3a At the same time, it

focused German military planners on the diffrcult issues of conventional defence.

- ,...3rGordon A. Craig, "NATO and the New German Army,,, in William Kaufrnann, ed.,
Military Polic]¡ and National securitv (princeton: princeton university rress, tesá;, p.
195.

^ 
t'Hans speier' German Rearmament and Atomic war (New york: Row, peterson and

Company, 1957),p.7.

33catherine McA¡dle Kelleher, Germanv and the politics of Nuclear weapons (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1975), p. i1.

3aosgood, NATO. p. 97.



The German political agenda of the early 1950s was thus dominated by the related

issues of rearmament and reintegration. concentrating on establishing Germany as a loyal

ally wotthy of the alliance's confidence, rearmament was pursued with little regard to

allied or American shategy. The implications of NATo's tactical nuclear defence

strategy for the frontJine nation were not immediately seized upon, and conventionai

rearmament continued on the assumption that the character of the next war would be

much like that of the last.3s "The embryonic German Defense Ministry ... went about

planning its 12 divisions as if nuclear weapons had not been invented, in spite of the

growing literature available to German leaders about the constraints atomic warfare would

place on ground warfare organization and operations,,.36

It was not until the 1955 SHAPE war game carte Blanche that the ramifications

of NATo's nuclear strategy on the fledgling republic became apparent. The military

exercise, which simulated the use of 355 tactical nuclear warheads on west German

tenitory, generated an estimated 1.7 million deaths and 3.5 million wounded, to say

nothing of those affected by radiation.s? public reaction to these widely publicized

figures was fierce. German public support for rearmament and participation in NATO

had been given on the assurance that such actions would prevent Germany from becoming

a battlefield. But the carte Blanche exercise seemed to indicate that "NATo,s strategy

tsspeier, German Rearmament and Atomic WAt pp. 132-140.

36Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 42.

ttSpeier, 
German Rearmament and Atomic War. p. 1g3.
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rendered German forces little more than the instrument for elaborating the cause of a

tactical nuclear response, which was expected to lead to general nuclear warfare".38 The

realities ofnuclear warfare spurred criticism ofthe Adenauer govemment's military policy

as a whole, and its rearmament programme in particular. The opposition Socialists

charged that German rearmament rvas not only superfluous, "but would also constitute

moral collusion in the preparation of unspeakable horror".3e

The govemment's initial reaction to these attacks was to reiterate the continued

need for a strong conventional defence - including a German contibution - despite

nuclear technology. In fact, Bonn argued that atomic advances may have even enhanced

the usefulness of conventional forces, given the inevitability of strategic nuclear parity

between the United States and the Soviet Union. "Under these circumstances, a

substantial westem conventional-force capability would not only prevent easy soviet

ground gains but would improve chances for negotiated disarmament of nuclear

weapons."ao

Attempts to deny the implications of NATO's nuclear strategy for Germany,s

conventional defence plans were shortlived, and by 1957 Bonn was fully wedded to the

alliance's nuclear strategy. chancellor Adenauer's decision to follow the nuciear trend can

38osgood, NATO. pp. 126-130. The quote is from p. 130.

3eSpeier, German Rearmament and Atomic War. p. 184.

'oKelleher, Germanv and Nuclear Weaoons, p, 39.
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be attributed to one other major development, in addition to the domestic crisis sparked

by carte Blanche exercise. In 1956 the Radford plan, a proposal to cut substantially the

uS troop commitment to Europe in light of revolutionary technological advances, was

leaked to the press. The proposed reduction was based on the Joint chiefs of staff

chairman Admiral Radford's conviction that "since any conflict in the NATO area would

immediately involve both the united states and the soviet union and would result in a

general nuclear war, there was no longer a need ,,. for substantial numbers of American

ground forces in Europe".ar Although this proposai was immediately denied by Radford,

Eisenhower, and other washington officials, it forced Adenauer to accept that a

fundamental change had taken place "in u.s. (and NATO) strategy, away from a reliance

on conventional forces and toward a reliance on deterrence by tbreat of nuclear

retaliation."a2

The proposal to substih¡te American troops with technology combined with

domestic opposition to German rearmament encouraged Adenauer to approve a reduction

in the period of conscription (from 18 to 12 months) and announce that Germany would

not be able to meet its 500,000-man force goal by 1959.a3 To compensate for this

shortfall, Adenauer proposed equipping German troops with tactical nuclear weapons -
for if the technology-for-manpower trade worked for the us, the logic could similarly be

o'ibid., p. 44.

a2Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 44.

a3Speier, 
German Rearmament and Atomic War. p. 212.
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extended to west Germany.* More importantly, contínued German preparations for

conventional war would be of little use if the rest of the alliance, led by the Americans

and the British, was basing its preparations on the use of tactical nuclear weapons.

Regardless of domestic reasons, Adenauer's adoption of a tactical nuclear oríentation was

necessary "in order to preserve Germany's influence in NATo, for if the other members

of NATO were to collaborate with the united states in organizing, equipping, and training

their contingents to fight a tactical nuclear war, then as vital a participant as west

Germany could hardly retain her voice in allied councils or even suppoft her security by

pursuing a strategy of local conventional resistance."as The political necessity of

attaining equal status \r/ithin the alliance meant German access to nuclear weapons was

essential - although hardly automatic, as the discussion on nuclear sharing will illustrate.

The Results of Nuclear Reliance

By the end of the 1950s NATO had firmly established a reliance on nuclear

weapons, Local conventional resistance was basically abandoned in favour of nuclear

deterrence largety on the basis of compelling domestic economic and political arguments.

Tactical nuclear weapons reliance alleviated the need to increase conscription terms or

defence budgets, thus enabling the allocation of monies to more politically-rewarding

domestic ventures. This reluctance of the allies to make the necessary sacrif,rces for

effective local defence was supported by the American technology-for-manpower trade

&ibid., pp, 219-20.

asOsgood, NATO. p. 129.
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argument. American (and, to a lesser extent, British) reliance on a strategy of nuclear

deterrence raised questions on the purpose of en-hanced European conventional forces,

which further reduced the allies' incentives to achieve conventional goals.

The result of nuclear reliance was a decrease in alliance securíty and cohesion.

By threatening to tum any aggression into a total war, massive retaliation promised a

defence with catastrophic results. Given this prospective outcome, the allies were thus

reluctant partners in nuclear deterrence. In this way, NATo's nuclear strategy ,'increased

the liabilities of strategic collaboration by raising the risks of nuclear obliteration.,'a6 As

the cost of alliance membership grew, members increasingly questioned the value of this

membership, a process which was not healthy for alliance cohesion.

Alliance cohesion was further hampered by nuclear reliance: dependence on a

strategy for which most alliance members had little input and less control ,'inhibited the

$owth of a sense of common purpose."aT Bom of American refusal to share

information, the allies' lack of understanding of nuclear weapons and how they were to

secure European territory contributed to an evasion of their responsibilities. Moreover,

American secrecy about nuclear weapons encouraged those allies who could to procure

their own nuclear weapons. Such wasteful duplication was not only of little use to

alliance defence (given the adequate coverage by American weapons) but was even a

ouibid., p. 146.

a?Kissinger, Nuclear Weaoons and Foreiqn policv. p. 202.
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hindrance, to the extent that the development of independent nuclear forces was

undertaken in place of conventional force improvements. At the same time, allied

cohesion suffered with the growing ability of the allies to afford their own "diversified

arms programs."as Independent military programmes ended the integration and

coordination of forces and strategies that had been a by-product of the American

monopoly in this area until the mid-1950s. In the same sense, the challenge to American

leadership exerted by the British and French through their independent nuclear

programmes further contributed to the deterioration of alliance cohesion which had been

imposed on the alliance by American domination.

Finally, alliance cohesion was tkeatened by reliance on a sfategy which was

increasingly coming under attack due to recent soviet nuclear weapons developments.

The allies were understandably disconcerted by the questioning of the strategic soundness

of the doctrine upon which the alliance depended for its security. The debates over the

merits of massive retaliation revealed, as the next chapter will show, that it was becoming

less credible and less desirable as a detenent strategy. Given the lack of alternatives to

nuclear reliance as a result ofthe neglect of conventional forces, these criticisms dealt an

especially damaging blow to alliance confidence in its deterrent strategy. It is to the

criticism of massive retaliation that we now turn.

aEOsgood, NATO, p.
p. 502.

168; see also Groom, British Thinkins About Nuclear Weaoons



CHAPTER FOUR: The Challenge to Massive Reråliâtion

Just as the Europeans were growing accustomed to massive retaliation, the

Americans were becoming uneasy with it. In the united States the assumptions on which

the New Look were based changed in the second halfofthe 1950s as the soviets' nuclear

delivery capabilities improved ahead of American estimates. soviet advances in

long-range bomber design and production coupled with the 1957 launching of sputnik

indicated the end of American nuclear superiority and an emerging "balance of terror,,.

once "massive retäíiation had become a two-way street",r it was subject to a vigorous

moral and military critique which created what a number of authors tcrmed ,,a crisis of

conflrdence".2 Reliance on American strategic bombing capabilities had been ,,the

keystone of westem strategy with respect to Europe"r for a decade; the questioning of

that policy was bound to affect European conflrdence in NATO's nuclear strategy. And

as a result oftheir declining confidence, the European states began to examine altematives

to secure their defence.

Integral to the massive retaliation critique was a debate on limited war. whether

focused on conventional or nuclear weapons! a limited war capability was touted as the

llamuel Huntington, The common Defense (New york: columbia university press,
l96l), p. 89.

2Klause Knorr, "The Strained Alliance,,, in Klaus Knon, ed., NATO and American
Securifu Princeton: Princeton University press, 1959), p. 3.

'Georqe W. Rathjens, "NATO Strategy: Total lVar',, in Knorr, ed., NATO and
American Securitv, p. 65.



altemative to the excesses of massive retaliation. The limited war debate was influential

in the development of NATO strategy because it signalled the end of massive retaliation

and initiated discussion on the requirements of a replacement strategy.

Criticism of massive retaliation centred on the fact that it did not fulfil the four

main requirements of a deterrent policy: capability, credibility, communication and cost

effectiveness.a while the us did possess the capability necessary to follow through with

its threat of massive retaliation and it did communicate to the soviets its intention to do

so in case of aggression, the American deterrent policy was sorely lacking in the other

two areas: credibility and cost effectiveness. The credibility of a deterrent policy stems

fiom the willingness to invoke the theat previously made, which is in turn dependent

upon the value ofthe interests at stake. In his article, "The Requirements of Detenence",

william Kaufmann wrote that to be effective, the costs of a deterrent policy must be

worth incurring in terms of the objective sought.s since the costs of massive retaliation

\ryere enormous, entailing possibly the destruction of society, then the threat to invoke it

would only be credible if the most vital interests were tkeatened. If this was the place

of massive retaliation in the American policy of detenence then, Kaufmann concluded,

"this leaves us with a large gap in our policy of deterrence. The options open to the

communists which seem most dangerous to the united States are coveredr but a number

aSee Chapter One for more detail.

tWilliam Kaufmann, "The Requirements of Deterrence", in William Kaufinann, ed.,
Militarv Polic)¡ and National securilv (Princeton: princeton university press, 1956), p. 20.
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of altematives lie open to them which it would be to our interest to interdict. Among

these are conventional warfare against the peripheral areas or segments of the westem

bloc, and subversion and civil war instigated in the same areas.,,6 Although massive

retaliation might be a useful deterrent strategy i¡ protection of the most vital of interests,

it failed to protect Western interests at lower levels of conflict.

critics attacked the credibility of massive retaliation, claiming that it had been

undermined by the strategy's declining support among the westem publics; by conflicting

and often confused pronouncements of American intentionsl and by America's diplomatic

record, particularly in terms ofus resistance to the use of nuclear weapons in Korea and

Indo-china.7 The conclusion was thus drawn that the th¡eat of massive rctaliation was

limited in its applicability to preventing the soviets from similarly threatening the united

statesi as Klaus Knorr wrote, "as long as the balance of terror prevails, their [nuclear

weapons'] utility is exhausted in deterrence of a direct attack,'.8 For contingencies which

were not of this magnitude, some other deterrent policy had to be developed.

In the latter half of the 1950s, tactical nuclear weapons began to receive more

attention. NATO had been committed to the use of tactical nuclear weapons in íts

defence since i954r but their role was one of supplementing strategic nuclear weapons

uibid., p. 29.

'ibid.

* . 
sKlaus koo, (princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1966), p. 165.
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and substituting for conventional deficiencies, ,2ol in terms of an independent battleflreld

capability. But as these weapons became more technologically sophisticated and as

massive retaliation became increasingly untenable, their incorporation into a rimited war

strategy drew interest.

Altematives to the suicide or sunender scenario presented by massive retaliation

initially emphasized some form of limited war capabiiity. A lessthan{otar strategy was

needed to fight a less-than-totar war. A limited war capability would removc the need

for an automatic strategic nuclear response and provide the opportunity for the poritical

aspect of war to function, making a diplomatic sorution to the confìict possible. As

Malcolm Hoag commented:

a policy of limited war has great appeal. Limited war offers an alternative
to unacceptable extremes of violence or appeasement, and gives warfare
a truly political function that we sorely nèed. lt promise-s a series of
'cooling offl stages between levers of uiolen.e. The pace of hostilities
may be slow enough to enable diplomacy to be broughito bear at several
stages before all-out war is reached.e

Proponents of limited war, who agreed on the need for an intermediate defence

capability' however were divided over the issue of whether this capability should be

nuclear or conventionar. The literature engendered by the debate on the use of nuclear

weapons in limited war was as controversial as voluminousl a summary of the key points

covered is useful because the debate contributed to the shift in NATO and American

-_. 
eMalcolm W. Hoag, "The place of Limited lVar in NATO Strategy,,, in Knorr, ed.,NATO and American Securitv. p. 103.
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strategy away from massive retaliation, as well as to the shategy which would replace it.

Arguments in favour of incorporating nuclear weapons into a limited war strategy

stressed the infeasibility of a purely conventional defence. The cunent preparedness of

NATO forces would be insufficient to repel a soviet attack; the allied govemments were

clearly unwilling to augment defence expeditures to a level that would see much

improvement in this condition due to the priority assigned to rebuilding economic strength

and implementing social programmes. Estimates of overwhelmingly superior warsaw

Pact forces (later proved false) further entrenched the beliefin the futility of conventional

defence preparations. The solution, therefore, was the substitution of technology for

manpower, a proposition which held great sway within both academic and political

circles.

The proposition that fewer troops would be required if they were equipped with

tactical nuclear weapons was not only politically and economically attractive, but

militarily so as well. oskar Morgenstern argued in favour of using any means necessary

to win, particularly in light of the lessons learned in Korea: ',Russia was able to force

us in the Korean war to violate a classical principle of warfare, which is: Never fighr an

inferior armlt ott its own ternts."t' If it were possible to use nuclear weapons in limited

engagements, then they ought to be used. Edward Teller, among others, assefted that

- 
rcoskar Morgenstem, The ouestion of National Defense (Ny: Random House, 1959),

p. 146, emphasis in oríginal.
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nuclear weapons were well-suited for the battlefield: since troops must be massed for an

offensive action, they would provide an excellent target for small mobile units armed with

tactical nuclear weapons." Henry Kissinger developed a strategy for nuclear-armed

troops analogous to naval shategy, in which self-contained units would be highly efficient

and would alleviate interdiction problems.r2

Kissinger also claimed that a limited nuclear war would be inherently more stable

than a limited conventional war. The initiation of conflict at the tactical nuclear level

would entail the highest cornmitment short of all-out war, and would thereforc prevent

risks and gains from spiralling out of control:

Obviously, a nuclear war involves a larger initial commitment than a
conventional war.... [l]n a war which begins with a smaller investment it
may prove much more difficult to establish an equilibrium. The
consciousness that the opponent is able at any moment to increase his
commitment will insert an element of instability into the psychological
equation of limited war. The temptation to anticipate the oihér side may
lead to an increasingly e-xplosive situation and to a cycle of gradually
expanding commitments. ¡3

stability would thus be enhanced by the knowled ge thaf any rise in the stakes would

mean total war, as opposed to a gradual increase in the stakes and the amount of force

justified which might unintentionally lead to total war. Moreover, having planned for the

use ofnuclear weapons, their introduction would not be as destabilizing as ifconventional

rrEdward Teller, "The Feasibitity of Arms contror and the principle of openness,,,
Daedalus 89 (1960), pp. 781-99.

. ^^ 
r2Henry A. Kissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreisn policy (Ny: Harper, 1957), p.

180.

'3¡bid., p. 193.
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limited war had been assumed.

Like Kissinger, Morgenstern believed in the inherent stability of a limited nuclear

war. He proposed that the same strategic detenent which prevented a first strike would

also deter the expansion of a limited nuclear to total war:

The deterioration of a limited situation may produce some expansion of the
conflict ... but the motivatíon which prevented a wholesale eichange in the
first place still exists. If the deterrent works, it must work also against the
expansion of limíted conflicts.ta

conversely, other strategists supported a limited nuclear war strategy because they

believed the use of nuclear weapons at the local level was more likely to lead to total

war. Thomas schellingr5 and Glenn snyderr. argued that a tactical nuclear war had

a higher risk of escalating to all-out war and therefore ',vas a more effective detenent to

the resort to force in the first place.

one of the earliest proposals for the use of tactical nuclear weapons in a limited

war role was sir Anthony A. Buzzard's notion of graduated deterrence. Arguing in

favour of a nuclear response proportional to the aggression it was addressing, Buzzard

proposed meeting conventional attacks with the graduated use of battlefield nuclear

weapons. He advocated establishing a distinction between tactical nuclear weapons

¡aMorgenstem, The ouestion of National Defense p. 145, emphasis in originar.

_ ^^ 
I5Thomas c. schelling, The stratew of conflict (cambridge: Harvard up, r960), pp.

t90-94.

_ 'uclenn snyder, Detenence bv Denial and punishment (princeton: center of
Intemational Studies, 1959), pp. 12 &. 19.
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(which would be employed first against military targets) and strategic nuclear weapons

(which would be reserved for use against cities in the event that tacticai nuclear strikes

failed to halt the aggression).'? It is important to note that in this proposal nuclear use

was not at issuel overwhelmingly superior Soviet conventional forces made this fact

unavoidable according to Buzzard. Rather, the point was to employ nuclear technology

in such a way that it would be militarily useful, not merely catalytic.

The attractiveness of graduated deterrence also lay in the shategic rationale it

provided for the tactical nuclear weapons already in place in Europe. As schwartz noted:

"No doubt the developrnent of a new theoretical justification for tactical nuclear weapons

relieved those who had originally argued for them as compensation for conventional

manpower inferiority - an argument increasingly open to question as the results of NATO

nuclear exercises were analyzed."rs

opponents of limited nuclear war objected to its advocates, conclusions in both

military and political terms. Army war games like carte Blanche refuted the claim that

nuclear warfare would require less manpower; if anything, the high casualty levels

-.r'sir Anthony w. Buzzard, "Massive Retaliation and Graduated Deterrence,,, world
Politics 8 (January 1956), pp. 228-37.

_ 
rsDavid Schwartz, NATO,s Nuclear Dilemmas (Washington, D.C.: Brookings

Institute, 1983), p. 50.
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associated with nuclear usage implied the need for more hoops.re The argument that

nuclear weapons favoured the defence was rejected on the basis that it assumed only the

defence would be so equipped. "once one concedes to both sides small mobile forces

equipped with mobile tactical nuclear weapons, the advantage is not necessarily with the

defensive. while there will be problems in massing for attack, there will be similar

problems of holding a defensive position."2' Thus the interdiction role assigned to

westem nuclear weapons would be equally applicable to sovielwarsaw pact forces

which, considering the extensive American supply lines, would be even more effective.

Morton Halperin also pointed out that the self-sufficient military units endorsed by

Kissinger and Morgenstem did not yet exist, though their arguments were based on this

assumption.

The assertion that limited nuclear war was inherently more stable than

conventional operations was also attacked. Bernard Brodie2r and James King22 claimed

that because of the clear distinction between nuclear and non-nuclear weapons, a

conventional war would be easier to keep limited. For once nuclear weapons have been

__ -.'lsee, ,for example, Speier, Ggrmên Rearmament and Atomic War, pp. 144-47;
Kelleher, Germanv and the politics of Nuclear weaooiiìp.14Ðll-elanå, "suit¿ing
NATO's Nuclear Posture", p. 10.

-_ - 
2.Morton H. Halperin, "Nuclear weapons and limited war", conflict Resorution V:2

(1961), p. lss.

. ^ - ]lB.*^u-r9 Brodie, strateev in the Missile Ase (princeton: princeton university press,
t96s), p.323.

- ., 
2'James E' King, "Nuclear prenty and Limited war", Foreien Affairs 35 fi957). o.

240.
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introduced, the demands of maximum military effectiveness would dictate their

employment, overshadowing politically imposed limitations. Moreover, as Kaufinann

indicated, the stakes of a war often expand; the more each side expends, the less it can

afford to lose.23 This pattern of increased cost justiflred only by increased gain works

inherently against keeping a conflict limited.

critics charged that the credibility of limited nuclear war was further eroded by

the psychological aversion to using nuclear weapons. Brodie and Kaufmann contended,

as they had in their criticisms of massive retaliation, that an American response to soviet

pressures would be inhibited by plans for nuclear retaliationt the US record and public

opposition demonshated little willingness to use nuclear weapons in local conflicts. Thus

Brodie noted, "that readiness to use atomic weapons against limited aggression would

have a great deterrent, but only if the prospect offighting in a nuclear environment did

no! reduce our will.ingness to intet-vene, For it would seem that our willingness to

íntervene is more important as a deterrent that the choice of weapons."2a As KauíÌnann

concluded, a policy of limited nuclear war would "result only in deterring the deterrer.,,25

In the face of these challenges to the viability of a limited nuclear war strategy,

23william w. Kaufrnann, "The crisis in Military Affairs,,, world politics l0 (195g).
p. s95.

2aBrodie, 
Strateev in the Missile Aee, p. 322, emphasis added.

25Kaufmann, 
"Requirements of Detenence,', p. 20.



a strong conventional defence was put forward as the most effective option: it would

present an attacking force with a form of resistance that the allies would not be inhibited

to use - and one which the allies had experience in preparing - thereby making it a more

credible deterrent to aggression. Moreover, by placing the burden of escalation to the

nuclear ievel upon the enemy, with the attendant risk of all-out war, this deterrent

function would be enhanced. Finalty, "[i]f unsuccessful in its conventional defense,

NATO would still have recourse to its nuclear arsenal,'.2ó

Regardless of its merits, the limited war debate parafleled a change in sHApE

planning away from thc totality of massive retaliation. under SACEUR General Lauris

Norstad, NATO policy moved unofficially toward a gÍeater acceptance of the need for a

limited war capability. General Norstad differentiated between the ,'sword,, wielded by

strategic air power and the "shield" function of ground forces. In 1957 he proposed a

shield of 30 standing divisions, the purpose of which would be th¡eefold: l) to signify

the commitment of the us to come to the defence of Europe; 2) in case of the failure of

deterrence, to keep Russian toops out of westem Europe until the ful weight of the

alliance's retaliatory power could be brought to bear; and 3) to provide the ,,means to

meet less-than-ultimate th¡eats with a decisive, but less-than-ultimate response ... the very

possession of this ability would discourage the threat, and would thereby provide us with

26Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 53.
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essential political and military manoeuverability."2T

The first two functions were broad, total-war components designed to supplement

strategic forces in both their deterrent and war-fighting roles as part of NATo's

commitment to forward defence. The third function hinted for the flrst time at providing

NATO with an intermediate response capability, with "a force that could deal with attacks

by the satellites, with probing actions by the soviets, and with accidental outbreaks of

violence between Soviet and Allied forces. with the 3Odivision force, NATO could put

up enough resistance to force the Soviets to make their intentions perfectly clear, and the

west could thereby avoid resorting to nuclear reprisal prematurely."'zE But Norstad

outright denied the possibílity of a limited war-fighting capability for NATO forces,2e

possibly because militarily, the forces available to NATO (16 to 1g divisions at the time)

were unable to perform such a function; and politically, "a statement that a limited war

was possible might [have been] a temptation for the Soviets to try one."30

That Norstad could not fully endorse limited war as alliance policy was a function

ofboth military and political realities; but these same conditions also established the need

2?"Text of General Norstad's cincinnati speech", NATO Letter (December 1957), p.
27.

2sRoger Hilsman, "Developing Strategic Context',, in Knon, ed., NATO and American
Securitv, p. 30.

'z\9w_Yqrk_T4s9!, July 21, 1958.

s0Hilsman, "Developing Strategic Context", p. 30.
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for a new NATO policy, one which reconciled military capabilities with strategic

requirements while simultaneously relieving the pressure created by the all or nothing

choice the alliance faced in response to aggression. Thus, "lest he diminish the deterrence

value of the nuclear forces upon which NATO in reality primarily depended, he denied

the possibility of a limited war or of a conventional response beyond a brief hold

action."3l

The actual effect this declaratory shift had on SHApE planning is uncertain, for

"at the end of t960 NATo's shield in fact remained at little more than half the

operational strength that had been projected in 1957 as a bare minimum,'.32 wïat is

clear, though, is that the wheels were set in motion for a dramatic alteration to NATO

defence policy which would take place under the Kennedy Administration.

The limited war debate was a polemical discussion. The only conclusive outcome

which emerged from it was that massive retaliation clearly no longer met the deterrence

requirements of the alliance. The effect of the debate on NATo strategy was twofold.

Based on the fundamental assumption that the American strategic guarantee was no longer

valid because ofsuperpower nuclear parity, the debate itselfcreated a crisis ofconfìdence.

whether or not the united States was no longer willing to use nuclear weapons unless its

_ 
rrRo¡ert osgood, NATO: The Entangling Arliance (chicago: university of chicago

Press, 1962), p. 162.

t'tbid., p. 163.
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own territory was at stake, as the límited war proponents contended, the possibility that

this was true was enough to cause Europeans to question their decadelong reliance on

American nuclear retaliatory power. Europeans began to pursue their own solutions to

their defence problems; the direction of these activities, which will be discussed later,

profoundly affected NATO nuclear strategy as the American government clamoured to

satisfu its European allies while keeping their nuclear aspirations in check.

Second' by pointing out the shortcomings of massive retariation, the debate raised

questions on the wisdom of reliance on nuclear weapons to deter Soviet aggression. But

the suggestion that NATO should move away from firm reliance on nuclear weapons was

a direct challenge to the arguments European statesmen had used throughout the 1950s

to gain support for participation in NATO and, more speciflrcally, for NATo's nuclear

orientation. At the same time, it lent credence to those who were growing uncomfortable

with NATO's nuclear dependence and fuelled the non-nuclear movements which became

prominent during the 1960s.

European ambivalence toward nuclear weapons was complicated by European

wlnerability to the immense destructive capab ities of these weapons, Given the

possibility of devastation on a scale previously unknown, the European members of

NATo increasingly began to ask, how desirabl.e was a defence based on the tbreat to use

nuclear weapons? And as the balance of terror evorved, the Europeans were faced with

another, somewhat conflicting, problem: how credible was a defence based on the tb¡eat
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to use nuclear weapons? would the Americans, in light of the possibility of Soviet

nuclear retaliation against American territory, use nuclear weapons in the defence of

Europe? And if so, would the costs be worth it? Debate over these questions red

Europeans to examine the merit of not just reliance on nuclear weapons but reliance on

nuclear weapons under American control.

The credibility of NATo's deterrent stategy became wrapped up in this issue of

control, particularly since the effectiveness of massive retaliation was predicated on a

defence of vital interests. But with the changing strategic environment of the late 1950s

and the emergence of nuclear parity, this simple statement of intent raised a number of

diffrcult questions. How were vital interests to be defined? National existence, arguably

the most fundamental conce'o, could be dependent on a variety of factors which would

be determined by the particular nation in question. what constituted a tkeat to vital

intcrests? shof of a full-scale enemy invasion, there were any number of provocations

which could be deemed threatening, and whether or not they th¡eatened vitar interests

would be a matter of interpretation. Lesser cha enges courd urtimatery lead to a more

substantial threat. Small incidents, when combined, could create a major concern; or left

unchecked, they could embolden one's opponent to be more aggressive the next time.

Malcolm Hoag presented a hypothetical case which explains this concept:

suppose the soviets occupy an Alaskan isrand that is uninhabited and from
which we draw nothing of value. In one sense, our interest in the island
is not. vital; it is practica[y non-existent, yet our juridicar claim to the
area is clear, has been sanctioned by years of tradition, and the
geographical line is obvious to ali.... Not to respond with punishment
more than proportionate to the provocation is to invite future ãggression,
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especially aggression less naked in its challenge but involving territory
more vital to us.33

This example raised another question which d¡ove at the heart of the issue: who d.eñned

these interests as vital? The critique of massive retaliation made clear to everyone that

it was an American-desigled strategy which could only be implemented with American

nuclear weapons employed at the discretion of the American government. Although this

had always been the case, the exclusion of European govemments from virtually all

aspects of the nuclear deterrence process assumed new meaning in the late 1950s, given

the changing strategic environment and the political and economic recovery of western

Europe, And in the mean time, the American monopoly over thc nuclear process

contributed to waning European defences: "Since the alliance [had] no control over the

instrument around which its whole strategy [was] built, there [had] inevitably been an air

of unreality about NATO planning.,,ra

Massíve retaliation was criticized as ignoring the complexity of security in the

nuclear age. changes in the way wars were fought, the reasons for which they were

fought, and the nature ofthe combatants required corresponding innovations in strategy.

Massive retaliation, however, was a classic deterrent strategy against a classic form of

warfare, which was no longer the only form an attack on NATO could take and not even

the most likely. As Kissinger wrote,

- - . l3faalcglm W. Hoag, ',The place of Limited War in NATO Strategy,,, in Knorr, ed..
NATO and American Security. p. 102.

3aKissinger, Nuclear Weapons and Foreim policv, p. 203.
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The traditional concept of aggression, as military attack by organized units across
a sovereign boundary, presupposed a society of nations in which domination of
one power by another was possible only by military victory ofby annexation. But
in the age of 'volunteers' and 'arms bases', or guerrilla warfãre and economic
penetration, the strategic balance may be upset without a clear-cut issue ever being
presented.3s

New and varied strategies were required to meet these new challenges; massive retaliation

did not satisfu these requirements.

Additionally, and perhaps most importantly lrom the perspective of this analysis.

the rift developing over strategic issues th¡eatened alliance cohesion. Given the growth

in soviet nuclear sffength and the corresponding change to the strategic environment,

NATO's nuclear strategy in the late 1950s presented unacceptable as well as unequal risks

to the allies. with the argument that massive retaliation was justífied only when vital uS

interests were threatened, Europeans believed they were being forced to bear a greater

burden of alliance risk with diminished retums. "whether objectively justifìed or not,

the diminished credibility of American massive reprisal,, thus brought out and hardened

"the divergent pattems of risk aud interest within the alliance.',36 Both the strategy's

increased cost and the perception that this cost was not being shared evenly ,'created

tensions between the allies which, in the view of some contemporaries, th¡eatened the

minimum degree of cohesion necessary for the alliance to function as a guarantor of the

ttibid., p.2tt.
3uKnorr, "The Strained Alliance", p. 7.



security of its members."3' The criticism of massive retaliation resulted in the search

for an altemative strategy; at the same time, by illuminating the unequal risks of the

alliance's deterrent strategy, the Europeans became aware that more than a new strategy

was needed to ensure their security. Europeans wanted some control over the nuclear

weapons on which their security was based.

-^ 
ttPlgt Buteux, The politiçs 9f Nuclear consurtation in NATO. 1965-19g0

(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, t9g3¡, p. 4
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CHAPTER FIVE: Nuclear Sharing

How do we meet a gowing but stilr somewhat confused ønd confricting desit e among our
European allies þr a broader sharing in the conttol of nucleir weaf,ons?

General Lauris Norstad, SACETJR
(August l9S9)l

By the late 1950s nuclear sharing was emerging as the most salient - and highly

divisive - issue for the alliance. The limited war debate and the declining faith in

massive retaliation made a military re-evaluation of NATO policy inevitable. suez

undermined European confidence in the American guarantee, and sparked fears in the

united States that its atlies, armed with nuclear weapons, might lead it down undesi¡able

paths.2 sputnik underscored the need to modernize NATo's defensive preparations and

th¡eatened the American leadership role within the alliance. Economic recovery

emboldened the Europeans anxious for an accompanying increase in politícal status. The

synergistic effect of these events was European demand for an expanded role in alliance

defence; and since nuclear weapons formed the core of this defence, greater access to

nuclear technology and capabitities was at the heart of their aspirations. But rather than

resolving the differences between the allies, proposals to increase access to nuclear

weapons through a variety of hardware schemes seemed onry to jeopardize alliance

political cohesion and military collaboration even more so.

rQuoted in wilfrid Kohl, 'Nuclear sharing in NATO and the Multilateral Force,,,
Political Science Ouarterly, LXXX:1 (1965), p. gg.

. '!,.., for example, Timothy lreland, 'Building NATO's Nuclear posture: 1950-65,,,
in Jeffrey Boutwell, e! a1.,, eds., The Nuclear con=frontation in Eurooe (tooJon, c.;;;
Helrn, 1985), p. 12.



The fact that most members of the alliance had relinquished contror over the

means of their defence to the us was a highly charged issue. control of nuclear weapons

rested "in American hands and outside the NATo structure," removing from the

Europeans "di¡ect influence over the key instruments of their own security.,,3 This

illustrates "the corrosive effects ofnuclear arsenals on alliance relationships.... Nations

which had long dominated world politics had been eased into subordinate relationships

and no longer controlled the forces upon which the defence of their people and sovereign

territory rested."a This lack of control not only had military ramifications, but political

ones as well, since the ability of a government to protect its nation is one of the

fundamental determinants of sovereignty. Despite the near-impossibility of self-defence

in the nuclear age, reliance for so basic a function on an extemal power was potitically

demoralizing; with the onset of superpower nuclear parity, it also became militarily

dangerous.

The th¡eat to alliance cohesion posed by reliance on American nuclear weapons

was exacerbated by two additional conditions: flrrst, "NATo,s overdependence on nuclear

weapons in general"s meant that the Europeans had little alternative than subservience

to American nuclear míght. second, alliance cohesion was threatened by the uncertainty

_ 
rMichael Harrison, The Reluctant All)¡: France and Atiantic Securitv (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins University Press, l98l), p. 35.

_ _.olo!o D. Steinbruner,
Political Analvsis. (princeton: princeton Uoiu"isity p."ss, :.!fÐp. iT.-

^. . 
sRobert Osgood, NATO:_ Ihe Entaneline Alliance (Chicago: The University of

Chicago Press, 1962), pp.278-279.



which resulted from the lack of a clear emproyment doctrine for these nuclear weapons.

Herein lay the heart of the matter: NATO strategy \¡/as based on the initiation of nuclear

war, with weapons controlled by the Americans, to compensate for conventional

deficiencies. This strategy bred the nuclear addiction and hence the reliance on American

nuclear weapons which was beginning to sever alliance ties.

The fact that NATO strategy was to blame for the alliance,s airments was not

readily grasped. In the rate 1950s, debate on the alliance's nucrear stategy became

enmeshed with the determinatíon of the role to be played within that strategy by each of

the allies. "Questions of nuclear strategy conceming what that strategy was to be, how

it was to be determined, and in what manner it was to be impremented became of major

political significance. In particular, these strategic concerns became focussed on the issue

of nuclear sharíng in the a iance, and on how nuclear weapons deployed in suppof of

the alliance would be commanded and controlled."ó control was a much more tangible

issue on which to focus attention than was the more abstract notion of strategy. It was

easier for the allies to seek the possession of nucrear weapons because this would

automatically confer a say over how they wourd be used. Thus the allies' initial attempts

to resolve the strategic ambiguity lay in this realm.

Greater conhol over nuclear weapons was arso viewed as a means of addressing

^ irllt elteYx' (cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1983), p. 4 -----------
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the perceived imbalance between soviet/warsaw pact and NATO forces. Fears of a

"missile gap" emerged with the soviet launching of sputnik: not only did this

demonstration indicate that the us itself would soon be threatened by direct nuclear

attack from soviet territory, but it also suggested that the Americans were losing the

technology race. sputnik reinforced the Europeans' worst fears arising ffom their

dependence on the united states: due to recent developments, the Americans neither

would nor could fulftltheir commitment to the defence of Europe. Moreover, ambiguity

conceming how nuclear weapons would be used led the Europeans not surprisingly to

focus on ways of augmenting their contror of nuclear weapons deployed in Europe, ,,for

this was a possible area for European participation in the decision to make use ofnuclear

weapons."T And in some cases, the pursuit of independent nuclear capabilities seemed

the best solution.

In addition to the credibility concemsr a major impetus for the Europeans in the

development of national nuclear forces was the secrecy with which the united states

sb¡ouded its nuclear affairs. Despite war-time collaboration among many of the allies in

the development of the A-bomb, the us refused to share any nuclear information. The

1946 Atomic Energy Act (better kno"vn as the McMahon Act) legislated against the

dissemination of atomic \¡,/eapons or technology, in an attempt to preserve the US

monopoly. with the incorporation of tacticar nuclear weapons into NATo defence

^11.J'R.Groom, 
British rhinkine About Nuclear weaoons (London: F. pinter, 1g74),p.293.
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strategy in 1954, the Act was amended to permit the sharing of suffrcient nuclear

information to enable the allies to prepare for nuclear war; it also "permitted the president

to direct the Atomic Energy commission to delive¡ atomic weapons to the Department

of Defense for such use as he deemed to be in the national interest,,, provided the

warheads remained in American custody.s From this provision emerged a series of

bilateral agreements between the united states and host counkies in which nuclear

weapons were stockpiled; the weapons, under American control, were to be released to

the allies "in time of emergency".e

Despite the importance of the 1954 revision as ,,the first substantial measure of

nuclear sharing"¡o the limited nature of the information released did little to satisfy the

allies' requests, or discourage national nuclear aspirations. In fact, ,'it only whetted the

allies' appetites for a larger share of the control of nuclear weapons and stimulated the

British and French efforts to get American assistance in bu ding independent nuclear

capabilities'"" Realizing that continued American secrecy about nuclear technology was

having the opposite effect than desired, and in response to European calrs at the

December 1956 North Atlantic council meeting for "more extensive sharing of

*Osgood, NATO. p. 216.

Trlorstad, NATO Letter, 1956, p. 37.

'oosgood, NATO, p. 216.

ttibid., p.2t7.
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short-range nuclear systems on the part of the united states',,¡2 the American

government pressed congress for greater tiberalization of nuclear sharing provisions.

The American position on nuclear sharing at this time was split between the views

of the Eisenhower Administration and those of congress. Eisenhower himself was

generally supportive ofnuclear sharing and liberalization of the restríctive McMahon Act,

owing to his "long-standing view that European defence should be primarily a European

responsibility". rr The budget-conscious president favoured a more equitable sharing of

the defence burdeni nuclear dependence on the us allowed the allies to downpray their

collective defencc responsibilities and avoid the associated costs. Moreover, the

American monopoly was having a detrimental effect on the alliance's political cohesion

and military collaboration by encouraging the development of independent nuclear forces

of allies dissatisfied with reliance on the united states. such a trend toward national

nuclear forces increased the chances of a nuclear accident, encouraged proliferation

outside the NATO area and, more importantly, redirected allied contributions away from

NATo's conventional shield force. As osgood commented: ',Nations that could not

control the use ofthe principal weapon upon which their security depended could not be

expected to contribute fully to the required build-up of conventional forces, which were

intended only to enforce a 'pause' and touch off nuclear warfare,,,ra The Joint

rzlreland, "Building NATO's Nuclear posture,,, p, 12.

'-rbtd.

raOsgood, NATO, p.277.
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committee on Atomic Energy, however, viewed the situation differently. The JCAE was

protective of American conhol and feared dangerous consequences if the disseminatíon

nuclear weapons was allowed. The irresponsible actions of the British and French in the

Suez debacle justified their concerns.

A compromise in the sharing of nuclear \¡r'eapons had been reached previously in

the establishment of the "dual-key" formula, under which ,,the European allies would

purchase nuciear capable systems from the united states and station them with their own

forces.... [T]he united states would retain physical custody over the nuclear warheads for

the missiles."rs Thus by 1958, some short-range ballistic missiles, medium-range cruise

missiles and air-defence missiles were to be made available to the Europeans under the

dual-key system.r6

under continued pressure, congress agreed in 195g to a further amendment to the

McMahon Act, which permitted the transmission of more detaiied nuclear information to

the allies. However, it restricted the sharing of ,'technical information and materials for

the marutfactwe of nuclear weapons" to only those nations that had made ",substantial

progress in the development of atomic weapons"'.r? Thus Britain was the only real

benefactor of this revision, and the extension of preferential treatment supported French

Islreland, "Building NATO's Nuclear posture,,, p. 13.

'uNgwJolkJimes,, 13 April 1957, p. l.

I'Osgood, NATO. p. 226, emphasis added.



accusations of Anglo-American domination of the arliance. Needless to say, this did

nothing to enhance alliance cohesion or promote cooperation in strategic pranning.

Moreover, rather than diminish national nuclear projects this provision spurred them

forward, toward the level at which American aid would become available. clearly a more

comprehensive means of sharing control over nuclear weapons was required.

Missiles for Europe

Trying simultaneously to address the challenges burgeoning soviet nucrear

capabilities posed to American security and NATo,s military effectiveness, and to

discourage the development of national nuclear arsenals, the Americans proposed in late

1957 European basing for intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBMs). Based on the

findings of the Killian panelrs research in intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM)

technology was given priority. But because such prans were not expected to bear fruit

until 1962, a temporary stop-gap measure was required to address the soviet challenge

until the long-range missiles could become operational. The report recommended the

production ofthe shorter-range IRBMs which, because they lacked the technical problems

ICBM development was incurring, courd be ready several years ahead of the ICBMs.¡o

. .rsJames_R. 
Killian, president of MIT, was asked by president Eisenhower in 1954 to

lead a panel of scie¡tific expefis in "a study of the cãuntry's technological .upuú iti",to meet some of its current problems." James R. rittiun, sputoit.' s.i"nürir. uoã
Eisenhower (Cambridge, Mass: MIT press, 1977), pp. 67_6g.

- .¡nDavid_ Schwartz, NATO,s Nuclear Dilemmas (Washington, DC: Brookings
Institution, 1983), p. 63.
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The significance ofthis time factor led to the go-ahead on production of rhor and

Jupiter IRBMS to be based in Europe. These missiles would counter Soviet ICBMs until

the united states'own contingent could be deployed. The deployments were considered

to possess both a strategic asset, in terms of províding "an additional retaliatory system

for the west, and additional trigger for sAC, and an added complication for soviet

defense plans" as well as a political asset by offsetting any negative effects Soviet

medium-range missiles were having on the "balance of confidence,, within NATo.r.

The political significancc of these missiles was equally as important as their strategic

rationale: proponents argued their direct relevance to the superpower strategic balance

demonstrated "the strength of America's commitment to European securíty,,.2r If us

security depended on the Thors and Jupiters in Europe, then a soviet attack on these

missiles would necessitate an American response.

An agreement with Britain was reached in l95g under which it agreed to purchase

sixty Thor missiles from the uS, to be stationed on British territory under dual-key

control'22 Subsequent deals secured the delivery of Jupiter missiles to Italy and rurkey

under the same type ofl control anangements, although in these situations the uS retained

ownership of the missiles. west German participation in the IRBM deproyments was

never formally sought, owing to the politically and militar y sensitive nature of the

_ - . 

2oMichael H. A'-acost, The politics of riveanons Innovation (New york: corumbia
University Press, 1969), pp. 175-176.

2rlreland, 
"Building NATO,s Nuclear posture,,, p. 14.

22Jack Raymond, New york Times (February 16, 1957), p. l.
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Republic's position. Attempts were made, however, to reach an agreement with the

French. But because of us resistance to French conditions on IRBM deproyment - that

the uS provide technical and financial aid for France's own nuclear arsenal - the

American offer was rejected.23

The planned deployment of IRBMs to Europe was paft of sACEUR Norstad,s

five-year force requirements presented at the December 1957 NATO counc meeting.

The three-part proposal (designated MC-70) was designed to address what Norstad

considered a gap in NATO defence preparations. The intermediate-range missires under

the dual-key arrangement constituted the first part of his pran. second, he advocated a

land-mobile medium-range ballistic missile force produced by a consortium of the major

allies under us control. Based on the need to meet the growing th¡eat of soviet missiles

which could reach Europe (but not the us) and to account for the impending

obsolescence of NATo's tactical interdiction forces, Norstad argued that such an MRBM

capability was required to maintain the theahe barance on which deterrence rested.2a

Finally, 'the third part of the plan envisaged the design and development of
subsequent-generation delivery systems by the established consortium.,,25 Together these

plans proposed to satisfl, European securit¡r concerns and the allies' nuclear aspirations

,..:'^Nrw-York-I¡¡¡rr, July 5, 1958, p. I and July 6, 1958, p. lt Ireland, ,,Building
NATO's Nuclear Posture',, p. 23.

-. 
2asteinbruner, cvbemetic Theory of Decision. p. 176; see also schwartz, NATo'sNuclear Dilernnas. p. 76.

"steinbruner, Cvbernetic Theorv of Decision. p. lg4.
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by providing them with a nuclear capability unde¡ the conúol of SACEUR: in effect,

tuming NATO into the "fourth nuclear power". The weapons advanced for this NATO

nuclear force were the Polaris. Mobile and solid-fuelled, the polaris amply suited

Norstad's requirements of relative inwlnerability to pre-emption and a high state of

readiness.26

Norstad's proposal won limited suppof from the American govemment, which

advanced the MRBM concept as a politicar imperative to enhance a ied confidence in

NATO defence preparations. washington also believed that an MRBM force for Europe

would halt national nuclear aspirations, which it deemed to be contrary to American

security. ln congressional hearings to amend the McMahon Act and ¡elax nuclear sharing

regulations, one witness argued that:

It is of major importance to the security of the United States and to the
unity and resolution of the free worrd that our allies have confidence in
their ability to meet aggression swiftly and effectively.... [I]f NATO is
fumished a nuclear capability on a cooperative basis, there will be less
incentive to additional countries to enter the atomic weapons field.2?

But JCAE opposition and French demands forced Eisenrower to back away from

Norstad's plan. De Gaulle's condition ofAmerican aid to the French independent nuclear

programme in retum for his acceptance of the proposal raised fears that Germany would

^ _26Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, p. 771 Steinbruner, The C)¡bemetic Theor.v
of Decision. p. 185.

27u.S. congress, Joint committee on Atomic Energy, Hearines Amendine the Atomic
Enerev Act of 1954, B5th Congress,2nd Session, fSïA,@
Cybernetic Theory of Decision, p. 180.
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duplicate such demands and made the American government wary of the deal.

Eisenhower's proposal to amend the McMahon Act in order to arm the Europeans

with nuclear weapons'* met with resolute opposition from the JCAE whose members

feared that nuclear weapons might fall into "weak or inesponsible hands" and that such

liberalization would encourage the soviets to arm the chinese.2e concem also existed

lhat the allies might not be long satisfìed with anangements giving the us a veto over

nuclear usage; no provision existed to prevent individual allies ffom seizing forces under

NATO command for thcir own use.ro Moreover, the possibility that Germany desired

independent nuclear control was unacceptable to both East and west. In the final

analysis, then, the American Administratíon concluded that such a dispersion of nuclear

weapons and technology was not in the best interests of their security.

It must, however, be clearly noted that while European objections did exist, it was

ultimately American reservations which killed the project. Though important, paciô/ing

the allies' demands for greater access to nuclear weapons was a consideration secondary

zEIn a press conference, the president stated: "I have always been of the belief that
we should not deny to our allies what the enemies, what youi potential enemy, already
has. we do want allies to be treated as partners and allies and not as junior m"-be* of
a f,rrm who are to be seen and not heard. so I think that it would be better, for the
interests ofthe united states, to make our law more liberal....,' Transcript ofEis"nho*"r,,
News conference on Domestic and Foreign Matters, New york rimeì, Feb. 4, r960, p.
12.

. ^ _2'John 
Finney, "sharing A-Bombs Called a Danger',, New york Times, l0 February

1960, p. 4.

30Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. gl.
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to the cent¡al military problem: how to prevent the erosion of American security by

gfowing soviet nuclear capabilities and enhance the credibility of extended deterrence.

These problems continued on throughout the 1960s and elicited from the new Kennedy

administration a number of potential solutions; solutions which, at the same time, were

influenced by past nuclear sharing proposals.

The Multilateral Force

The nuclear sharing issue took on new importance under the Kennedy

Administration. European demands for greater independence could no longer go

unanswered, particularly given the increasing interest in national nuclear forces. A means

was also needed to alleviate allied doubts about the American commitment to Europe's

defence, and to enhance the credibiiity of alliance deter¡ence. In addition to these

political imperatives, there was a military requirement to address the growing number of

Soviet MRBMs and IRBMs targeted at Europe. In response to these concerns, the idea

of a multilateral force was pursued as a means to improve NATO cohesion and provide

the allies "with a worthy strategic role,,.3r

In these first few years of the 1960s, the MLF was not the onry solution pursued

by the Americans in response to the probrems plaguing NATO. support for national

nuclear forces - begun under Eisenhower with the amendments to the McMahon Act and

rrAiastair Buchan, "The Murt aterai Force: A study in A iance poritics,',
Intemational Affai¡s 40:4 (October 1964), p. 624.
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preferential treatÍnent for the British nuclear deterrent - continued, ât times as an

alternative to the MLF, at times in concert with the collective force proposal. At the

same time, secretary of Defense McNamara was engineering a revolution in American

strategic thought, which had as its main tenet the centralization of command and control

of nuclear weapons. This new nuclear philosophy utterly opposed the devolution of

nuclear control, either to sACEuR, as envisioned by the MLF proponents, or to

individual allies, as provided for by national nuclear forces. Instead, McNamara proposed

to satisfu the allies' nuclear desi¡es by inclusion in American nuclear planning decisions.

competition within the us Administration between suppofters of these various

perspectives resulted in a schizophrenic approach to NATo nuclear policy during this

period. The outcome of this confusion was the clarification of alliance requirements

regarding access to nuclear weapons; it also set the stage for a final solution to nuclear

management within NATO. In any case, the nuclear sharing issue was not a trivial one.

The political differences plaguing the alliance placed in grave danger its ability to fulfil

its main objective; as one contemporary noted, these differences tb¡eatened ',indirectly its

military strength by destroyíng its unity of purpose to deter aggression and promote

disarmament."s2 Despite a variety of subgoars, the overriding purpose of the MLF

proposal was to resolve European anxieties about the control of nuclear weapons and

unifli the alfiance.

_ _ 

s2Frederick w. Mulley, "NATO's Nuclear problems: control or consurtation,,
Orbis VIII: I (Spring 1964), p.29.
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Norstad's proposed MRBM force was followed by the suggestion for a coilective

alliance force, to be manned, owned and controlled multilaterally. At the December 1960

NATO Ministerial council meeting, out-going secretary of state christian Herter

announced that the uS was prepared to comnit to the alliance five nuclear submarines

armed with 80 Polaris missiles. As a suppiement to this force, he also suggested that

washington would be willing to support a NATO deterrent in terms of selling to the allies

100 MRBMs to be deployed at sea alongside the American submarines. conditional upon

such a sale, however, was agreement among the allies on how such a force would be

controlled and allied acceptance of a greaterut ur" in tf," burden of defence.rj

The proposal to make NATO into a 'fourth nuclear power' received little reaction

from Europe coming, as it did, in the final days of the Eisenhower Administration. The

new Kennedy govemment was not enthusiastic about the plan either; European based

missiles were losing their appeal within the pentagon and centralized control over nuclear

weapons was developing as major policy theme.3a But in May the following year,

President Kennedy reintroduced the collective fo¡ce idea in an ottawa speech:

To make clear our own intentions and commitments to the defense of
Westem Europe, the United States will commit to the NATO command
five -- and subsequently still more - polaris-missile submarines, which are
defensive weapons, subject to any agreed NATO guidelines on lheit
control and use, and, responsive to the needs of all members but still
credible in an emergency. Beyond this, we look to the possibility of
establishing a NAT0 sea-borne force, which would be trury murti-laieral

"Steinbruner, Cvbemetic Theorv of Decision. p. 153.

raBuchan, "The Multilateral Force,', p. 623.
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in ownership and control, if this shourd be desired and found feasibre by
our Allies, once NATO's non-nuclear goals have been achieved.3s

The qualification attached to the polaris proposal, that the Europeans agree upon a

command structure for the nuclear force, indicated the tentativeness ofKennedy,s support.

More tellíng was his unwillingness to consider a multilateral force until conventional

improvements had been implemented. In any case, the idea again received a minimar

response.

The concept of a European nuclear force did not re-emerge until more than a year

later. At this time, two major changes in the strategic environment made a revival of the

MLF possible - ifnot necessarily desirable. First was a shift in the superpower strategic

balance away f¡om the position of predominance occupied by the us since the end of

world war II. The soviet union's movement toward nuclear parity with the united

States eroded the credibility of NATo's reliance on first-use and massive retaliation

which had prcsented acceptable risks under conditions of American numerical and

technological superiority. soviet superiority in medium-range ballistic missiles and the

lack of a European equivarent compounded these risks. In a report he prepared for the

state Department, Robeft Bowie noted: "The risks ofundue reliance on nuclear weapons

have therefore become excessive.,,36

^ . 
ttPub',c,laÞers of the p. 3g5, as quoted in

Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. A-. frnpnarËãaea.

.'uRobert R. Bowie, "strategy and the Atlantic A iance", in Hen¡y A. Kissinger,
Problems of National Strateey. (New york: praeger, 1965),, p. 239.
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The Bowie Report, which red directþ to Herter's proposar and greatly influenced

nuclear and alliance policy direction in the flrrst half of the 1960s, also discovered a

second factor which would have to be taken into account in any new initiative: the change

in intra-alliance relationships, both between Europe and the uS, and among the Europeans

themselves. Having undergone a dramatic transformation from the weak, fragmented

countries of the post-war era, the European nations were now economically strong and

politically confident, no longer willing to blindly foltow American directives but

consumed with a sense of thek own independent identity. Bowie concluded with

somewhat of a warning: "This emerging Europe deeply \'r'ants a more self-respecting role

in the world, This desire is already genuine and strong and will gradually become more

of a force. Europeans do not like the feeling of being wards of the united states.',37

Relations within Europe were also changing in a way that would forever alter

NATO politics. Gone were French efforts to draw a reluctant Britain into European

affairs as a counter to west Germany; instead, British attempts to gain membership in the

common Market were being rebuked by a France seeking friendship with its German

neighbours in opposition to the Anglo-saxon domination of the alliance.s' rhe

disintegrative impact of de Gaulle's actions combined with the possibility that a Franco_

German pact would give Germany direct access to nucrear weapons necessitated an

immediate response.

3?Bowie, "strategy and the Atlantic Alliance", p. 239.

rEFrederick Mulf ey, "NATO,s Nuclear problems", p. 22.
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Against this backdrop the offer to create a multilateral force was resubmitted in

the second half of 1962 by American officials seeking a salve to NATo,s nuclear

problems. In a number of speeches to the alliance members tkoughout that fall, the idea

a fleet of surface ships armed with polaris missiles jointly owned and operated was

advanced.3e This despite Kennedy's preference for a multinational solution to NATo's

nuclear management problems. As paul Buteux notes, "given that there had been positive

allied responses to what Herter had said, the new administration was unable to abandon

entirely the idea of a NATO seaborne force."a' Norstad's land-mobile MRBM force,

though essentially abandoned by the us govemment, had not yet met with such final

rejection by the European govemments. Thus the MLF, though not a satis$ring

proposition in and of itself from the us point of view, was nonetheless a superior

alternative.

The events of the intervening year between the MLF's initial unveiling and its

reintroduction had a direct impact on Kennedy's decision to reconsider a European

collective force. one of the main goals of American participation in NATO - European

political and economic unity - was in serious jeopardy. since the development of the

Marshall Plan, uS policy had encouraged European cohesion in economic, military and

even political terms, in the hopes that "if the plans for European unity should come to full

fruition...together, a unified westem Europe and the united states could shoulder the

tnsteinbruner, 
Cvbernetic Theory of Decision. p. 233.

ooButeux, Consultation, p. 20.
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formidable tasks of constructive world leadership.,,al

But this vision of 'Atlantic partnership' conflicted with de Gaulle's aspiration of

a revived Europe under French leadership, a Europe which rejected American hegemony.

French actions, driven by the very nationalism that institutions like NATO and the EEC

aimed to transcend, were intended to undermine American influence, At the same time,

France's veto of British entry into the European community in January 1963 was

designed to deny the British an opportunity to challenge France's power base on the

Continenti pursuit of a French national nuclear force denied to the Germans - who

renounced nuclear weapons production - the same opportunity.a2 De Gaulle clearly

th¡eatened the unity and cooperation which NATO policy sought.

A second issue which led the American Administration to look more favourably

upon the MLF proposal concemed the effect on the allies - particularly Germany - of

the renunciation of massive retaliation as NATo policy. Although the strategy had

clearly been in retreat since the advent of suffrcient soviet nuclear capabilities, the final

repudiation of massive retaliation came with McNamara's flexible response proposal at

the NATO ministerial meetings at Athens in April 1962. At the same time, the removal

ofthe Jupiter bases in Turkey ostensibly in response to soviet demands and the increased

orSteinbruner, 
Clybemetic Theory of Decision. p. 223.

a2Robert Bowie, "Tensions within the Alriance", Foreien Affairs 42:r (october
1963), pp. ss-59.



emphasis McNamara's Athens programme placed on conventional weapons heightened

doubts about the credibility of the us nuclear pledge to defend European interests.a3

The possibility that Europe would once again be drawn into a protracted conventional war

was unsettling to all Europeans, but in particular to Germans who would bear the brunt

of any such assault. The MLF seemed to respond more appropriately to their demands

to be defended rather than liberated.

Third, the MLF presented an opportunity to bring Germany into the military

alliance on a more equal footing with the other members. As one commentator noted at

the time: "The supporters ofthe MLF feel strongly that Germany has not received equal

treatment or equal intemational status in the alliance, and that such equal treatment is

necessary if mistakes of the past are to be avoided and if the European community and

NATo are to remain shong and grow."4{ The MLF was thus presented as a means to

end this discrimination and satis$r Germany,s demands for greater participation in the

alliance's nuclear defence, without actually gíving the Germans national control over

nuclear weapons; for it was feared that "without a tangible collective framework like the

MLF, eventual development of a German national nuclear force was inevitable."as

Although this was thought to be the case, in fact it was a most unlikely development.

43J.W. Bouton, "NATO and the MLF,,, Journal of Contemoorarv Historv ?:4
(October 1972), p.280. See also Buchan, "The Multilater;l Fo;;l;-t:

44wilftid Kohr, "Nuclear Sharing in NATO and the Multilateral Force',, political
Science Quarterlv LXXX:1 (1965), p. 93.

ascatherine McArdle Ke[eher, Gcruqanv and the politics of Nucrear weapons
(New York: Columbia University press, 19-¡1. ãæ. -
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The MLF was also advanced in the wake of the failure of the multinational

machinery proposed by McNamara in his Athens speech. To convince the afiies of the

undesirability of national nuclear forces and foster support for his flexible response

doctrine, McNamara proposed the establishment of a nuclear committee to provide the

allies with detailed strategic information which they were cunently denied. But

opposition from the state Deparnnent and the JCS to the release of such classified

information diluted the impact of the briefing sessions to such an extent that they were

no substitute for the MLF.aó

Finally, the commitment of State Department officials to the MLF scheme factored

significantly in the revival of the proposal. Responsible for the original Herter proposal,

these individuals "had early made up their minds that the multilateral solution was the

correct one".a7 Their suppof for the MLF was manifest in an intense lobbying effort

to bring others to their side of the multilateral versus multinational debate.

In addition to these over-arching concems, the MLF's revival was given added

impetus at the beginning of 1963 by two specific events: the cancellation of Skybolt and

the signing of the Franco-German Treaty of cooperation. The American December r 962

decision not to proceed with production ofthe Skybolt missile threatened political disaster

fo¡ the British government, which had been rerying on the new weapons to serve as the

ousteinbruner, 
Cvbemetic Theory of Decision. pp. 2I I -212.

otBuchan, 
"The Multilateral Force,,, p. 624.



backbone ofthe British deterrent. Although just one of many missiles under development

by the American govemment, for the British skybolt symbolized their nuclear

independence. "with sþbolt, the RAF Bomber command would double its prospective

life of proclaimed usefulness as a stategic deterrent."as But Defence Department

officials had determined that the missile was not cost-effective and ended its development

on this basis.

The Americans' unilateral cancellation ofthe weapons progÌamme alsojeopardized

Anglo-American relationsl in order to prevent a diplomatic nightmare, Kennedy offered

to replace skybolt with Polaris missiles. This move distressed those in washington who

were opposed to independent nuclear forces. They saw the missile's cancellation for

financial reasons as an ideal way to ease the British out of the nuclear game. The

Americans therefore sought to minimize the contribution of polaris to Britain,s nuclear

independence by making the offer contingent on the weapons being piedged to NATO.

But independence was precisely what the British were after and they insisted that this

condition was unacceptable since no such strings had been attached to the original

Skybolt deal.

The wording of the resulting Nassau agreement was sufficientry ambiguous to

allow both sides to claim victory. The us agreed "to make ava able on a continuing

. ^_asRichard 
Neustadt, Aliance politics (New york: coiumbia university press,

1970), p.33.
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basis Polaris missiles (less warheads) for British submarines,' in accordance with "the

development of a multilateral NATO nuclear force."ae For their part, the British

conceded to the assignment of polaris to NATo, "except where Her Majesty's

Government may decided that supreme national interests are at stake."s. while the

British were feeling confident that they had maintained the independence of their nuclear

deterrent, the Americans believed they had successfully tied the polaris to NATO.

washington used the deal as an affirmation of the collective force principle, and

proceeded to seek agreement on the MLF ÍÌom other NATO allies - but not before

approaching France.

Anticipating a French reaction of Anglo-American collusion at Nassau, the polaris

deal was immediately extended to de Gaulle. with nationalist arogance indicative of

things to come, de Gaulle held a dramatic press conference on January 14, 1963 at which

he not only turned down the American offer but also denounced French participation in

any NATO nuclear force.sr Further shattering the European unity movement, he vetoed

British entry to the EEC and, one week later, concluded a Treaty of Friendship and

cooperation between France and west Germany, which was interpreted as a threat to

advance German nuclear aspirations.

onl.lassau Communiqué, New york Times (22 December 1962), p. 3.

sníbid.

srSchwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. pp. 105-106.



These events added urgency to the arready reinvigorated MLF proposal. At this

point any military rationale that had existed for the MLF was completely subsumed by

the overriding political necessity to repafu the rifts in the alliance and prevent German

acquisition of nuclear weapons. In particular, something had to be done to keep de

Gaulle from causing any further damage to the unity movement. As J.w. Boulton

concluded, washington advanced the MLF scheme "to isorate France, quarantine

Gaullism, and halt the trend toward disintegÌation in Europe,,.5z The MLF was a

technical solution to a largely political problem, particularly given that polaris missiles

deployed on American submarines and the soon-anticipated ICBM force could adequately

dete¡ Soviet missiles.

with this in mind, serious negotiations were initiated with European govemments

to sell them on an MLF. The proposal presented to the allies early in 1963 differed from

Hefter's original idea in a number of ways. In particular, the co[ective force wourd be

based onjointly owned' financed, and controlled mixed-manned srilace ships; submarines

had been replaced in deference to uS Navy and JCAE objections to exposing sensitive

nuclear submarine technology to foreign crews, "technology which the soviets were

apparently having difficulty in mastering."5, The mixed-manned requirement was to

prevent the seizure of the vessel by any one nation for its own purposes.

s2Boulton, "NATO and the MLF", pp.2g2-2g3.

53Buchan, 
"The Multilateral Force',, p. 62g.
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After a cautious beginning, Germany expressed serious interest in the collective

force proposal. Anxious to confirm that the Franco-German Treaty of Friendship and

cooperation did not signal Bonn's intention to pursue its own nuclear force. nor

disentangle Germany ffom its conxnihnent to Atlantic defence, chancellor Erhard

enthusiastically supported the MLF as a means to involve Germany in nuclear detenence

and thereby remedy the country's inferior status within the alliance. In addition to

political motivations, Bonn was increasingly concemed about the credibility of the

American nuclear guarantee, given superpower strategic parity and the shift in American

strategic docfine introduced by McNamara at the 1962 Athens meeting. Furthermore,

proposals like the British-supported multinational force would exclude Germany ffom the

outset and entrench its inferior status. In the multilateral force endorsed by the

Americans, on the other hand, the Germans would have the opportunity to participate in

the initial determination of the form of such forces. Not only would the MLF formalize

a continued American presence in Europe, but it would also ',force more regular

consultation by America with its partners...[and] militate against any sudden American

force withdrawals or thin-outs."5a Even if its military rationale were dubious, for

Germany the MLF symbolized the strength of NATO and the ability of its members to

reach agreement on nuclear matters.

Fuelled by American sponsorship and German support the MLF idea steamed

ahead full speed. President Johnson set December 1964 as the deadline for agreement on

saKelleher, 
German)¡ and the politics of Nuclear Weapons, p. 234.
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a final deal. But British reluctance to endorse the proposal posed a major stumbling

block. By tying Britain's nuclear weapons to NATO, the scheme tbreatened its nuclear

independence; by securing for Germany a place in the nucrear crub, the MLF th¡eatened

Britain's superior status.ss France, which was becoming ever more nationalist and

independent under de Gaulle, made no secret of its general contempt for the initiative.

De Gaulle attempted first to lure the Germans away from the MLF by enticing them with

a possible German role in the Frenchþ rce de fi.appe, and then to frighten them off the

deal by threatening collapse of the EEC.,ó For the us, constricting the independent

nuclear forces ofthese nations was definitely a side benefit, ifnot an outright main aim.

Interest within other European capitals was restrained, and negotiations throughout

1964 revealed a number ofcontentious issues. concems were raised regarding the ab ity

of the Polaris missiles to hit their targets, the difficulties of reconciling national rivalries

to meet the mixed-manned requirement, cost and, in particurar, the unresorved issue of

control. "American planners gradually made clear that operational control would rest with

SACEUR, that planning would be by majority vote, and that, in a crisis, decisions on the

use of the force would be made by a sma group, probably the four major contributors,

whose heads of government would each have a veto."s? Inclusion of an American veto

provided the force with few advantages to the Europeans over the current arrangement

ssBoulton, "NATO and the MLF", p. 2g6.

. ^_tuJohn 
Newhouse, De Gaulle and the Anqlo_saxons (New york: Viking press,

1970), pp.268-273.

s?Boulton, "NATO and the MLF,,, p. 291.
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of reliance on American nuclear weapons, despite American suggestions that it might in

the future relinquish this conhol. Moreover, this possibility fuelled soviet claims that the

MLF was a screen for nuclea¡ proliferation, and Moscow th¡eatened to scuttle the Test

Ban Treaty talks over this point.58

These open issues made formal agreement on the MLF impossible, and in

December 1964, despite having nearry come into being, the proposal met its demise.

President Johnson announced he would no longer pressure the Europeans to accept the

deal, since it seemed they no longer wanted it. A common European position would have

to be formulated, but without American intervention this did not emerge; by the end of

1965 Johnson and German chancellor Erhard publicly acknowledged that the MLF was

a dead issue.se Having been pursued as a means of uniting Europe, the proposal

th¡eatened rather to divide it in the face of British and F¡ench opposition. Its

implementation was, in any case, tenuous at best owing to strong opposition by Defense

Secretary McNamara, the JCAE and Congress, as well as little active support of any of

the armed services.6o

steinbruner cites the fact that the us forwarded the MLF proposar for European

consideration without having resolved the major anomalies inherent in the concept as one

s8Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. ll1.
snibid., p. 122.

uosteinbruner, 
Cvbemetic Theory of Decision. p.24g.
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reason for its failu¡e. "The President remained unwilling to relinquish his veto over the

firing of any NATO force, and yet a sharing of contror remained the essence of the

proposal"'6r By not properly assessing or answering Germany's nuclear defence

requirements, the collective force proposal ultimately appeaied to no one. ,,Thus the

absurd paradox: the united states only proposed the force because they thought the

Germans wanted something like it, and the Germans onry accepted it to prease the

administration in Washington".6,

In this study of the development of alliance strategic policy, the MLF's importance

stems from its role in shaping the allies' demands and expectations of that policy. NATO

strategy was not only designed to meet the Soviet tfueat but also to satis$r the

requirements of its members. The decade of the 1960s witnessed the economic, political

and social revival of Europe, and a new set of demands accompanied this resurgence. At

the same time, the soviet military build-up chalrenged current assumptions about

deterrence' forcing an alteration to military policy. The MLF emerged as a proposal to

deal with both changes, but failed, as Buchan concluded, because ,,of French chauvinism,

British hesitations and a series of false American judgements about the nature of Europe

and about the strength of her own position there....',63

ut ibid.

uzMulley, "NATO's Nuclear problems,', p. 30.

63Buchan, "The Multilateral Force,,, p. 637.



The proposed devolution of operational nuclear control contained in the MLF

concept had fierce opponents in washington on the basis of the emerging requirement for

centralization of nuclear forces. The British and French opposed proliferation

(notwíthstanding American assistance to their own nuclear programmes), and therefore

rejected the MLF out of fear that the force would jeopardize their independent nucrear

arsenals while simultaneously tempting the Germans to nuclear independence. Germany

was not however interested in its own nuclear force, but rather in gaining access to

decisions crucial for its national security; although interested in the MLF as a ,better 
than

nothing', the collective force wourd not rikery have satisfied German needs for long.

Advanced by the state Department to suit a variety of American aims with regard

to NATO strategy and European political outcomes, the MLF proposal represented ,,a

transitional phase in the development of American policy toward nuclear sharing between

the approach exemplified by Norstad on the one hand, which stressed the need for direct

European participation in the operation ofnuclear forces, and that subsequentry associated

with McNamara, which stressed allied consultations on the revision of alliance

strategy...."#

what became clear during the MLF episode was the allies' desire to play a role

in alliance policy; what remained uncrear, however, was the role they wanted to pray and

the impact they hoped to achieve through increased partícipation. So while the MLF left

*Buteux, 
Consultation. p. 19.
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the stage, nuclear sharing and the more generar concem of how best to ensure European

security persisted as central issues. The demise of the MLF cleared the road for

McNamara's consultative approach and the imprementation of flexible response.



CHÄPTER SIX: The Acceptance of F,lexibte Response

A stt'otegv offlexible and managed escalation obviously requires a system offlexible and
managed consultalion.l

Despite the attention paid to proposals which called for an increase in the allies'

physical access to nuclear weapons, NATO's doctrinal dilemmas were ultimately resolved

by increased participation at a political level. Two key events in the mid-1960s provided

a way out of the nuclear sharing impasse. First, the Americans succeeded (once France

had withdrawn ilom NATo's integrated military command) in gaining acceptance of

flexible response as a new strategic concept which would provide a more credible

deterrent and reduce the allies' anxieties over nuclear weapons. second, the development

of substantive vehicles for the sharing of nuclear information, culminating in the

formation of the Nuclear Planning Group, provided the allies with the kind of input into

nuclear decision making that the multilateral force and other hardware proposals had

failed to deliver. Moreover, this meaningful consultation on nuclear matters assisted the

us in convincing its partners to accept flexible response as the guiding principle of

NATO nuclear strategy.

As we saw in chapter 5, washington initially responded to the allies' demands for

greater input into nuclear detenence with proposals for the physical sharing of control

over nuclear weapons. These hardware initiatives, begun under Eisenhower with the

_ 
IHarland cleveland, NATO: The Transatlantic Bareain (New york: Harper and

Row, 1970), p. 82.
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stockpiling oftactical nuclear weapons in Europe for use by allied troops, canied on into

Kennedy's term in office even as the new president requested a review ofus and NATO

strategic policy. under the direction of Defense secretary McNamara, the review

promoted a sÍategy fo¡ NATO based on flexibility and. a renewed emphasis on

conventional defensive preparations. Flexible battle plans required the centralized

command and control of nuclear weapons! a concept which collided with the devolution

of nuclear weapons espoused by such proposals as that in favour of a muit ateral force;

a revived non-nuclear effort was viewed negatively by the allies, for a variety of reasons

which this chapter will consider. Believing that a greater understanding of his reasoning

would lead to increased acceptance of his methods, McNamara pursued the consultative

approach as the solution to NATO's nuclear woes. His efforts. as we have seen, were

both overshadowed and initially dampened by the forces favouring the MLF. In the wake

of the failure of the MLF, however, McNamara pursued with renewed vigour and ultimate

success a political solution to NATO's military problems.

several major themes set the stage for alliance policy deliberations in the 1960s.

centralized nuclear command and conhol, renewed emphasis on conventional capabilities,

greater allied participation in the determination of nuclear poricy, and the primacy of

alliance cohesion formed the cornerstones of McNamara,s defence poricy for NATO.

These principles emerged from McNamara's in-depth review of us strategic policy in

response to President Kennedy's directive to find altematives to the,'all or nothing"

scenario. In particular, McNamara sought a means of responding to aggression which
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would "deter most of warfare and, to the extent that that was impossible ... to limit

conflict to non-nuclear means."2 The results of this review directly affected NATO

strategy.

In his reappraisal of defence policy, McNamara was heav y influenced by the

work of Albert wohlstctter, a prestigious military theorist at the RAND corporation. In

a 1959 article on nuclear strategy, wohlstetter had presented some radical ideas which

were to have a significant impact on nuclear deterrence theory. First, wohlstetter

cautioned that the possession ofnuclear weapons alone would not ensure deterrence, that

"deterrence... is not automatic".s He attacked the widely held belief that deterrence was

based on matching American striking forces with those of the soviets, arguing that

deterrence "will be the product of sustained intelligent effort and hard choices.,'a In

particular, wohlstetter stressed the importance of a second-strike capability to strengthen

the 'delicate' balance of terror implicit in deterence.s

second, wohlstetter wrote that even if these stringent requirements were met,

deterrence would not be assured: "lvithout a deterrent, general war is likely. with it,

__ 'zwilliam Kaufinann, The McNamara Strateqv (New york: Harper & Row, 1964), p.
73.

3Albert wohlstetter, "The Dericate Barance of Tenor,,, Foreisn Affaùs vol. 37, No.
2 (January 1959), pp. 211-2t2.

4ibid., p. 2lt.
sibid., p. 213.
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however, war might still occur. "6 ln addition to the possibility of accidental nuclear war,

wohlstetter cautioned that nuclear war could arise from a variety of situations entirely

different from the prevailing assumptions of a massive, all-out soviet attack. He also

described thc range of altematives open to an aggressor in terms of weapons systems,

basing provisions, and targets. These choices, asserted wohrstetter, required the means

of deterrence be equally diverse, responsive to the particular threat posed by the enemy.

Henry Kissinger wrote: "More than any other individuar, professor wohlstetter

provided the intellectual impetus for the recasting of American military strategy in the

t960's."? To be sure, the American Defense secretary agreed with wohlstetter,s

conviction that mere possession of nuclear weapons did not ensure deterrence.

McNamara further argued that strategic nucrear forces would only deter certain kinds of

aggression' The th¡eat to invoke their immense destructive potential would onry be

credible against a challenge proportional to the risk: specifically, a strategic nuclear

attack launched by the Soviet union. This assumption was borne out in the experiences

of Eastern Europe and southeast Asia, where massive retaliation had deterred neither

communist guerrilla action nor the open use of conventional force.B

lf deterrence was not automatic, then the need existed to determine the

6ibid., p. 231.

'Henry Kissinger, problems of Nationai Securitv (New york: praeger, 1965), p. 34.
sAlain Enthoven and K. waynesmith,4ovlMuah h Enouqh? shapins the Defense

Proeram. 196l-1969 (New york: Uu.p., A Ro*, te7[1. tZ:.
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requirements of detenence and then develop force structo.es and strategies capable of

fulfilling those requirements. "As long as 'massive retaliation' was the doctrine, it did

not seem to matter so much what the warsaw pact had, since the soviets were

presumably deterred by bombs and missiles íìom Nebraska, not by bazookas and mortars

from nearby."q with the shift away from instant and massive retaliation however, how

NATO forces stacked up against the warsaw pact's arsenal became increasingly more

meaningful. McNamara emphasized the importance of linking force structure to strategy

in terms of "determining the rore that each of the major types of forces - strategic

nuclear, tactical nuclear, and conventional - would play in the face of existing and

potential thrcats."r0 The past practice of identifuing strategy only with maximum force

had to be abandoned.rr And as the make-up of the deterrent force took on greater

importance, so too díd the way in which it wourd be used. McNamara rejectcd the single

massive "spasm" option of the 1960 single integrated operational plan (slop), in which

all us strategic nuclear weapons wourd bc launched against an indiscriminate list of

targets.12 Instcad, McNamara had a revised slop drawn up which separated targets into

eCleveland, NATO, p. 83.

'nKaufmann, The McNamara Strateev, p. 71.

l'H"ntt Kissinger, "Missiles and the western Alliance", Foreien Affairs vol. 36, No.
3 (19s8), p.38s.

r2The purpose of the 1960 slop implemented under Eisenhower was to coordinate
the burgeoning US nuclear forces of the Air Force, Army and Navy under u ,ingt,planning command to arleviare rhe dangerous and wasieful iuplication ár t"rglt.. wiTi.
this rnilitary logic appealed to then Defcnse secretary Gates, deveropm.nt ãr tn. slop
had as much to do with inter-service rivarry and Air îorce attempts to maintain contror
the prestigious strategic-nuclear business, as with efficient military planning. s"" e."l
Kaplan, wizards of Armaeeddon (New york: simon and schustei iss¡r, pp. iøi-zll.
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nuclear' other military, and urban/indusfrial. Military operations were to be dedicated

against counterforce (military) rather than countervalue (urban /industriar) targets so as to

minimize damage and enhance chances for war-termination and post-war recovery.

shategic reserves were to be herd by the uS to provide for intrawar deterrence, and

Soviet command and control centres were to be initialry preserved for the same purpose.

The strategic change was offlrcialry adopted in January 1962]3 Most importantly for

NATo, the implementation of this new American strategy rested on centralized command

and control of nucrear forces. Notably, this change to us strategic posture took place

without consultation of America,s allies.

Just as McNamara decreed that strategic nuclear forces were of rimited utility, so

too did he believe that tactical nuclear weapons played only a narrow role in alliance

defencc. wrile tactical nuclear weapons had been the mainstay of NATO defence since

their íntroduction to Europe in the early 1950s, the new American administration

discounted most of the arguments supporting their employment. First, the widely-held

belief that tactical nuclear weapons relieved manpo\ryer imbalances proved false in the

light of war games which indicated that rapid depietion of frontJine divisions due to

tactical nuclear attacks would actuafly require more rarher than fewer toops. second,

prospects for the limited employment of nuclear weapons on the battlefield - in terms of
yield, targets and numbers - appeared low because of the difficulty of controlling such

. ^^]lD*T9ld 
Bail, politics and Force Levers (Berkeley: universiry of carifornia press,

t980), p. l9l.
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limitations, and because of the advantages to the side which first violated such limitations.

Third, even so-called low-yield battlefield nuclear weapons were several times more

powerful than the bombs which levelled Hiroshima and Nagasaki; the use of such

destructive weapons in the crowded central region of Europe, where battle was most

likely to take place, would cause major devastation. Finally, the risk of escalation from

limíted nuclear to general nucrear war was berieved to be high, owing to the rapid

increase in stakes once nuclear warfare had been initiated. on the other hand,

maintaining a firebreak between conventional and nuclear war would be much clearer to

identify and enforce than one between strategic and tactical nuclear war.ra

Despite these deficiencies, tactical nuclear weapons stilr had a role to pray in

NATO defence, iffor no other reason than because by the mid- 1960s approximately 7,000

of them had been stockp ed in Europe.¡5 These weapons were highly symbolic to

European govern-rnents who feared a replay of world war II; the presence of tactical

nuclear forces in Europe was seen largely as a reassurance of the American guarantee.

Additionally, tactical nucrear weapons contributed to deterrence both by deterring soviet

first-use of such weapons and by inhibiting the enemy from a launching a conventional

attack with the possibility that it could be met with a tactical nuclear response. The

_^ ''Til is the key point made by Thomas Schelling in The Stratee.v of Conflict(Cambridge: Harvard Universiry press, 
1 960). See utro fîtnouãìiãiffiffi

Is Enouqh?. pp. 125-128; and William park-, 
Efeudi¡g_the_Wcst!{ HistorvìfMîO

(Boulder, Co.: Westview press, 19g6), pp. tS-Se. 

-. 'tHarvey B. seim, "Nuclear policy-Making in NATO", NATO Review 6 (1973), p.
I t.
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weapons also served as a hedge against the failure of NATo,s conventional defences.ì.

The crux of McNamara's revision ofdefence policy, then, lay with conventional forces.

McNamara proposed greater reliance on conventional defence as a deterrent to

soviet aggression, arguing that because conventional weapons were more likely to be used

than nuclear forces, they provided a more credible response to attack and therefore would

be a more effective detcrrence. The Berlin crisis ampìy demonstrated both the alliance,s

unwillingness to use nuclear weapons against lesser provocations and the benefits of

strong non-nuclear options in such circumstances.rz But convincing the allies of this

would be no srnall task. Since its inception, NATO had relied on nuclear weapons for

deterrence on the basis that conventional defence was unattainable. From the first

intelligence estimates at the time of the treaty's signing indicating ,'that the dozen or so

scattered, understrength western divisíons in Europe faced 25 fully armed Soviet divisions

in central Europe and, over all, at least 140 to 175 soviet divisions at full battle

strength", the alliance had had a "psychological 'complex' about conventional forces.,,rR

NATo could never hope to match soviet deproyments and to attempt to do so would be

detrimentally expensive; besides, the nuclear weapons ofthe United States were far more

effective at deterrence than any conventional force could ever be. These beliefs were

firmly entrenched at the time of McNamara's decision to reassert the importance of

¡6Bnthoven and Smith, How Much Is Enoueh? pp. t2g_129.

- 

ttJane stromseth, The orisins of Flexibre Resoonse [New york: st. Martin's press,
1988), pp. 39-40.

'tEnthoven and Smith, How Much Is Enouqh?, p. I lg.
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conventional defence.

This then, was the attitude of the Kennedy Administration to NATO and nuclear

deterrence: too much emphasis had been placed on nuclear weapons and their deterrent

powers, too little emphasis on conventional forces and real altematives in the event

deterrence faited. Strategies to deal with situations other than all-out attack, and the

forces necessary to implement these strategies, needed to be put in place.

These conclusions were reinforced by the results of a study on NATO strategy

chaired by former secretary ofstate Dean Acheson. The Acheson review discovered that

NATO had been preparing to fight a general war, the war it was least likely to fight.

concomitantly, the alliance was least prepared to deal with the more likely outbreak of

local conflict on small scale.re with NATO war plans calling for a nuclear response to

any major aggression' "there was some danger that NATo, whose pranning was a

predicated on a sudden massive strike from the East, would tum even a modest attack into

general nuclear war."2u This dangerous possibility was exacerbated by ',French theories

of deterrence. which emphasized guaranteed response to attack" in direct opposition to

the new American preference for intrawar deterrence,2r

IeStromseth, The Orisins of Flexible Response, p. I 19.

2oJohn Steinbruner,
Analysis (Princeton: Princeton University p."ssJ 9Z), pJ02.

"ibid.
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The report of the Acheson review submitted in March 196 r recommended a

¡e-evaluation of NATo's nuclear posture. It concurred with the change to the uS

strategic posture, specifically the call for counterforce options.22 For NATO, though, the

report advocated not a change to its strategy, "but rather the fulfilment by the European

allies of their existing commitments of manpower and equipment.,'2r with 30 active and

30 reserve divisions, SACEUR could, Acheson believed, deal with lesser provocations and

prevent NATO from being forced into using nuclear weapons. The report claimed that

"a serious conventional option would also have a deterrent effect, by demonstrating that

NATO could impose heavy costs on a warsaw pact conventional effort without

necessarily having to make the difficult decision to initiate nuclear war."2a In promoting

a movement away fiom the early use of nuclear weapons, the report recommended that

nuclear weapons - controlled by the us alone - be configured for a retaliatory strike in

response to a major attack targeted against the enemy's offensive forces. carefully

controlled strategic nuclear options and a city-avoidance strategy would enhance intra-war

deterrence and the chances for terminating the conflict before major destruction could

occur. Such options would also ''undermine arguments raised by the French - and by

some Americans - that the th¡eat of strategic retaliation in response to attacks on allies

was not credible, since the united states would never 'risk chicago for Hamburg,.,'25

2'zDavid Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas (Washington, DC: Brookings
Institution, 1983), p. l5l.

23Kaufmann, The McNamara Strates.v, p. 106.

2aSchwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, p. l5l.
25ibid.
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Implementation of these recommendations requfued centralized us control of nuclear

weapons, rejection of any kind of European veto over their use, denial of aid to national

nuclear forces, and improved preparations for conventional warfare.2ó

In April 1961, with their promulgation as a National security council policy

directive. the recommendations of the Acheson report (rater calred the Green Book)

became the guiding shategic doctrine of the Kennedy Administration.2? But the us did

not share immediately the new policy line with its allies. American officials anticipated

a negative reaction ftom across the Atlantic to washington's dramatic strategic shift and

condemnation of independent nuclear arsenals. lndeed, the winds of change blowing over

Europe - in the form ofofficial and leaked statements and documentation - were already

beginning to ruffle some feathers.2s To make the Europeans more receptive to the new

policy' the strategic analysts responsible for the Acheson repotr recoÍrmended a detailed

information campaign to apprise the Europeans ofnuclear realities and convince them of

the benefits of this new orientation. "They argued that if the secrecy policies were

relaxed, thus enabling the allies to be educated in the exigencies ofthe nucrear age, then

- _ 
2tsteinbruner, cvbernetic Theorv of Decision, pp, 202-203; stromseth, oriqins of

Nuclear Response, pp. 3 I -34.

_ _ 
2Tsteinbruner, cvbemetic Theory of Decision, p. 203. see also Schwartz, NATo,s

Nuclear Dilemmas, p. 152.

^See for example: Ball, 
.B4¡ligS_=æ{ Jglqg_Levçlg, pp, 195_6; Kaufmann, The

M-cN-am-ara strates.v. pp. i06-13; catherine trl.etat" r"tteirér, cermanv an¿ ttre pãtffi
of.Nuclear Weaoons (New_y,ork: Columbia University n."r¡-flE¡lp-ßffi
Schwartz, NATg's Nuclear Dilemmas. pp. 153_6; Steinúrune¡ CvO"-étic'f¡,eorv oi
Decision, p. 204,
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the allies would eventually accede to American views".2e It was their opinion that

national nuclear forces were a result of the allíes' ignorance of the nature and

requirements of strategic nuclear deterrence. Education would thus alleviate the problem.

This was the tack tried by McNamara at the NATO ministerial meeting in Athens

in May 1962. In unprecedented detail, McNamara explained to the allies the new uS

strategy, flexible response, attempting to justi$r the shift and elicit support. In fact,

because of the predominant position of American forces within the alliance, the Kennedy

Administration's adoption of flexible response as us policy meant that itbecame de facto

NATO policy as well, although formal adoption did not occur until five years later.i.

with a candour and straightforwardness never before witnessed by the allies, McNamara

launched into a detailed description of us strategic forces and plans, setting the tone for

his approach to further alliance deliberations on nuclear strategy. He dealt with the whole

range of military forces: strategic nuclear targeting, command ofnuclear forces, the need

for improved conventional forces and the desire ofthe united states to expand the allies,

role in the policy-making process.

McNamara began his explanation of the shift in American nuclear strategy by

comparing the new policy to a more traditional m itary strategy, with an emphasis on

2eSteinbruner, Cvbernetic Theorv of Decision, p. 204.

3.wilfrid Kohl, F¡ench Nuclear Dipiomacv (princeton: princeton university press,
1971), p. 225; Richard Hart Sinn¡eich, ,,NATO's Doctrinal Dilemma,,, O¡i¡g fS;
(Summer 1975), p. 462.
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military targets and limiting damage to the extent possible:

the U.S. has come to the conclusion that to the extent feasible basic
milítary strategy in general nuclear war should be approached in much the
same way that more conventional military operations have been regarded
in the past. That is to say, our principal military objectives, in the-event
of a nuclear war stemming fiom a major attack on the Alliance, should be
the destruction of the enemy's military forces while attempting to preserve
the fabric as well as the integrity of allied society.... ln óur best
judgement, destroying enemy forces while preserving our own societies is
- within the limits inherent in the great power of nuclear weapons _ a not
wholly unattainable military objective.3r

In addition to the military benefits, the shift to counterforce targeting was rationalized as

an induccment to an aggressor to similarly confine his military strikes, thereby reducing

destruction to allied societies. The notion that in a nuclear war a distinction between

military and urban targets could be made - and would be useful to make - signalled a

pronounced break with the thinking behind massive retaliation.

In order to implement the flexible response strategy, McNamara emphasized the

importance ofthe indivisibility ofcontrol: "The efficient use ofour resources implies that

the A iance deterrence systems have three vital attributes: unity of planning, executive

authority, and central direction - for in a major nuclear war ... the theatre is world-

wide.... There must not be competing and conflicting strategies in the conduct ofnucrear

war."32 clearly any hope for a termination in a nuclear battle lay in the discriminate

_ 
3r."Remarks by Secretary McNamara, NATO Ministerial Meeting, 5 May 1962,

Restricted session", declassiflred 17 August 1979, in Marc Tracteinberg, ø., inÉ
?evelopmrnt of AÍner (New york: Garlanã, l9Sô;;
564-565.

"ibid,, p. 572.
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execution of carefully pre-determined targets which could only be accomplished through

carefully directed retaliatory strikes.

McNamara then made his case for improved non-nuclear forces, stating that while

"the united states is prepared to respond imrnediately with nuclear weapons to the use

of nuclear weapons against one or more of the members of the Alliance,,, and that ,'the

united states is also prepared to counter with nuclear weapons any soviet conventional

attack so strong that it cannot be dealt with by conventional means",

it simply is not credible that NATO, or anyone else, would respond to a
given small step - the first slice of salami - with immediate use of
nuclear weapons. Nor is it credible that a chain of small actions, no one
of which is catastrophic, rvould evoke a response of general nuclear
war."

Thus he concluded, "For the kinds of conflicts we think most likely to arise in the NATO

area, non-nuclear capabilities appear to be clearly the sort the Alliance would wish to use

at the outset. "ra

Finally. the Defense Secretary announced his intention to expand the consultative

obligations of the US to include the allies in nuclear deliberations:

our own view is that the flow of information should be greater than it has been
in the past. we welcome the new procedures for handling sensitive information
and we plan to provide information about our nuclear forces and consult about
basic plans and arrangements for their use on a continuing basis.rs

lndeed, McNamara's speech marked the first expression of this promise of enhanced

ttíbid., pp. 575, 579.

t4ibid., p. sgo.

tsibid., p. 584.
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information exchange.

ln a public version of the Athens address derivered the fo[owing month,

McNamara underscored the importance of central control by condemning national nuclear

forces. His corffnencement speech at Ann Arbor questioned the ability of "relatively

weak national forces ... to perform even the function of deterrence,,, and wamed that such

forces might even invite pre-emptive first strikes against them.36 He concluded with the

unequivocally damning and often quoted phrase: "ln short, then, limited nuclear

capabilities, operating independently, are dangerous, expensive, prone to obsolescence,

and lacking in credibility as a deterrent."37

European governments were overwhelmingiy critical to McNamara's radical

pronouncements, particularly since America's new strategy had been publicly launched

without their prior knowledge. The European allies denounced flexible response as an

attempt by the Americans to escape their nuclear obligations to Europe; the emphasis on

conventional defence was seen to undermine the credibility of us willingness to use

nuclear weapons. The new strategy and the implication that it resulted from a growing

American reluctance to fulfil its nuclear commitrnent seemed to substantiate French

claims that extended deterrence in an era of modern missile technology was no longer

possible: "If resort to force no longer implies risking merely the loss of an expeditionary

36Kaufmann, The McNamara Strateev. p. I 16.

t'ibid., p. ll7
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army but hazards the very substance of national life, it is clear that such a risk can be

taken only for oneself - and not for others, including even close allies."3E London also

viewed greater reliance on conventional defence as detrimental to NATo,s nuclear

deterrent: "The very weakness of NATO's conventional forces gave plausíbility to the

assumption that strategic nuclear weapons would be used for Europe's defence. To plan

for a prolonged conventional war would, in the British view, remove this assumption and

make a soviet attack more likely."3o similarly, the high nuclear threshold advocated by

flexible response was at odds with Germany's focus on 'forward defence' and its

insistence on an early resort to tactical nuclear weapons to halt aggression at the inner-

German border.a'r

The Europeans resented McNamara's requirement for centralized command and

control of nuclear weapons, which they viewed as nothing more than ,'thinly disguised

code-language for American dominance of NATo's force capabilities and war

conduct."a¡ Loss of a European nuclear component would be particularly dangerous if,

as the French asserted, the American ability to maintain their extended guarantee were

38Pierre M. Gallois, "U.S. Strategy and the Defence of Europe,, in Orbis g (Summer
1963), p.233.

3nAndrew J. Pieme, Nuclear politics: The British Experience with an Indeoendent
Stateeic Force 1939-1970 (London: Oxford University piess, lg72), ppJ5U26U

.a'Schwaftz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, p. 168. See Kelleher, Germanv and the
Politics of Nuclear Weapons, pp. 179-227.

- - 
otwilliam Park, Defendins the west: A History of NATO (Boulder: westview press,

1986), p.91.
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deteriorating. At the same time, the attack on national nuclear forces struck at the heart

of the British and French defence programmes. "Macmillan - quite apart from any

strategic calculation - insisted that his own political position and that of his government

would be put at risk if Britain were deprived of this great-power symbol.,,a2

European distrust of the changes to the alliance's nuclear posture was matched by

the negative reaction to renewed emphasis on conventional response within American

strategy. ln economic terms, improved conventional options requted the assignment to

NATo of more men, more materiel, and more money - none of which the Europeans

were willing to augment. At Athens, German Defence Minister strauss wamed that

"when one considers the munition requirements and all the problems related to it -
supply, depot storage .., the number of personnel, etc. - then naturally, there is a limit to

our capabilities in the area of conventional armament."as This economic argument

hinged on a much more fundamental basis for rejecting enhanced conventional

capabilities: the new American strategy implied that conventional war was feasible at a

time when the general feeling in Europe was that a war would be so destructive "as to

render it unthinkable."{ This unwillingness to fight any kind of war in Europe

strengthened the ailies' attachment to nuclear weapons as the means of ensuríng

deterrence, an attachment which heightened European distrust of flexible response.

o2C.J. Bartlett, The Special Relationship (London: Longman, 1992), p.99.
a'Quoted in Kelleher, Germanv and the politics of Nuclear Weapons. p, 173.

#Park, Defendine the West, p. 127.
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These differences stemmed directly from broad disagreement between the

Europeans and the Americans on the role played by nuclear weapons in defending the

west. As a result of washington's strategic review, the changed shategic balance, and

the history of conflict in the post-war world, the Americans now believed that

conventional weapons posed a more credible deterrent because they were more likely to

be used - and if detenence failed, then a means existed to address aggression without

immediately having to make the choice to go nuclear. This, the pentagon argued, was

in itself deterrence enhancing. This new American preference for defence was contrasted

sharply by a continuing European belief in the beneflits of nuclear deterrence and a lower

nuclear tkeshold. The Europeans believed that the th¡eat to invoke nuclear weapons

early on in a conflict would pose the most effective deterrent to soviet attack, particularly

since few other options existed.aj

McNamara attempted to counter these objections by disclosing revised intelligence

estimates which reduced the l0 to I soviet advantage believed to exist in 1960 to

between a 2 to i and 3 to I advantage - given these new figures, conventional defence

was a víable option.aó But this revelation was hardly comforting to European defence

planners, who had for years argued against conventional force improvements on the basis

of futility. More than a decade of pessimism on the issue would not be pushed aside

easily, As Enthoven and Smith noted:

otibid., p.93.

aGschwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 149.
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In a pewerse sense, it is rather comforting to be oubrumbered 5 to 1 by
your enemy. Because then there is no point in making the effort to deploy
your forces in the right place, or to ensure that your forces are reaay, or
to insist on proper training standards. If, however, the opposing iorce
numbers are approximately equal, these factors become more important.a?

In addition to these criticisms, McNamara had to contend with objections at home.

The State Department and others who were focused on alliance cohesion resented

McNamara's attack on national nuclear forces as being counter-productive and promoting

disunity within the alliance. They assailed counterforce targeting as an illusory goal,

destabilizing to the strategic balance both by giving the soviets an incentive to attack

first, and by encouraging reckless behaviour among statesmen who believed that nuclear

war could be controlled. Kissinger noted that "the political utility of a counterforce

'disarming' strategy" had been reduced by the advent of dispersed, protected missiles.a.

Bemard Brodie insisted that from a European perspective, conventional defence held little

attraction over nuclear deterrence:

even if we could promise what is in fact impossible to promise - that we
could and would keep large-scale hostilities conventional - a third world
war in any case means to most Europeans the death of Europe. If a
conventional buildup is advocated, as it has been advocated on the
grounds that it will buy more backbone for our allies in a crisis, we really
ought to look very carefully at the promised payoff to see whether thl

___ 
o?Enthoven and Smith, How Much Is Enouqh?. p. 141. At the same time, it suited

us purposes to downgrade the soviet conventional advantage, in terms of bolsiering the
American argument in favour of reduced reliance on nuclear forces.

asHenry Kissinger, The Troubled partnershio (New york: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p.109;
see. also Bernard Brodie, Escalation and the Nuclear option (princeion: pio."too
University Press, 1966), pp, 63-64.
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alleged exüa margin of backbone justifies the very considerable extra
cost. -

clearly, McNamara's flexible response strategy and its conventional orientation were not

an instant panacea to NATO's problems.

on the other hand, McNamara found the staff at SHApE more willing to accept

his new strategy, o\/ing to the similarity it bore to a.1957 study conducted by colonel

stilwell, director of the strategic studies group under the plans and policy Division.

According to schwartz, the stilwell study had advocated adoption by NATO ofa version

of flexible response, in which aggression would first be countered at the level initiated

by the enemy followed by "deliberate escalation", to raise the stakes of combat and make

clear that continued aggression would be met by strategic nuclear response if necessary.

The study's recommendations were rejected because of belief in the reliance on strategic

nuclear forces and rcsistance toward improving conventional options. But with the

strategic shift undertaken by McNamara five years later, the stilwell study again began

to attract attention. In June 1962, SHApE planners submitted the study under the new

name Draft MC l4/3 to NATo's standing Group for as a replacement for the cunent MC

l4/2' whtch advocated immedíate nuclear response. Al1 the NATO members save the us

refused comment on the proposal, and the concept was shelved indefinitely, overshadowed

by deliberations on MLF.50

aeBrodie, Escalation. pp.9l-92. Emphasis in original.

50Schwatz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. pp. 140-141, 17g.
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Despite these difficulties, McNamara continued to espouse the virh¡es of flexible

response, though he did back tack somewhat on counterforce targeting in public

pronouncements, shifting instead to an emphasis on assured destruction.sr In addition

to making flexible response more palatable, the shift toward assured destruction enabled

McNamara to put a ceiling on the procurement requirements of the Aû Force by

instituting "a rough measure of sufflrciency - the capability to destroy 25 percent of the

soviet population and 70 percent of its industrial capacity".s2 But the Defense secretary

remained hampered by the lack of trust among the Europeans for unilateral American

revisions of strategy. Thus he sought new means to educate the allies on strategíc

realities and ínclude them in defence policy deliberations.

As indicated previously, initial attempts at improving consultation among the allies

on nuclear affairs failed. McNamara's strategy seminar idea, in which the allies would

be i.cluded in discussions on nuclear planning issues, was watered down to a one-day

briefing on established NATo policy; the allies clearly resented such a ,,kindergarten',

seminar and by the end of i962 the attempt was dropped.sr McNamara's initiative was

further buried as the MLF proposal gained momentum. The MLF held the spotlight for

_.srAlthough declaratory policy shied away fiom a "no-cities" strategy because of its
political implications, uS action policy remained centred around countéiforce targeting.
critics of damage limitatíon charged it was "provocative" and "weakened deterrienceï;
thus to avoid an alliance split, McNamara shifted declaratory emphasis to assured
g:lqrylion See, for example: Ball, politics and Force Levels, pp. tTl_]-9e; Schwartz,
NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, pp. 174-175.

52Schwaftz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas, pp. 175-176.

s3Steinbruner, Cvbemetic Theory of Decision, pp.209-213.
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the first half of the decade, propelled to prominence by the ailies' belief that physical

control over nuclear weapons would confe¡ a say in the strategy which govemed their use.

But the American insistence on a veto diluted the political attractiveness of this proposal,

and by 1965 the emphasis was shifting fíom possession of nuclear weapons to the

importance of developing an agreed formula for their proposed employment.sa

McNamara seized upon this revelation to ugain offer the alfies an opportunity to

play a role in nuclear policy making. At the NATO defence ministers' meeting in the

sum.mer of 1965, he proposed a "select committee" composed of four or five defence

ministers to consider how the allies might be included in the nuclear planning process.rt

McNamara's objective in establishing such a small committee was to enable its members

to engage in meaningful discussions about strategy. At the same time, ,'the Americans

were anxious that alliance nuclear policy be discussed at the highest level among a

limited number of informed participantsl those whose views on nuclear weapons would

in fact carry weight in determining the overall strategic posture of the alliance.',56 This

reasoning, however, conhadicted both the fundamental alliance principle of equal

representation and the whole point behind developing a mechanism for nuclear

consultation, which was to give the non-nuclear allies a say in nuclear defence matters.

._ 
ttllll Buteux,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 19g3), pp. ¡¡_¡q

"ÀlewJsk_ItlseC(t June 1965), p. ll.
56Buteux, Consultation, p. 44.
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The allies initially reacted to McNamara's committee with guarded scepticism:

the smaller allies feared exclusion from this intimate group while the larger members

were concemed it might force a diminution of their current role. The British government

was concemed lest the new committee jeopardize its special relationship with the us.

Germany's confidence in the leadership of the Americans had been weakened by their

abandonment of the MLF, and Bonn hesitated to become involved in another American

scheme. Italian concern focused on the composition of the group, specifically whether

or not Italy would be included. And on top of general distrust of the us, the French

opposed the committee outright because it seemed to undermine their independent nuclear

efforts and threatened to entrench American dominance of alliance defence.s?

Despite these concems, the allies agreed at the paris meeting to further

consideration of the consultative committee, and in November 1965 an ad hoc special

committee of Defence Ministers met, The special committee included all those defence

ministers who wanted to join (ten) solving the question of who would participate in this

"select" committee. France was notably absent from this group, the French having

previously dismissed McNamara's committee as "not broad enough to merit the attention

of defence ministers."ss In response to McNamara's preference for a more intimate

group, the Committee's tasks were divided among tkee working groups, dealing with

communications, data exchange and nuclear planning. The Nuclear planning working

t'ibid., pp.41-441 Cleveland, NATO. p. 53.

58Buteux, Consultation. p. 44.
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Group clearly carried the most importance of the th¡ee. Membership in what the press

dubbed the "McNamara committee" went to the uS and Britain because of their nuclear

statusi to Germany and Italy, because of their sizer and to Turkey, selected to represent

the smaller allies.se In its first meeting in washington in February 1966, the working

Group delved immediately into the nuts and bolts of nuclear strategy, appraising ,,the

process by which the tbreat to NATO is measuredi consideration of the ways in which

nuclear forces are planncd, procured, and managedl and discussion of the problems and

procedures in the development of plans with respect to such forces, as well as the

command and control arrangements which govem them."60 McNamara's immediate aim

was to show he meant business and to prevent French negativism for the consultative

approach from prevailing upon the other members. The resulting discussion of strategy

and forces was unprecedented in its detail and ffankness, and convinced the European

mcmbers - particularly the nuclear "have-nots" - that the American government was

genuinely interested in theír input regardless of their nuclear status.6r

At the second meeting in Apr i965, the findíngs of British war games were

presented, and it was argued that the existing alliance tactical nuclear doctrine was

"politically unacceptable and militarily unsound."62 Despite the stated American

seCleveland, NATO, p. 54.

utDepartment of State (7 March 1966), p. 36g, cited in Thomas Wiegele,
"Nuclear Consultation Processes in NATO',, Q¡þj!, l6 (Summer 1972), p, 473.

órCleveland, NATO, pp. 54-55.

u'Buteux, Consultation, p.51. See also Cleveland, NATO, p. 55.
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preference for a reduction in reliance on nuclear systems, tactical nuclear weapons

deployments to Europe had increased throughout the early part of the decade.63 The

relatively haphazard method of their dispersement resulted in a strategic voidl though

NATO threatened early use of these missiles in the event of a soviet attack, the strategy

goveming such employment was a hold-over from the massive retaliation era. But

agreement on the general unacceptability of the current docfrine did not lend itself to

agreement on an alternative. The Americans were pushing flexible response as a way out

of excessive reliance on tactical nuclear weaponsi but a higher conventional tkeshold

meant increased cost, and implied a weakening of the nuclear detenent that none of the

allies favoured.

De spite the inability of the Nuclear pianning Working Group to come to

agreement on an alternative strategy, all participating members converged in the positive

assessment of the committee's importance to aliied consultation. At the December 1966

NATO ministerial meeting, the special committee of Defence Ministers was entrenched

as two permanent bodies to deal with nuclear planning and consultation. In response to

the demand for broad participation, NATO created the Nuclear Defence Affairs

committee as "a permanent advisory committee whose function is to propose general

policy on nuclear defence affai¡s."s Membership in the NDAC would be open to all

intcrested allies. Addressing McNamara's requirement of limited participation, the

63See Chapter 4.

6aSeim, "Nuclear Policy-Making in NATO", p. I I
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nominally subordinate Nuclear Planning Group was established "to accomplish the

detailed work required for the development of policy proposals."ós The composition of

the NPG was limited to seven participants: four permanent members (Britain, Germany,

Italy and the US) plus three rotating positions, in order to give all NDAC nations an

active role in the NPG's work.66 This compromise both satisfied all allies while creating

a functional forum for serious discussions of strategy. At the same time, it signalled an

end to the hardware approach to the problem of nuclear sharing and an acceptance of

consultation.6T

The crcation of the NPG coincided with the formal adoption of the flexible

response concept by the North Atlantic council in December 1967. As defined in the

1967 Political Guidance to the Military Authorities, the new concept provided "for the

employment as appropriate of one or more of direct defense, deliberate escalation, and

general nuclear response, thus confronting the enemy with a credible tb¡eat of escalation

in response to any type of aggression below the level of a major nuclear attack.,'68

while these two seminal events are not necessarily directly related - the full details of

how MC l4/3 came to supersede massive retaliation as alliance doctrine never having

been released - it has been postulated that "the candid give-and-take in NpG sessions

' tDtd.

_ 
uuA fourth rotating position was later added to accommodate the interests of Norway.

See Wiegele, "Nuclear Consultation,', p. 476.

6?Wiegele. "Nuclear Consultation,', p. 475.

u8cited in Cleveland, NATO. p. g1.
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probably convinced Europeans doubtful ofthe American nuclear guarantee that they couid

significantly affect u.S. strategic nuclear policy without having physical access to the

weapons themselves."6e wlat is clear is that replacing so-called hardware solutions with

a permanent forum for nuclear consultation alleviated pressure for nuclear control sharing

and contributed to the shift in alliance strategy from massive retaliation to flexible

response.

Two other factors enabled the allies to accept flexible response as NATO's

governing strategic concept. First, the withdrawal of France from NATo's integrated

military command in March 1966 removed a substantial obstacle to the adoption of the

strategy. De Gaulle had been a vocal opponent of flexible response's higher nuclear

threshold and increased reliance on conventional forces. This new strategy flew in the

face of French strategic docÍine, which emphasised countervalue targeting and "an

immediate atomic riposte to any attack against Europe as the cardinal principle for the

dcterrence of war."70 At the same time, the French leader challenged American

dominance of the alliance, aspiring for France the leadership of European nations. This

conflict put the allies in an uncomfortable situation: acceptance of flexible response

would be taken as a rejection ofFrance and would deal a blow to European unityl on the

other hand, by not suppofing flexible response the allies risked losing their major

sponsor, the united states. But de Gaulle's removal of France from NATO's integrated

6nschwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. l 85

?oKohl, French Nuclear Diplomacv , p. 227.
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command structure freed the allies from this dilemma, and paved the way for acceptance

of flexible response. In fact, the French withdrawal had the opposite effect than expected:

instead of threatening the demise of NATO, the departure of France stengthened the

remaining allies' resolve to reach a consensus on strategic matters. "with France standing

aside, the renewed political interest in NATo unity had a galvanizing effect on the

governments that did want to cooperate in European and Meditenanean defense."?¡

The second factor which contributed to the adoption of flexible response was the

degree to which the Americans were willing to accept an alteration to the original

concept. The Political cuidance made specific reference to deliberate escalation as a

possible response to aggression. "Despite the potential dangers it saw in a posture relying

on escalation, especially escalation across the nuclear th¡eshold, the united States agreed

to this version, in part because of the political problems associated with building up a

serious conventional option."?2

The problem over control sharing of nuclear weapons which had dominated

alliance relations for more than a decade was solved by the commitment to include the

allies in deliberations on issues of nuclear strategy. Backed by the creation ofl a

permanent body for the purpose ofdiscussion, the consultation method was able to solve

NATo's doctrinal dilemmas where the hardware approach had failed. Not that the NpG

7'Cleveland, NATO, p. 108.

T2Schwartz, NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas. p. 190.
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came to any firm conciusions on how NATo would respond to aggression; on the

contrary, the flexible response concept 'ù/as deliberately vague on the point. since

hypothetical questions in peacetime on what a nation will do during war are impossible

to answer, the value of the NPG was the communication it fostered: "the outcomes of

nuclear planning are bound to be less significant than the process itself; NpG's main

products are its by-products."73 Tkough intensive consultation, the Americans

convinced the allies that flexible response, though not perfect, was a far better alternative

to massive retaliation.

T3Cleveland, NATO, p. 64.
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CONCLUSION

Twenty-four years aÍìer the adoption offlexible response, the story came full circle

with the 1991 acceptance of a replacement strategic concept. The lessons of flexible

response are evident in the new strategic concept's guiding principles of consultation,

consensus and stability. of particular relevance to the premise of this paper is the explicit

enhancement of the strategy's political function, Yet questions remain regarding NATo's

ability to continue to serve the security needs of the North Atlantic nations.

When the NATO leaders met in London in July 1990, they jubilantly announced

the tiumph of Westem democracy over Soviet communism and declared NATO ,'the

most successful defensive alliance in history."' But at the same time they agreed that

as a consequence of the dramatíc transformation taking place across Europe, ,,this

Alliance must and will adapt.'' The decade of the nineties ushered in unparalleled

changes to the intemational system which pose a challenge to the development of a

workable security policy. These changes occur in several areas.

The breakup of the soviet empire marked the end of bipolarity and an end to the

stability associated with the two alliance system in which the players were easily

identifiable, thei¡ habits well-known, their decision-making structures accessible. For

rlondon Declaration on a Transformed North Atlantic Alliance, NATO Review. vol.
38, No.4 (August 1990), p.32.
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forty years, "the vast expanse of the soviet empire from the Elbe to the pacific was

govemed by one political entity, with few exceptions."' with Moscow controlling the

political and military conditions of Eastern Europe, NATO, under American tutelage,

managed the security requirements of westem Europe. As such, the two alliances

"established, either tacitly or explicitly, a network of communications and rules of

behaviour that allow[ed] for a remarkable and unparalleled degree of crisis

management."3 The degree to which interactions between Moscow and washington were

institutionalized provided confidence to the players within the system. The end of the

bipolar system has meant an end to the rules which have govemed the alliance,s extemal

relations for more than four decades.

The effects of the end ofbipolarity have been heightened by the increased number

of players recently emerging on the intemational scene. The soviet union has now been

replaced by more than 20 newly independent states and autonomous republics, The

challenge to NATo in dealing with this multitude of new players will be a complicated

one, particularly given the effect that many more players will have on the type, likelihood,

and frequency of security problems that might arise.a

2Michael Brenner, "Multilaterarism and European security", survivar. vol. 35, No.
2 (Summer 1993), p. 140.

3Curt Gasteyger, "NATO in the Wider World", NATO Review, Vol. 37, No. 1
(February 1989), p.31.

aBrenner, "Multilateralism and European Security',, p. 140.
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This influx of new actors on the intemational stage has been accompanied by a

change in the types of crises which now surround NATO Europe. The threat to NATO

securíty of massive attack has been replaced largely by the risks associated with ethnic

conflicts, civil wars, and other political, economic and social crises, which "could lead to

a range of unpredictable, multi-faceted and multi-directional risks to Allied security.',s

In addition to the possibility that these Dew types of crises could erupt into major

conflicts and overfìow into Europe, they th¡eaten Europe with the problems of refugee

inflow, disruption of trade and political instability.' These security threats require a

carefully managed political response.

NATo moves through the nineties facing new circumstances in more than just its

extemal environment. There now exists within the alliance a changing balance of power

between the united states and its European partners. The development of Europe into

an economic giant in its own right and the possibility of a us retreat from extensive

global involvement have resulted in European demands for a more equal role in alliance

affai¡s, and a concomitant reluctance on the part of the us to continue to dominate

alliance relations. Diminished us leadership will force NATO to develop new patterns

of relations and consultative procedures. without the direction previously provided by

. 5Michael Legge, "The Making of NATO's New Strategy,,, NATO Review, No. 6
(December 1991), p. 12.

-_ -6{an 
zielonka, "Europe's security: A Great confusion", Intemationar Affairs. vol.

67, No. I (1991), p. 13i.
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the us, many analysts question the abitity of the alliance to act decisiveiy and

effectively.? And yet changing power relationships and division within the alliance

hardly constitute a new phenomenon for the Atlantic nations. As the preceding chapters

describe, dealing with relations between members has been one of the alliance's strengths,

indeed, one ofthe strategic concept's central aims. It is in managing the intemal stesses

that alliance strategy has demonstrated one of its primary, and one of its most successful,

functions. Tl'oughout NATo's history, the dominance wielded by the us in alliance

interactions has been constantly changing, as well as questioned. As demonstrated in the

case of thc MLF, for example, American dominance does not necessarily translate into

acceptance of American ideas. In fact, one analyst argues that "it is in the Alliance's

long-term intercst that such a European identity in security and defence emerge: the

robustness of a coalition is to a large extent reliant on the lack of resentment of its most

exposed members, and excessive dependence on a single partner, the united states, does

breed such resentment. "s

These changes to the environment in which NATO functions create a number of

dilemmas for the formulation and implementation of strategy. In the most general terms,

NATO defence planners will now be forced to switch their focus from sustaining the

stalemate between the eastem and westem biocs, to using forces for conflict intervention.

7See, for example, Brenner, ',Multilateralism and European Security,,, p. l4g.

_ _ 
8Francois 

Heisbourg, "The Tbree Ages of NATO Strategy", NATO Review. Vol. 37,
No. 1 (February 1989), p.28.
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where efforts during the cold war emphasized the maintenance of the status quo, the

challenge now "is to influence the evolution of a new Europe which may not enjoy the

stability of the old, which may never settle down into a predicable order, and which may

confront us with regular upheavals resulting from social and economic dislocation, ethnic

rivalries and frustrated nationalism."e strategic doctrine since the inception of NATO

has been driven by the need ro prevent war with the Soviet union, given the risks of

conflict between the two nuclear powers. vy'hile nuclear war avoidance continues to hold

a place of significance within NATo strategy, developing the means to deal with non-

nuclear conflicts now takes on greater urgency. The example of yugoslavia illustrates

the cornplexities of crisis intervention by NATO forces.

NATO strategy will also be challenged by the lack ol a clear threat. Without a

monolithic enemy against which forces can be rallied, the alliance may find its members

unwilling to make some of the sacrifices and concessions that marked the development

and implementation of strategy during the cold war. Already cuts to defence spending

and public demands to see the "peace dividend" have made preparing for securit¡r a more

difficult endeavour than ever before. The financiai problems are compounded by

conceptual complexities arising from murþ threat perceptions. ,,strategic doctrines and

defcnce planning should ... be related to a possible conflict on European soil, but such a

elawrence Freedman, "Escalators and euagmires: Expectations and the use of Force,,,
Intemational Affai¡s. Yol. 67, No. I (1991), p, lg.
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scenario is increasingly unclear."r' The spectre ofa massive assault from the East which

govemed defence planning for forty years has now been replaced by uncertainty.

Militarily, the development of risk scenarios to determine force requirements will be

hampered by an unclear threat. The changes to the world as described above indicate that

the intemational realm is far from safe, but the description provides a myriad ofpotential

risks and dangers.

How to adapt strategy to address these new threats will also be challenged by the

attitudes of alliance members in the absence of ciear danger. As the immediate tkeat

recedes, the impoftance of satis$ring domestic political requirements in the pursuit of

collective defence will increase. while it is to be expected that a reduced threat will also

reducc the need for the allies to make concessions in defence decisions, it does not follow

that the NATO collective defence model wili fall apart. Nor does it signal an increasing

politicization of military plans, to the detriment of those plans, as one analyst argues.r)

As this case study has demonshated, the alliance already formulates strategy under the

watchful and demanding eye of the political sphere. In fact, it is impossible to separate

completely political ftom military activities, given that war is essentially a political act.

The process by which strategy is derived is subject to varying degrees of political

influence, depending on the particular circumstances, but there is no indication that

because ofthe altered intemational situation the aliiance's military needs will be suddenly

Iozielonka, "Europe's Security", p. i33.

¡rBrenner, "Multilateralism and European Security,,, p. 143.
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subsumed by political considerations to the point of being ineffectual. In fact, the history

of alliance deliberations on strategy, an irnportant part of which is outlined in this thesis,

demonstrates that the NATO members have quite capably handled significant change in

the past, change which included modifications to the threat perception. The record would

seem to indicate that the alliance possesses the experience necessary to weather change

and adversity successfully.

However, there is emerging within NATO a trend toward the re-nationalization of

defence, "by which is meant a weakening in practice of the commitment to joint defence

planning."rz solutions to crises such as that in the former yugoslavia are being

constructed outside the NATo context by those defence ministers most concerned about

the issue. Although the problem of unilateral actions is not new in NATO, it is now

occurring to an unprecedented extent which threatens to weaken the credibility of

NATO's security guarantees.

A final obstacle for NATO strategy to overcome will be the growing irrelevance

of the "out of area" distinction which previously determined the geographic extent of

NATO involvement. The NATO area, set out in Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty,

encompasses the territory of the alliance members. Alliance resources are therefore

focused in these areas. All other areas are relegated to secondary significance and hence

r2Paul Buteux, "canada and NATO Enlargement", Internationai Joumar Vor. L, No.
3, (Autumn 19951 fofhcoming).
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a substantially reduced commitment - this is the so-called out of area in which NATO

members could choose thei¡ level of involvement, if at all. But the luxury of this

distinction is evaporating with the changing intematioDal landscape and its attendant risks

to NATO security regardless of physical proximity. There is now "a move away ffom

the distinction, adopted for the purposes of military planning, between a big problem

close to home and lots of small problems further away. we must now anticipate small

and medium-sized problems all over the place.,,rr In response to this change, NATO

strategy and force structu¡e must differ from the cold war conf,rguration. At the same

time, NATo must overcome the problems faced by a regionally defined alliance as it

movcs beyond its perimeters.

will NATO be able to overcome these changes to the nature of the international

system, the security threat, and the relationships between its members? Many analysts

argue that NATO will not, that the alliance has outlived its usefulness, and that other

solutions are better suited to address the new security challenges. A brief examination

of some of the proposed alternatives to NATo will demonstrate that, in fact, the alliance

continues to be the best vehicle for ensuring Westem security.

Given the new partnership between East and west, the united Nations deserves

consideration as the means to deal with security challenges in the nineties. Indeed,

handling conflict and preventing a third world war were part of the organization,s rursoir

rrFreedman, "Escalators and Quagmires", p. 20.
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d'êû'e. Tbe split which developed between the United States and the Soviet Union

prevented the security council from carrying out the international policing function for

which it was originally designed, Now that Moscow has dispensed with formal

antagonism toward the West, is it possible for the UN to proceed with its mandate of

securing intemational peace? Although the possibility remains, the potential for the UN

to assume the role of international protector does not hold great promise. Despite the

American-Russian rapproachment, the activities of the UN continue to be hampered by

old rivalries and associations. The conflict in the former Yugoslavia is a case in point,

where Moscow opposed some uN activities on the basis of its historical ties to the serbs.

At the same time, the Americans would be hard pressed to side against Israel if events

in the Middle East should warrant such a stance.

Likewise, the UN's track record clearly shows that its successes lies in

peacekeeping, that is, in conflict intervention where the waning parties have made some

effort to resolve their differences on their own. Somalia and Bosnia exempli$, the futility

of the UN when it tries to intercede as a peacemaker.. At the same time, the ad hoc

nature of its members' commitment hampers UN missions overall, by preventing the

development of continuity between expeditionary forces. Finally, alliance members would

likely flrnd the uN, as a substitute for NATO, lacking the focus on their particular security

concems, given the vast membership of that global organization.

Suggestions also abound that the European union take on NATo's security role.
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The Maastricht Treaty, which in 1993 incorporated the former European community into

the European Union, introduced the Common Foreign and Secruity policy as one of the

EU's main tenets. The policy, now being developed, calls upon the Westem European

Union to act as the defence arm of the EU. The relationship of the WEU to the EU and

how this new European defence identity might be operationalized will be the focus ofthe

1996 Inter-Govemmental Conference. Regardless of the outcome, the EU is emerging

as a definite contender to NATo, particluarly given the enthusiasm of the French for the

inititative - due in large measure to the exclusion of the Americans from the venture.

To its credit, the EU avoids the focus pitfalls associated with the uN, the activities of the

fomer firmly concentrated on Europe. This narrow focus, however, makes the EU less

attractive than NATO in light ofthe expanding areas of traditional concem for the North

Atlantic nations outlined above. The EU's largely inwardly looking character robs it of

the experience in dealing with extemal actors that makes NATO so valuable in tending

to European security. At the same time, despite extensive experience dealing with

economic and political matters, the EU is a relative newcomer to involvement with

military activities and the wEU lacks operational capabilities necessary to implement

military decisions.

This case study ofthe development offlexible response illustrates quite clearly the

complexities of deliberations over strategy. Given the stresses and strains that NATo

military doctrine will undergo in the years to come, and the obvious prerequisite of

adaptation in order to survive, it is highly questionable how European security could be
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better served by reliance on an institution so void of experience in this crucial area. Even

more damaging to the prospects of the EU assuming a security dimension is the apparent

difficulty with which it is managing some of its current economic and political

responsibilities. one analyst claims the EU "struggles to achieve the most rudimentary

cooperation in the present," and that its "political authority remains restricted."'4 If this

is the case, how can the institution be expected to manage the awesome responsibility of

security? At the same time, the severing of the trans-Atlantic link implicit in replacing

NATO with the EU - despite its appeal to paris - has obvious implications that would

alter European defence arrangements so significantly as to be unimaginable.

The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE - formerly the

conference on security and cooperation in Europe) has also been suggested as an

alternative to NATO, "particularly as the [OSCE] now has its own permanent secretariat,

a new pan-European parliamentary body, and a separate conflict prevention centre."15

with a long history in European security issues and a membership extending beyond

westem Europe, the oscE seems well-suited to address some of the military issues

facing the alliance. But the oscE lacks the wide-ranging security experience possessed

by the alliance and, as such, "cannot substitute for the unique advantages which NATO

offers in terms of collective defence and crisis resistance. The cscE process, even

raBrenner, "Multilateralism and European Securiff',, pp. 143, 145.

'5zielonka, "Europe's Security", p. 130.
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though significantly strengthened, can only fulfil a complementary role.,,¡6 Additionally,

the organization's broad membership creates at best a diversity of interests which

complicates decision-making and, at worst, an atmosphere of suspicion between

democratic and former Cornnunist states.

Since none ofthese institutions - the United Nations, the European Union and the

Westem European Union, the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, or

any of the various other pan-European security models being bandied about - poses a

viable altemative to NATO, the obvious answer is to keep NATO, albeit with some

modifications. changes to the alliance have al¡eady been initiated with the I 99 I adoption

of a new Strategic Concept.

The new Strategic Concept exemplifies NATO,s ability to manage change

effectively. It combines a more prominent political function with a reduced military

component, including a reduced reliance on nuclear weapons. Both features represent an

acknowledgement of the changes to the security environment. The concept's emphasis

on its political role results from the increased oppornrnities to find peaceful means of

resolving differences. In order to take advantage ofthese opportunities, the new strategic

concept stresses the importance of dialogue to "provide a foundation for greater co-

r6Henning Wegener, "The Transformed Alliance,,, NATO Review, Vol. 3g, No.4
(August 1990), p. 8.
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operation tkoughout Europe."rT Dialogue and cooperation will work together to

diminish the risks to future instability caused by "the persistence of new political,

economic or social divisions."rB Additionally, the concept refers specifically to the role

played by crisis management and conflict resolution in achieving the alliance,s goal of

peace and security. The alliance members conclude that "the political approach to

security will thus become increasingly important."re

At the same time, the new Strategic Concept features a revised force posture

which incorporates a reduction in the overall size and readiness of the allies' forces with

an increase in their flexibility, mobility and capability to be reinforced. The reliance on

nuclear weapons has also been de-emphasized. These modifications reflect the changes

to the th¡eat faced by NATO: in the new strategic environment, ,,a single massive and

global threat has given way to diverse and multi-directional risks."2o Rather than

mounting a forward defence to prepare for a major assault from the East, the alliance will

deploy small, mobile units capable of "measured and timely responses" depending on the

geographical and political needs of the situation.2r A1l this is encompassed within what

the alliance is calling "a broad approach to security" which, while maintaining the basic

'?Text of Strategic Concept, NATO Review. No. 6 (December l99l), p. 2g.

ttíbid.

'nibid.

2oibid., p.30.

2'ibid.
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principles of NATO as a defensive alliance committed to the assurance of its members,

territorial integrity and political independence, includes adjustments to account for ,,the

diversity of challenges now facing the Alliance."22

In the development of this new Strategic Concept the primacy of politics emerges

more clearly than ever before. With the emphasis on dialogue and cooperation, the

concept embodies "a more overriding political element that becomes an equally important

component of [the] Alliance. The underlying philosophy is that a long-term guarantee for

security does not come only fiom military forces and their readiness, but, no less

impofantly, from the way in which states peacefully interact with one another."23 The

alliance recognizes that security can no longer be viewed exclusively as protection from

war alonei security encompasses a variety of dimensions including politicai, economic,

environmental and social aspects. NATO'S new sfategy explicitly accepts that these

factors need to be included in the consideration of its members security. At the same

time, the reduced emphasis on the military component in NATO's defence automatically

increases the political function. "The diminished - though vital - importance of NATO,s

military role and the broader concept of security to which the Alliance now moves, make

NATO's political role more visible and more important."2a

22ibid., p. 29.

2'Wegener, "The Transformed Alliance", p. 6.

- tUtd., p. ó.
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With the new Strategic Concept, the alliance has also "refuted once again the

accusation constantly levelled against it that it only reacts to initiatives from the East',.25

NATO has proven that it deserves a role in the new intemational security environment.

The organization has also charted its own course th¡ough these challenging waters, though

leaving plenty of room to manoeuwe as the circumstances dictate.

NATO is no stranger to change, its entire existence having been govemed by this

immutable factor of intematíonal relations. Adapting to change and challenge, as this

case study of the development of flexible response has illustrated, is indeed one of the

features which has contributed - and will continue to contribute - to NATO's longevity

and success.

"Hansen, "NATO as a Political Alliance", p. 17
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